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PREF1CE

Äccording to the agreement of scientific cooperation between
USSR Äcademy of Sciences and the Äcademy of Sciences of Fin
land in 1983-1986 joint investigations were carried out with
in the framework of Project 16. The results of cooperation
were presented at a Soviet-Finnish Symposium in Moscow from
the lOth to the l4th of November, 1986.

Thirtytwo papers were presented at the symposium. Six papers
were presented during the session “Water research in the
USSR and Finland”. The rest of the papers were discussed in
four sessions which were named according to the subjects of
the cooperation. Their distribution between the four subjects
was a follows: development of optimum management rules for
water resources systems (5), development of modeis of snow
cover and snowmelt runoff forrnation in the forest zone for
operative management of water resources systems (5), devel
opment of measurements and monitoring of water guality taking
into account hydrological factors (10), analysis of regula
ricties of water guality transformation with the help of hydro
dynamic modeis (6). Ali of these presentations are not in
cluded in this publication. The publication is edited by Timo
Huttula.

The discussion of the papers at the symposium showed that,
on the whoie, Project 16 was carried out succesfully. It was
also decided to continue the studies within the Project in
1987-1989. The results will be presented at a new symposium
1989.

On behaif of the Finnish participants 1 wish to express to
the Soviet colleagues and hosts our gratitude and 1 hope
good results from our cooperation.

Helsinki, May 25, 1987

Seppo Mustonen
Leader of the Finnish Delegation
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PROGEAMME

OF THE INTERNATIONAL SOVIET-FINNISH SYMPOSIUM ON THE RESULTS OF

JOINT RE$EÄRCH WITHIN THE PROJECT 16 “SYSTEM ÄNALYSIS ÄPPLICÄ

TION TO DEVELOPMENT OF SCHEMES OF COMPLEX UTILIZÄTION AND PRESER

VÄTION OF THE WÄTER RESOURCES IN LÄRGE REGIONS IN THE DISTANT

FUTURE”

10-16 November, 1986: Moscow, House of Sö.ientists, “White Hali”

(Kropotkinskaya ui., 16)

Monday lOth
10 00 Ärrival of the Finnish Scientists to Moscow, (the

Leningrad Railway Station)

12.45 Lunch fMoscow House of Scientists, “Blue Hali”)

14.30 Opening Ceremony (Moscow House of Scientists.,
“White HaIl”)

Section 1. “WÄTER RESEÄRCH IN THE USSR AND FINLAND”
Chairmen: G.Voropaev, 5. Mustonen

15.00 Study of land water resources in. the USSR
- G. Voropaev

15.30 Water research in Finland - 5. Mustonen

16.00 Modern problems of managing water resouree sys—
tems and methods of their solution - Ä. Velikanov

16.30 The need for water research from the viewpoint
of one who needs data - M. Raivio

17.00 Departure to the Hotel “Äcademicheskaya”

Tuesday llth
9.00 Än information system for waterresourees

- R. Lemmel.

9.30 Present status of hydrological research in Fin
land - E. Kuusisto

Seetion 2. “DEVELOPMENT OF OPTIMUM OPERATION RULES FOR WÄTER
RESOURCE SYSTEMS, INCLUDING LÄKES AND RESERVOIRS”
Chairmen: Ä. Velikanov, P. Vakkilainen

10.00 Management and fiood protection of the Vuoksi
River - R. Porttikivi, M. Maunula

10.30 Änalysis of water resource system functioning:
problems and methods of research — D. Korobova

11 .00 The possible use of lakes in the Vuoksi river
basin for flood protection of the Lake Saimaa and
during a dry speil - M. Maunula
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11.30 Break

11.45 Änalysis of water resource system functioning in
the Vuoksi river basin as the basis for developing
manegement rules - D. Korobova, Yu. Oziranskiy,
V. Poizner

12.15 The use of long-term forecasts for the non-regu
lated tributary to the lakes of the Vuoksi basin
during the management process — V. Poizner,
Yu. Piotkin

12.45 Lunch (“Blue Hail”)

$ection 3. “THE DEVELOPMENT OF SNOW COVER FORMATION AND SNOW
MELT RUNOFF MODELS IN THE FOREST ZONE FOR OPERÄ
TIVE NANÄGEMENT OF Ä WÄTER RESOURCE SYSTEN”
Chairmen: Ä. Velikanov, P. Vakkilainen

14.00 Snowmelt modeis in operational use - B. Vehviläi
n en

14.30 New methods of snow observation in Finland
— E. Kuusisto

15.00 Break

15.15 The use of real-time precipitation data in runoff
modeis - P. Vakkilainen

15.45 Developing modeis of snow cover formation and snow
meit runoff in the forest zone - B. Vehviläinen,
Yu. Motovilov

16.15 Discussion of the reports

16.45 Departure to the Hotel “Academicheskaya”

Section 4. “DEVELOPNENT OF MEASUREMENTS AND I’IONITORING OF
WÄTER QUÄLITY TAKING INTO ÄCCOUNT HYDROLOGICÄL
FACTORS”
Chairmen: M. Khublarian, R. Lemmelä

Wednesday 1.2th
9.00 Measurements of very slow currents - J. Sarkkula

9.30 Transformation of natural organic compounds in
reservoirs — A. Kocharian, Ä. Malutin, V. Gekov,
1. Lapin

10.00 Collecting and processing of hydrological, water
chemical and hydrophysical data - T. Huttula

10.30 Ä model of structure planning and parameters of

water economy, taking into account water protec
tion measures — Ä. Kocharian, 1. Khranovich

11.00 Break

11.15 Phosphorous in bottom sediments of some water

bodies and its excretion from bottom to water
— M. Martynova, E. Kozlova
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11.45 The study of the presence and migration of some
heavy metais in bottom sediments for the estima
tion of secondary pollution scales - N. Grishin,
Ä. Kocharian, Ä. Malutin

12.15 Efficiency evaluation procedure in setting up
discharge-free productions to prevent industrial
pollution of natural waters - V. Kam±nskiy,
1. Orlov, K. Safronova

12.45 Lunch (“The Blue Hali”)

14.00 Biornass turnover time and water quality - V. Vavi

lin, S. Bagotskiy

14.20 Discussion of the raports

Section 5. “ANÄLYSIS OF EGULARITIES OF WÄTER QUÄLITY TRNS

FORNÄTION WITH THE HELP OF HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS”

Chairmen: M. Khublarian, R. Lemmelä

14.50 Intrusion of sea water into coastal freshwater

aquifers and its effect on the guality of ground

waters - M. Khublarian, A. Frolov

15.20 Mixinqof river and sea waters in estuaries

- M. Khublarian, Ä. Frolov

15.50 Transport of dissolved matter in rivers with un

steady flow using St. Venent equations - J. For

sius

16.10 Äpplication of a model describing the phosphorus

and nitrogene cycles to Lake Kuortaneenjärvi in

the Lapuanjoki basin - J. Kettunen, 0. Varis

16.30 Modeling phosphorus transformations in Lake iuor

taneenjärvi ecosystem - Ä. Leonov, J. Kettunen,

0. Varis

16.50 Departure to the Hotel “Academicheskaya”

Thursday l3tli
10.00 Visit of Finnish specialists to the Water Prob

Iems Institute:

Water Quality Laboratory - Ä. Kocharian

Äquatic Ecosystems Laboratory - Ä. Vavilin

Laboratory of :Modeling Hydrological Processes

L. Kuchment
Laboratory of Water Resource System Reliability

- D. Korobova

12.30 Departure to the Hotel “Äcademicheskaya”

15.00 Excursion to the Ändronnikov Monanstry

Friday l4th
10.00 Discussion of the reports (The MoscoW House of

Scientists, “White Hali”)

11.00 Diseussion of plans for the future cooperation
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12.00 Ciosing ceremony
Chairmen: G. Voropaev, M. Khublarian, Ä. Velikanov,

S. Mustonen, P. Vakkilainen. R. Leinmelä

12.45 Lunch (“Blue Ha119

14.30 Excursion to the Museums of Moscow Kremlin

Saturday 15 tb
11.00 Excursion to Zagorsk

Sunday l6th
11.00 Excursion about Moscow

20.30 Departure to the Leningradskaya• Railway Station
from the Hotel “Äcademicheskaya”
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PECULIÄRITIES OF WÄTER RESOURCES SYSTEM MANÄGEMENT; SIDE-EFFECTS

OF THEIR DEVELOPMENT

Ä. L. Velikanov

Deputy Direetor, Water Probiems Institute,

USSR Äcademy of Sciences, 13/3 Sadovo—

Chernogriazskaya, 103064 Moscow - USSR

Water, one of the major natural resources, is essential

for economic growth and social prosperity. Worldover,

industrial deveiopment, agricultural production and im

provement of social wellbeing constantly increase water

use. This concerns both fresh water withdrawls and con

sumptive water use. Äccording to World Watch paper 65

irrevocable consumptive water withdrawls have increased

from 800 km of water in the 1950s t.o more than 3500 km/

year currently [1].

The major water use is irrigated agricuiture; the irri—

gated area worldwide now totais about 270 million hee—

tares, out of which 20 million ha are in the USSR.

UNE$CO estimates that about 60 of increment in crop

yieid annually is provided by irrigated cropland. It is

projected to irrigate additional 50 million ha’of iand In

the world by the end of the century.

Compared with irrigated agricuiture industriai and mu—

nicipai water consumption 15 relatively small. t-owever,

fresh water withdrawis for industriai and munielpal de

mands are commensurable with water withdrawis for irriga—

tion. For exampie, in the USSR in 1984 more than 120 km

of water was withdrawn to meet the demands of industrial

and munleipal water users.

It shouid be noted, that in recent years a tendency for

reduction of demands for water in ali economic branches

has arisen in industriai eountries. In a number of cases

a stabilization and even partial deeline in the rate of

industrial and municipal water use is observed. However,
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thi5 process ieadz to an increase of water users demands

on water supply reliabulity, thus imposing new demands on

water resources management.

Nowadays water systems play an Important role In the soi—

ution of transportation problems. Water transport is the

most economic and energy-saving type of transportation

and for a nurnber of northe.rn areas in the USSR it is the

only possible transportation route,

The use of inland water resources for recreation is ever

growing. Water tourism, fisheries, saiiing and rowing

impose serious demands on the hydrologic regime of water

bodies. Ali these aspects entail th development of

complex water resources systems [2] - hydraulically con

nected water sources, systems ot hydroteclinical proiects,

reservoirs and channels for river runoff regulation and

water allocal:ion to water users [2). Like other techni—

cal systems felectric power production, transportation,

communication, etc.) water resources systems are one of

the major elements of the national economy. However,

there are some specific feateures, involved in water re—

sources systems: river runoff variability in time, uneven

distribution of water in space, and elose interaction of

water resources systems with the environment. These very

pecularities should be considered in the first place to

determine methods for water resources systems development

and management.

Streamflow fiuctuations are stoehastic in nature, they

are governed bu probabllistic laws. Therefore, long—term

streamflow prediction should be done on the pobabalistic

basis. $tochastic nature of streamflow fluctuations is

one of the important characteristics, which should be

considered in the planning of water resrources develop—

ment, water supply in particular.

In the U$SR a reliability index is used for analysing

water resources management problems. As a rule, this

mdcx is determined on the basis of water management
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experience. The estimated reliability, as a probabil—

istic index or criterion of uninterrupted (regular) water

supply, is defined separately for vari<:us branches of

national economy and reflects the reaction of water users

to disruptions in water supply.

The estimated reliability indeices used in the US$R may

be subdivided for t,hree types of water users [3].

1. Users, requiring practically uninterrupted water

supply; their dernands are met with a 95 - 99

percent ot reliabulity fe.g. 95 reliability

means that during a period of 100 years deficits

occur 1;; 5 years spans).

2. Users that can afford more or less frequent

deviations from the water supply regime; an 85 -

90 percent reliability.

3. Users, demanding huge amounts of water per unit

of production, that have reserves and use the

excess of streamflow most completely; a 75 — 80

percent rellabiilty.

The first type includes municipal water supply, industry

and large hydropower plants with long-term streamflow

regulation. The second type comprises river transport

and small hydropower plants. The third type encompasses

agriculture and fisheries.

The estimated reliability of water supply is the most

sirnple and widely used index and is used to determine the

pararneters of water resource systems.

However, this mdcx does not take into aceount the water

supply regime and, therefore, the working regime of re—

sesrvoirs during water deficft (dry) years is not

considered. For this reason another index — admissible

depth of reduced water supply in the dificit years - has

been introduced into water managernent practlce. For cx—
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ample, the estimated reliability of water supply of irri

gated agriculture in the USSR amounts to 90 , and in 10

deficit years water suppiles are not to be curtailed by

more than 20 of the required suppiles.

The experience of large water resources systerns operation

has shown that the reliability indices do not fully in—

corporate ecological requirements, involved in the use of

natux:al resources. -

Irreverible processes in ecosystems are relateä not only

to the number of years and the depth of water supply in

terruption but also depend on the duration of interrup

tion, Therefore, an additional index of reliability has

been introduced, characterising permissible duration of

low-water year sequences. Ät present, this index is not

widely used, but in the future with the increase of en

vironmental demands on water resources systems develop—

rnent the role of the index will increase.

Until recently the probiem of estimated reliability has

been considered separately for each branch of national

economy. But the experience and future development of

water resources systems management necessitate to analyse

this approach. Än analysis ot water resources systems,

comprising water sources and water users, reveals some

pecularities. First, there is no direct relationship

between water demands of individual user and anticipated

water shortage, as the latter is determined not only by

the existing variability of flow but also by the

existing procedure of water use. In addition, witli sys

tem components scattered over the river basin and the

high differentiation of water--use patters (consurnptive or

non-consuptive water withdrawls, use of the river natural

flopw, etcj, the relationship between aggreqate water

demands and water shortages, with a definite storage

capacity of reservoirs, is uncertain. The reliability of

rneeting the demands of individual water users is the

function not only of runoff regulation, but also of some

otlier factors which are riot taken into account by esti-
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mated reliabilities for individual branehes of econorny.

In this regard, the probiem of estimation of water sup—

ply reliability 15 a very eornpiicated one.

The solution of thls problem 15 closely connected with

another pecularity of water resources systems, i.e.. their

interrelation with the environment. Water resources

systems themselves are one of the inherent elements of

the environrnent. Their development and managernent in the

process of furictiöning causes a number of side effects,

the proper account of which ts the probiem of major im—

portance.

The experience of large water resources systems construc—

tion indicates th:at besides the solution ot definite

problems, determined in the p1anning stage, a number of

side effects in the environment, economic and social de

veioplment of the area may occur during impiementation

stage and, esopec1aily, in the period of water resourees

rnanagement

Future ecological and socio-economic irnpacts that envolve

during the stage o water resources systems construction

and management anä are beyond the obiectives of the pro

ject are called side effects of water resources develop—

ment.

Evolution of water development from simple water wheels

to ambitious proects of runoff transfer (NEWÄPÄ) [41

entailed a shift of the emphasis In the analysis and

evalution of side effects, both positive and negative.

In the eariy stages of water development hydroprojects

were slngie purposem, in the process of their rnanagernent

a possibility arose to use the positive effects to serve

economic and soelal purpose, Äs a resuit, the develop

ment of multipIe purpose reservoirs was initiated. It ts

evident, that construction of hydroproieets, their Inte—

gration in cascades, and development of water resources

systems allow one to solve not only the direet problems,

i.e. to meet the dernands of varlous branches of national
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economy - municipal, water transportation, power produc

tion, industrial, etc., but to facilitater development of

an infrastructure, expansion of business activities,

developing of new axeas. For example, the construction

of a cascade of hydroproiects on the rivers Angara and

Enisey in the USSR not only provlded for the solution of
energy and water transportation problems, but formed the

backbone of the vast industrial complex [5].

In recent years water proiects have been planned to fa

cilitate recreation and tourism, and not long ago provi—
sion ot recreation facilities was considered to be a side

effect of a project The experience of water resources

systems construction in the US$R has shown that their

role in the solution of economic and social problems is
ever growing. In the process of system’s management pri—

orities of alternative water users can lie redistributed.

Ali these facts stress that with further development and

improvement of water resources systems positive side
effects become an integral part of the obiective function

of the proiects. This is relevant to economic and social

after—effeets, which might occur as a resuit of water

proiect’s imp1ementation

Ät the same time, rational and wise development of water

resources systems has a positive impact on the environ
ment. The development of a network of channels in and
zones positively modified the fiora and fauna of irni—
gated areaas, improves the microclimate of adjacent
ternitories. Man-made water liodies as are used watening
places by wild animais; improve the ecological state of
the area. In the zones of excessive precipitation, water
projects, mainly channels, drain the adjacent areas,
which is favourable for vegatation rnodification, in par—
ticular, the replacement of leaf—liearing forests for
confiderous ones.

It shoulcl be noted, however, that positive environmental
side effects are not yet c:omprehensiveiy studied. The
very notion “positive iiifluence on the environment” is
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called In guestion by many seientists, based on one of

the concepts of intere1ation of Man and the Environment.

In accordance with the coneept known by the Memorandum of

the Rornan CIuh “The Limits to Growth”, hinnan activit;es

are anomalous from ecoiogicai point of view, they disturb

existing natural interrelations in the blLosphere [6L

The scientific revolution has signified the beginning of

a giobal ecological crisis, caused by technologic

violation of natural equilibrium. The limits on man’s

activities are determined by the structure ot the modern

biosphere and by funetional relations in it. These

limits have been aiready reached. The concept, applied

to the probiem of water resources developrnent, leads to a

conclusion that water resources development is ecologl—

cally harmfull, stresses the role of negative side ef—

feets of water resources systems öevelopment.

in our opinion, assessment of negative side effeets

should be based on a eoncept of modern development of

blosphere, worked out by the Sovied Academician V, 1.

Vernadskii [71. In accordance with the concept, hinnan

activities are the natural and the most comprehensive

representation of the main trend of the biospheric evoi—

UtlOflr The seientific progress accounts for the transi—

tion of the biosphere into highest phase of its develop—

ment - a noosphere, where scientific thought materialized

in the corresponding technoiogies, controis ali process

in the biosphere. The Iimits, imposed on human activ

ities, are determinded by the ievel of a scientific

knowiedge and existing socio—economic possibilities to

utilize the deveioped technologies.

Based on this cönsept the strategy of natural resourees

use and the development of water resources, in particu—

lar, presuppose that the new equilibrium in the biosphere

as a whoie, and in its separate blocks (hydrosphere),

and sub-blocks (fresh water runoff) could be maintained

by active interaction of natural and technogenic systems

(e.g. water resources systems). We should analysis the
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negative side effects of water resources systems develop

ment from tMs angle.

Identification and analysis of the negative side effects,

occuring during the construction and rnanagement of water

resourees systems, should be aimed at the development of

the ways to maintain equilibrium in the noosphere.

The theory and practice of water resources systems con—

struction and management allows one to determine a number

of side effects, types of negative effects should be dit

ferentiated.

The first type lncorporates the impaets, not aimed by the

projeet, which could lie identified before its impiementa—

tion; to prevent their occurance and to mitigate negative

impacts countermeasures sliould lie worked out. Such

effect and measures to mitigate tliem can lie economically

assessed, the water resourees systems constructlon is not

sticly constrained by them.

The second type of the negative side effects incorporates

implication, which should not occur, to preserve environ

mental stability. TMs type of side effects could not be

predicated with the necessary rate of reliability. It

should lie analysed as a system of constraints on the pro—

iect’s parameteres.

In identifieation of the negative side effects it is

necessary to follow up not oniy the direct impaet of pro—

jeet’s impiementation, but lite whole ehain of interac

tions of the natural and social-economic processes with a

water proiect. It is nesessary to provide a spatial and

temporal analysis of side effects.

Defending on the scale of water proiects, the leveis of

spreading of side effects could lie outlined:

a) local side effects fwith linear dimensions of

10 — 15 km from the construction site) ;
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b) regional side effects (dozens and even hundreds

ktlometers from the c.onztruction site);

c) giobal side effects (thousands kilometers from

the construction site).

side effects sbouid he aDalysed for the period of transi—

tion. iii the envirqhment, caused by water resources

construction1.and aiSo for a fixed regime, predetermlning

the temporal scale to be used for analysis of side ef—

fects. Side eftects In hydrologic and hydrochemlcal pro—

cessea manifest. themelves after relatively .small perioda

of time (days, mowtM, a war» and in hydrologic or cli-

- natic processesside.’eflects ne nanifeated after. longer

time intervala. Side’ effects in biological processes can

manifest themselves’in any of the above mentioned inter

vala of time..

aong the maior protesses, wbere side effects, renlting

from water re.saurces systems development could surface,

are:

modification of a hydrologtc regime, determining

changes in hy&ophysical and hydrochemical pro—

cesaes both en the constructlon s.ite, and iii the

zones ot tnpacta; including, estuaries;

chanqes in e hydrologic regime of adjacent

areas as a resuit of inudation and drainage of

lands by: ahannela and the decrease in water

level f water ways in downstream. reservoira;

mod.i f Saat jon. ot. aquattc ecosysterns, determined
*

by ehanges .in- the hflrolog-ic regime;

modifi.cation of terrestrial ecosystems, caused

by the deve]opmen-t 0€ new water proiects and by

changes in the hydrologic regime . of adiacent

areaa.;

microcflmate changes, occuring as a resuit af

project’s impiementation or considerable changes

tri the natural regime of watar ways;

regional cli.mati.c changes,. conditioned by large—

seale watet xesoutcOS systems. proiects such as

i.nte-rzegiotal runofl transter;
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socio-economic after-effects of water resources

development.

Ali these processes and changes shouid be anaiysed on the

stage of a feasibulity study and planning of water re—

sources development of assess both positive and negative

side effects.

CONCLUS 1 ONS

Water resources systems development imposes a number of

scientific problems. The efficiency of water use depends

on the successful analysis of these problems. The prob

lems encompass: the development of rellable methods for

modeiiing hydroiogic series for a number of sites simul—

taneously, allowing one to present statisticaliy hydro—

logic state in the future; the deveiopment of simulation

modelliny of water resources systems functioning to ob—

tain reliable hydrologic and water resources character

istics or indices and to develop operating poiicies

(rules) for complex water resources systems; improvement

and wide introduction of physical-mathematical modelling

for the solution of operating problems in real time and

to Increase the correctness of hydrologic data used tri

water resources planning and proiecting; assessement of

water balance elements for large reservoirs.

The management of large water resources systems on the

stage of functioning ts one of the major national econ

omic probiems, influencing agriculturai productivity,

energy production, river transport. Therefore, a desire

to use short-term and long-term liydrometeorologic fore—

casts to increase reliabulity of operation arises. Ät

the same time, we should not forget that the regularities

of natural streamflow fluctuatlons identified with the

heip of static data are the singie reliable basis for ari

assessement of the guaranteed water resources yield.

Water accumulation tri reservoirs to get the estimated

(wlth the definite rate of prohabulity) water supply of
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national eCOnorfly should be the maln princlple of oper—

ation.

Of utmost irnportance are the ecoloqical demands on the

water resources systems management, water quality in—

ciuded. Ät present, there 15 ari evident disproportion

between the leveis of hydrologic and ecological substan—

tiation of water resourees systewms management. For an

improved basis ci ecological and other environmental

demands on the regirne ci water resources systems perform—

ance a systems approach shouJ.d be used, i.e. the ioint

efforts of hydrologists, hydraulic engineers, ecologlsts

and economists.
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PRESENT STÄTUS OF HYDROLOGICÄL RESEARCH IN FINLAND

Hydrological research in Finland faces some new iinportant tasks.

The acidification of soil, groundwater and lakes will inevi

tably cause problems in a near future. These problems cannot

he solved without detailed studies on the movement of water

within the soil and on water exchange in lakes.

Better flood forecasts are needed particularly in river basins

of Ostrobothnia and northern Finland. Ä particular attention

should he focused on the modelling of ice phenomena during

winter and spri.ng floods.

The use of remote sensing in hydrology will increase. Gamma—

ray spectrometry and satellite pictures have aleady been used

in snow studies. Satellite pic,tures are also usefui in obser

ving freezing and break-up dates and surface water temperature

in 1akes
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MANÄGEMENT AND FLOOD CONTROL OF THE SYSTEM OF RIVER VUOKSI

R. Porttikivi and M. Maunula

The Vuoksi watercourse is a transboundary watercourse for

Finland and the USSR, as the upper reaches and main part of

River Vuoksi are in the territory of the USSR (appendix 1). The

development of the watercourse, flood control and protection of

the watercourse are common goals for both countries. Joint

affairs coneerning the watercourse are dealt with in the joint

Finnish — Soviet boundary water commission.

The number of lakes in the system of River Vuoksi is very high.

Floods and dro.ughts occur seidom because the climatic

conditions are stable. Numerous flow regulations have been

implemented in the watercourse. The lärgest reyulated lakes of

the Vuoksi river system are Kallavesi — Unnukka (1 000 km2),

Höytiäinen (290 km2) and Koitere (180 km2). Of the lärge

lakes, Lake Saimaa and Lake Pielinen are in a natural state

(appendix 2).

In the Vuoksi watercourse, the mean annual precipitation 15

590 mm and evaporation 405 mm. Normally the water equivalent

of snow is at its greatest at the beginning of Äpril. The

average maximum is 150 mm.

The variation in water level of Lake Saimaa in its natural

state is unusually high among Finnish lakes, exceeding 3 m

fFig. 1). The mean high water level is, however, only 0,70 m

higher than the mean low water level. The mean diseharge of

the Vuoksi River is 590 m3/s, maximum 1 190 m3/s (in 1899),

and minimum 220 m3/s (in 1942).
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The upstream areas of Vuoksi watercourse are hydrologically

quite different from the area surrounding Lake Saimaa. Due to

the great number of large lakes, the time lag of the flood

peak is about 2 months between the upstream areas and Lake

Saimaa. In Lake Saimaa the water level reaches its peak not

earlier than in the middle of July, whereas the peak in the

upper reaches occurs in May.

The Vuoksi water system is used in many different ways. More

timber is floated in the Vuoksi river system than in any other

inland watercourse, and an important part of Finnish pulp and

paper industry is situated in the area. Of great significance

for the development of water traffic was the reopening in 1968

of the Samaa canal which connects Lake Saimaa with Gulf of

Finland. The hydropower plants of the area produce annually

about 2 TWh or nearly 20 % of Finlands total hydropower

production. The total production of Tainionkoski and Imatra

power plants, situated in the Finnish part of the Vuoksi river,

is about 1,3 TWh, which is the same as the total production of

the Svetogorsk and Lesogorsk power plants in the Soviet part.

Water teve(
NN+ m

77.50

Oischarge
m3/s

1139

Fig. 1 Natural water elevations and discharges of Lake Saimaa

in some years.
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The Vuoksi water system is also important for recreation.

Floods cause darnages much more often than droughts because of

the climatic conditions in Finland and the great amount of

lakes. When water level is rising, the flooding first damages

fieids fFig. 2). Äfter that, different kinäs of houses, roads

and forests are in danger. In addition, Lake Saimaa is

surrounded by a considerable amount of factories (mainly paper

milis) which suffer remarkably from flood when it is at its

worst. On the other hand, flood also causes rernarkable darnages

on the Soviet side, when discharge in River Vuoksi is great.

Therefore, the threat of damages and the impact of various

actions in both countries have to be taken into consideration

when planning and executing flood protection actions.

Water Levet
m

76.00

77.50

77.00

76.50

76.00

Fig. 2 Flood damages at Lake Saimaa as

level

The largest regulations in the Vuoksi watercourse are quite

moderate. They ali tend to lower the highest flood leveis and

raise the iowest water leveis. Flow regulation provides means

for preventing damages caused by floods and droughts. When

there is a threat of very great damage, a temporary permit

0,1 0,3 1,0 3 10 30 100 300 1000 2000

Damoges mitj.mk

a function of water
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to deviate from normal permit conditions can be applied for.

These exceptional permits have quite often been used in recent

years for lakes Saimaa and Pielinen fTable 1).

Table 1. THE EFFECT OF EXCEPTIONAL FLOOD-REGULÄTIONS
EXECUTED IN THE VUOKSI WÄTERCOURSE

MÄXIMUM WÄTER LEVEL (NN+M) MÄXIMUM DISCHÄRGE fM3/s)
NÄTURM REGULÄTED DIFF. NÄTURAL REGULÄTED Di.

LAKE
SÄIMAA

1962—3 76,79 76,74 —0,05 896 1 109 +213
1974—5 76,90 76,7$ —0,12 932 1 115 +183
1981 76,85 76,61 —0,24 916 923 +7
1982 76,87 76,51 —0,36 922 1 061 +139
1984 76,62 76,31 —0,31 841 908 +67

LÄKE
PIELINEN

1981 94,8$ 94,59 —0,29 546 584 +38
1982 94,52 94,35 —0,17 446 448 +2
1984 94,48 94,06 —0,42 435 - 438 +3

IUso different flood control structures, such as dredgings and

levees, have been built in the Vuoksi drainage basin. On the

shores of lake Saimaa, about 50 separate embankments have been

implemented. With these, 3000 hectars of shoreland have been

protected against floods.

The operational management includes the inflow forecasts, which

are made monthly for the central lakes. The independent

variabies are the average inflow of the previous month and, in

some modeis, the precipitation of previous month as well. The

correlation coefficients of inflow modeis for Lake Saimaa are

0.83.. .0,96. In addition to the average forecasts, maximum and

minimum forecasts using 10 % probability values are calculated

as well.

Ä convention concerning the transboundary waters between the

USSR and Finland was concluded in 1964. Äccording to this

convention information concerning the discharges of River
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Vuoksi is sent weekly in advance to the hydropower station at

Svetogorsk. The forecast for the following two months is sent

to the power station, as well.

Äccording to the convention concerning the transboundary

waters, negotiations are held in the commission for the

planning and execution of exceptional flood regulation of lake

Saimaa. In these negotiations, discharges are settled as well

as the time for the next contact to evaluate the situation. In

practice, co—operation has been quite flexible.

Exceptional discharges have significantly reduced floöd

damages. On the other hand, these discharges have caused energy

losses to hydropower plants both in the USSR and Finland. The

energy losses caused by exceptional discharges of Vuoksi have

been compensated to the Soviet Union.

The planning work to control the floods of lakes Saimaa and

Pielinen has been going on for a very long time. Many plans

have been completed, but none of them have been implemented.

For this reason, the flood control of the lakes has been

carried out through exceptional discharges. The problem is

that, according to the Water Act, a permit may he obtained only

if it can be indicated that considerable damage is to be

expected. This leads to the exceptional discharges being

started too late and, therefore, the reduction of flood water

level is not sufficient. The possibility to use exceptional

discharges has been impaired by the new investigations which

indicate that the flood damages along river Vuoksi in the USSR

are very great.

The action pian for flood control of the Vuoksi watercourse is

under preparation. In the pian, separate alternatives will he

presented for reducing flood damages. The aim of the pian is to

develop arrangements and procedures by which the benefits of

both countries can he equaliy taken into account while reducing

the damages caused by floods.
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ÄPPENDIX 2

HYDROLOGICAL DÄTÄ OF THE LÄRGEST LÄKES IN THE VUOKSI
WÄTERCOURSE AND OF LAKE LADOGÄ

MEAN SURFÄCE MEAN VOLUME CURRENT WÄTER DISCHÄRGE
WÄTER ÄREÄ DEPTH BETWEEN LEVEL VÄRIÄTION IN 1961-80
LEVEL ÄT MEAN MEÄN AND (CM) (M3/s)

LEVEL MINIMUM —

______

LEVELS ANNUÄL MÄXIMUM
(NN+M) (KM2) fM) (106M3) MEAN RÄNGE MQ HQ NQ

SÄIMAA 75,63 4 368 14 3 672 68 161 554 1 115 165

PIELINEN 93,51 960 9 665 119 168 231 545 45

KALLÄ— 81,54 898 9 561 71 160 166 484 52
VESI

UNNUKKA 81,07 110 51 28 60 118 358 30

HÖYTI— 87,24 290 8 169 78 85 14 72 0
ÄINEN

KOITERE 143,02 181 6 173 154 215 73 263 1

LÄDOGÄ- 4,8 17 840 51 14 9862) 742) 1642)2 540 45 10 687

1DÄTÄ FROM 1859 - 1956

ON THE BÄSIS OF L. SÄIMAA VÄLUES
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AN ANÄLYSIS OF CQMPLEX WÄTER RESOUROES SYSTEMS

FERPORMÄNGE • PROBLEMS AND METHOD$ OF RESEÄRCH.

D .N .Korobova

Water Problems Institute, U$SR Äcademy of Sci.,
103064 Moscow, USSR

Scientific studies, carried out in the frames of the prob—

lem of rational use and pro servation of water resources iii the

USSR, are based on the theory of runoff control developed by

Soviet scientists S.N.Kritskii and M.F.Menkel in the 1930—s £1 ]..

The theory has worked out a number of hypotheses, statements,

assumptions and CC)flStraifltS, facilitating the analysis and esti—

mation of probabiiistic parameters of the river runoff as a

stochastic process and providing a possibulity of deterministic

decision making, concernin parameters and regimes of hydrotech-.

nical projects’ performance. The viability of this theory is

corroborated by the practice of construction and operation of many

multiple-.purpose hydroteohnical projeots in the USSR and abroad.

It is known, that, as a rule, water consumption by various

branches of national economy presupposes temporal and spatial

regulation oi’ water resources. Degrees and schemes of control are

differentiated. Usually, the main objective is to provide some

water— or energy yield to meet the demands of the priority water

users (water supply, industry, large hydroelectric plants, water

transport) and, at the same time, to use the remaining part of

water to meet the demands of secondary users as much as possihle

(fishery releases, agriculture).

To reach this objective to the highest extent is possible

only when each reservoir functions by the Tulos, determining the

order of water accumulation and discharges, dependent on hydro

logic state and water users’ demands. The gained experience in—

dicates that the la,ck or violation of these rules results in

considerable damages 11 I•
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In the USSR and. abroad the most widely practised operating

policies are based on the principle of “dispatcherization” or
tdjspatcher rules”, which allows us under streamflow and wat’er

dernands stochasticity to make deterministic solutions, concer...

ning releases from reservoirs (volumes and hydrographs, an

adm.issible level o± fluctuations in reservoirs and maintenance of

some definite leveis in a rivei3.

If reservoirs serve multiple purposes (water— or energy

supply, flood protection,etc.) trade-offs among alternative

objectives of runoff regulation are aggravated, thus comp1ica

ting the operating rules. The use of dispatcher rules ensures

realization of the major part of the theoretically possible

effect from runoff regulation.

Purther improvement of the operating policies should be

based on the use of hydrologic forecasts. The probabulistic

sense of forecasts consists iii the transition from unconditi—

onal distribution of values of the future runoff to conditional

distribution, taking into account the dependence of the future

runoff on the factors aiready manifested at the time 0±’ working

out the forecast. $eemingly, the modern level of anticipation

(earliness .f foreoast), provided by hydrologic forecasts,

could not :influence the guaranteed regime of water supply. Howe—

ver, they may be useful in periods preceeding 1ow-.f1ow periods,,

exceeding the estimated reliabulity, or in flood periods.

Two approaches are usually used to identify optimai para

meters of hydroprojects and rational ru1e of their operation,

namely: 1) the regime of runoff regulation is calculated for

the historical observed runoff series; the results of the cai—

culation are used for the assessement of probability distribu—

tion 0±’ water resources charaoteristics; 2) the regime 0±’ rim

off regulation is calculated by analysing probabilities of

different alternations of dry and wet years and seasons by

composition or statistical tests.12 1.

Nowdays the first approach to water resources calculations

is widely wsed. It is, undoubtly, a probabilistic means of

computation it uses a period of observations as a statistical

sample and projects stoohastic regularities of runoff fluctuati—

ons, observed in the past, for the future.
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This method provides sa.tisfactory results for extended pe—

riods of observations and low degree of the multiyear or seaso—

nal rwaoff controi.

Ali these general statements and practieal means of the

theory of rimoff regulation have been developed in detail for

a single— or two purposes reservoir. Specific de.mands for ini.

tial hydrologic information have been identified. The relation

“reservoir storage — its yield reliability of water supply”

has been substantiated.

Ät the same time, the modern stage of water resources

development in the USSR and abroad is characterized by the de.-.

velopment of complex water resources systerns, incorporating a

number of reservoirs on one and the same or a number of rivers.

$uch water resouroes systems are usually hydrauiicaily intercon.—

neoted, besides that, these systems are complex, as they serve

to meet the demands of various national economic branches. Äs a

rule, the demands of separate branches on water resouroes sy5tems

are controversial.

Another peculiarity of water resources systems is their

close interrelation with the environment as through water reso—

urces, considerahie regulation of which could impose major chan—

ges on the water regime of ecological systems, and also through

water users, directly withdrawing water from a water source and

polluting the environment by return and sewage waters.

Ali these factors compiicate water resources systems. The

seiection of parameters of the water resouroes systems and

operating polioies is one of the moat difficult problems, invol—

ved in rational use and preservation of water resources.

The probiem is multiaspect:

a) the development of approaches and techniques for preparation

or forming of initial hydrologic information to determine con—

ditions of systems’ functioning in the future;

b) identification of demands of various branches of national

economy on the regime of the system’s water resources use;

c) the development of methods for the solution of the probiem

of the supply/demand relations, i.e. the probiem of identifica—

tion of parameters and operating rules for complex water re—

sources systems under their integration.



The first two aspects form the original fields of studies.

The specific feature of these studies on the modern stage is

the necessity to take into account the increasing antropogenic

influence on water resources formation on the water catchment.,

on the one hand, and the growing attention to ecological and

environmental demands (e.g. to provide releases into seas to

maintain the salt and level regimes, maintenance of sanitary

conditions in a water route, fishery and other speciäl releases,

etc.),. on the other.

Äli these factors necessitate the development of a new

a.pproach to the probiem of identification or revision of para

meters and operating policies for a complex system of reservoirs.

To solve such problems the method of analysing a complex

water resources syste&s functioning under different hydrologic

condit,ions and hypotheses or scenarious of national economic
is USed,

develpment The initial hydrologic data is used as the observed

historical or modelled hydrologic series.

Äs it has been mentioned, the objective of analysis of

water resources systems functioning or simulation of its beha’-’

vior under different conditions in the future is the selection

or identification of parameters and a regime of the existing

WRS (water resources systems), fimctioning for a long period of

time.

Of utmost importance, nowdays, are the problems of revisi—

on or :specification of parameters, rules, major objectives of

WRS. On the one hand, the long time for planning, construction

and management hampers the correct prediction of their perfor.-.

manoe in the future. On the other hand, during the last two

decades our views on water value have substantially changed. If,

earlier, we considered water to be mainly the energy or trans-.

port resource now the emphasis has shifted to the usa of water

for preservation and enhancement of ecological systems in the

river and sea basins; in this regard, there is no substitute

for water. For such problems the analysis of WRS performance in

the past and simulation of its behavior under different states

of water bearing in the future is used to assess adaptive featu—

res of the system, i.e. to evaluate its possibilities to preser—

ve its viability, res1ienoy
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flexibility under ohanging hydrologic and national economic

conditions.

Ä key issue in the analysis of complex WRS functioning is

identification of a system of indices, sufficient for determi—

nation of the WRS parameters and regime and for assessment of

its s.daptive features. Seerningly, first of ali they should in-

oorporate the hydrologic and water resouroes indices, character—

izing reliability of the guaranteed yield, syste.m’s performance
under strained situation with water, the degree of runoff use,etc.

Reliability is the main index, characterizing the parame—

ters and regime of WRS, its adaptive features. In the USSR

indices of reliability of the guaranteed water supply are
differentiated for various branches of national economy the

number of uninterrupted years, the length of an uninterrupted
period, the volume of undersupplied production, the reguiarity
of sorne definite releases from reservoirs, etc. Usually, they

are expressed in peroentage, related to the aggregate water use

under regular (uninterrupted) water supply. In the analysis of
the WRS operation stage in the future reliability characterizes
mathematical expectation of the corresponding values.The most
oomprehensive index of water supply reliabulity is the volume
of the water supplied; the most widely used and useful — the
number of uninterrupted years.

In theory the estimated reliability should be determined
for each particular case on the basis of technical and economic
computations. Due to the difficulty of correct assessment of
damages from water undersupply (limitations) in the USSR in
real practice reliability : on a number of uninterrupted years
is standardized:

— industrial and municipal water supply — 95—99%;
— hydroenergy production — 90%;

- agriculture — 75%,
Modern standards of the estimated reliability are not

absolute, as they depend on water users only and do not
aocount specific features of a particular water source. Studies
on substantiation of the standard. values are being held.
Nevertheless, at the present time the standards are the major
indices of the complex water resources systems functioning.

On the modern stage an analysis o±’ WRS performance is
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possible only on the basis of mathematiöal modeis. Presently,

a great number of mathematical modeis: optimization and simula-.

tion, static and dynarnic, stochastic and deterministio has been

developed. Äli of them are viable, it is expedient to select a

proper rnathematical model for a particular WRS and a probiem,

its base, the taken hypothesis, assumptions, simplifications.

In our studieswe use the principie of simulation modeiiing

and simulation modeis. This method aliows us not to obtain mi—
tial economic data, not to substantiate the economic criterion

or objective function and not to use

some optimization aigorithm. Ät the aarne time, simulation modeis

allow one to obtain data on WR$ perforrnance under different

conditions for further decision making on its parameters and

regimes.

The above statements can he illustrated on a case study of

the Voiga River WR$ — a probiem of revision of the major WRS
parameters, its reguiating capacity and concretization of opera—

ting policies for the system. (Table).

Runoff of the Voiga and Kama Rivers is reguiated by a

casoade of 11 reservoirs with total volume of 8$ km3. The first

hydroprojects were constructed in the 1930—40—s and the last

ones were constructed not long ago. The major water users are

water suppiy, energy production, water transport, agricuiture,

fishery and recreation. Äs it was designed by the project, the

main öbjective of water reservoirs was to meet the demands of

energy production and to maintain navigable leveis o! the

rivers Voiga and Karna.

An analysis of experience of the cascade’s functioning for

the last 25 years shows that the actual econo.mic situation and,

therefore, the objectives of WRS differ from the projeöted ones.

Without dwelling on changes in conditions of energy use, we

shali ennumerate the new demands of non—energy users (spring

ecologicai releases, considerabie consumptive water withdrawals

in a basin, etc.). An analysis of WRS functioning shows that

energy and water transport demands, despite further complicati—

ons of conditions, were provided with reliability similar to the

projected one.

Priority was given to hydropower plants, used in an inte—

grated energy system not only for generation of daily peak capa—
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oity yields, but to cover energy deficits by use of water from

reservoirs iii the autumn..mwinter period. $uch regime of water

resouroes use contradicts with the demands of other water users,

as the releases fro.m reservoirs for energy purposes before flood

periods neoessitate an increase in amounts of water for reser-

voir filling iii spring by rneans of decrease of a spring ecolo.-.

gical release. iii the lower reaches of the Voiga River,

In the lower Voiga from the oity Volgograd up to the es

tuary of the river there are trade-.offs between the interests

of rna.jor water users: fishery, agriculture, eoological dernands

of the northern Gaspian Sea, energy production, navigation.

Demands on the water regime of this region considerably influen—

ce the regime of work for the whole cascade. Economic deve1op.

ment in the lower reaches of the Voiga River has formed in

conditions of natural fioodinge of the Vo1ga-Akhtuba flood—

lands and ite delta by spring water. Runoff accumulation in

reservoirs in spring (usually in amount of 50—60 1cm3) changes

conditions of flood formation in the Iower Voiga.

Slow impiementation of measures on reoonstruction of fi—

sheries and agriculture in the lower rea.ches of the Voiga and

low efficiency resuit in the necessity to provide high and long
water releases from the Voiga reservoirs. The optimal volume of
the spring releases with account of fishery and agricultural
demands is approximately 120 km3 t’1]. However, to provide such
a release amiually would mean impossibility to acoumulate the
neoessary volume of water to meet the guaranteed demands of
other water users, Therefore,”compromising” regimes of releases
mounting to 95-105 km3 with the 70% probability (for a number
of uninterrupted years) have been additionally developed,

However, the analysis of the cascadets functioning has
shown that the average release durii;g the period of 1960—1984
years was approximately 97 km3 with the average inflow 154 km3
(P” 50%), i.e. fiehery releases in the lower reaches of the
Voiga River even in a “compromising” volume were not reaohed
£ 3, J

Therefore, fisheries in the Voiga River basin in conditi—
ons of runoff regulation suffer considerable difficulties,
caused by changes in natural habitat in the reservoirs and in
the Lower Volga.To improve this situation under runoff regula—
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tion is possible by reduction of the volume of releases from

the reservoirs in the autumn—winter period for energy produc—

tion, leading to an increase in the volurne of fishery releases

in spring in the lower reaches of the Voiga River..

Reliability of wate.r supply of various branches of natio-

nal economy is determined by an active oraregulatlflgvolume of

the reservoirs of the cascade. Three alternatives of the active

volume were analysed in our studies — 88, 78 and 68 1cm3; the

total active storage of the cascade (from normal level to dis—

patcher level) is to be 71, 61, 55 km3, accordingly.

The first alternative correspcnds to the use of the whole

projected active storage of reservoirs of the Voiga—Kama casca—

de after the completion of its construction (Cheboksarskii and

Nizhnekamskii hydropower plants included).

The second alternative rejects the use of the Cheboksarskii

and Nizhnekamskii reservoirs for runoff control.

The third alternative presupposes the dec,rease of total

regulating storage of the cascade to 68 km3 by means of changes

in the level of water releases before a flood period from the

Kuibyshev reservoir from 45.5 to 48.0 m. Computations have been

carried out for the 26—year historical hydrologic series (from

1914/1915 till 1939/1940 years) on the basis of a mathematical

model and a computer programme t541.
Ari analysis of the obtained results has shown that, as far

as fisheries in the Lower Voiga are concerned, with the reduction

of total regulating volume of the cascade the probability of

spring reeases increases. However, een under oonsiderable Cup
to 20 km )reduction of regulating storage of the cascade in

case of the thir1 alternative it is possible to get only a slight

increase in reliability of spring releases in the Lower Voiga.

Reliability of a release amounting to 120 km3 increases from

31 to 38 ¾, reliability of a release amounting to 100 km3 from

40 to 53%, and reliability of a release of 70 km3 from 70 to

80%.. tFig.1).

Reliability of normal releases for navigation downstream

the city Volgograd iii amount of 4000 m3/s is approximateiy

equal for ail three alternatives of the total active volume of

reservoirs of the cascade and accounts for 78%; the reduced re—

lease 3400 m3/s has an 85—88% probability. Such a great decrease
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in reliability of the navigahon release compared to the projec—
ted reliability (95—97%) is caused by the necessity to provide
fishery releases not inoorporated into the project by consump—
ptive water withdrawals in a basin and by some hydrologic pecu—
liarities of the computated runoff series. As for the energy
effect, iii case of the first alternative the increases in the
mean aiinual energy yields for 0.6 milliard KWTh are observed (Pig.2).
For this alternative a real danger arises of substantial under—
supplies of transportation demands iii low flow years; reliabili—
ty of a spring fishery release to the lower riches of the Voige.
River decreases. Typical for this alternative are the extremely
large winter releases of water downstream the Volgograd hydro—
project, resulting in a number of cases in underflooding of the
Volga-Akhtubinsk flood—lands and the delta. of the Voiga River iii
winter conditions, not desired from environmental and economic
points of view.

Therefore, as for environmental demands, it is desirable
to reduce the total regulating capacity of reservoirs. This can
be done by rejeotion of the use of the Cheboksarskii and Nizlme—
kamakii reservoirs and increase in dispatcher leveis of releases
from the Iuibyshev or other reservoirs of the ca.scade.

From the power production point of view the more optimal
is the alternative with the higher active storage of 78 km3. Just
as in the case of the Don WR$ we have to tackle the same probiem —

— the change of traditional scheme of runoff regulation to impro—
yo ecologioal situation always results in undersupply of such
water users, for which it was primarily projected. Fossibilities
of the system to adapt to new conditions of water control under
maintenance of the projected demands for amounts of water and
reliability of its acquisition are limited0 Therefore, as environ—
mental aspects aro one of the major issues in the probiem of wa—
ter resources use, they can be solved only by means of a system
of limitations laid on water users, demanding water in low flow
periods. These users should adapt to a new regime by a more
rational water development and the use of more complicated ope—
rational rules,
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THE POSSIBLE USE OF HEÄDWÄTER LÄKES IN THE VUOKSI RIVER

BÄSIN FOR FLOOD CONTROL OF LAKE SÄIMÄA AND DURING DROUGHTS

M. Maunula

1. INTRODUCTION -

One of the subjects of the co-operation program between the

Finnish National Board of Waters and Environment and the

Water Problems Institute of the USSR Äcademy of Sciences is

the development of operating rules for a water resource

system wbich includes lakes and reservoirs, with account to

diversion of river flow. The main purpose is to apply the

mathematical model developed and used in the Water Problems

Institute to the design of the operational rules for the

Vuoksi Water System in Finland. The work is aimed at the

development of methodology and policy for operation of

multiple—use water resource systems in conditions of

uncertainty, especially for flood and drought periods.

In this presentation, the possibility to use the upper lakes

of the Vuoksi Water System in the flood control of lake

Saimaa and during exceptional droughts has been considered.

In the paper by Porttikivi and Maunula, the hydrology of the

Vuoksi Water System and management and flood control of the

Vuoksi river system lias been presented.

A major difficulty in the utilization of the Vuoksi Water

System is, on one hand, the forecasting of exceptional flood

and drought periods and, on the other, the cornpiling of

operation rules in such a way that overail damages are

minimized. During flooding, the main aim is to lower the

water stage of lake Saimaa and to avoid excessive discharges

into the Vuoksi river.
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In a situation where the. “exceptional discharges are not

sufficient, one has to eonsider the use of upper lakes for

minimizing the overail dainages. In order to find the right

decisions, the hydrological dependencies of lakes of the

Vuoksi Water System have to be investigated.

2. MATERIÄLS AND METHODS

In the consideration of the hydrology of the lakes of the

Vuoksi River Basin, the multireservoir regulation model

developed in the USSR has been used. The model optimizes: the

use of the storage of the lakes and discharges. The input

data needed are the monthly inflows, regulation rules of the

lakes and priorities of filling the lakes. The moäel has been

described by Korobova, Oziranskiy, Poizner: “Analysis of the

water management system of the Vuoksi river basin functioning

as the basis for the control rules compi1ation.

The regulation model includes lakes Saimaa (4 500 km2),

Kliavesi (900 km2), Unnukka (110 km2), Pielinen (960

km2), Höytiäinen (290 km2) and Koitere (180 km2)

(appendix 1).

The time series simuiated by the model are the yea.rs 1941 —

1954 and 1956 — 1982. Year 1955 is not ineluded because of

the lack o.f discharge observations at lake Koitere. For the

simulation, monthly targets of water surface elevations were

prepared aiso for lakes Pielinen and Saimaa although those

lakes are not regulated at present. The aim of this

simulation was to discover the effect of the regulation onto

the joint behaviour of the lakes. Computational time step is

one month.

The net inflows of tie lakes have usually been calculated by

the storage equation using observed water leveis and

discharges. The monthly net inflows into lake Saimaa from the

immediate ärainage area have been calculated so that from the

total inflow values of the Vuoksi Water System the observed
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discharges of headwater-lakes have been subtracted. The

inflows to lake Unnukka have been calculated on the basis of

the inflows to lake Kallavesi.

At the same time as the calculation of inflows was worked

out, the developping of forecasting equations was started.

The inflow modeis were made by stepwise regression. The

infiow modeis for spring floods were made for ali lakes and

the monthly inflow modeis from July to February for lakes

Saimaa, Kallavesi and Pielinen. The difference between the

observed inflows and the predicted inflows was also

investigated, and the corresponding recurrences were

calculated for these differences. These analyses have been

investigated more closely in a presentation by Pöizner and

Piotkin: “Use of iong—range forecasts of unregulated infiow

to Vuoksi river basin lakes in problems of lakes leveis

control”.

3. RESULTS

The central lakes of the Vuoksi watershed are, as for the

Finnish conditions, rather large. Nevertheless, the operative

possibilities for the lakes above Saimaa are limited, because

the operational storage capacity of these lakes is only about

one half of the storage capacity of Lake Saimaa. Of main

importance for the operative use of the waters are lakes

Saimaa, Pielinen and Kallavesi (table 1).

Table 1. The storage capacity of upper lakes in relation to
lake Saimaa

SURFÄCE RATIO TO USEOF THE CORRES- EFFECT
ÄREÄ THE SÄIMÄÄ STORAGE PONDING CHANGE ON THE

SURFÄCE CÄPÄCITY IN THE WÄTER SURFÄCE
AREÄ DURING 6 LEVEL OF UPPER ELEVÄTION

MONTHS LÄKES OF LAKE SÄIMA

fKM2) fM3/s) (CM) (CM)

PIELINEN 960 1 : 4,6 62 100 22
KALLÄVESI 898 1 : 4,9 29 50 10
UNNUKKÄ 110 1 : 40 1 20 n. 0,5
HÖYTI)INEN 290 1 : 15 4 20 1
KOITERE 181 1 : 24 - 6 50 —- 2
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Exceptional floods are normally multiannual, which has to he

taken into account when examining the operational

possibulities of the headwater lakes. Because of the limjted

storage capacity of the headwater lakes, it is not

practicabie to operate them for the fiood control of lake

Saimaa in the first year. If an extraordinary flood is

threatening, first the flood discharge of lake Saimaa has to

he increased as early as pos.sible. In the multireservoir

simulation the discharge of river Vuoksi is increased to the

rated discharge value of 35.0 m3/s. A successful discharqe

forecast of two months means a 10—15 cm decrease in flood

level.

For example as a resuit of the moäel simulation demonstrates

that, for the flood of 1974 - 75, the drop in flood stages in

the end of 1974 resulted mainly from the increased discharge

of Vuoksi, but the drop in the flood stages in the spring of

1975 resulted only from the regulation of the headwater

lakes. The discharge into river Vuoksi was not higher than

853 m3/s during the whole :fiood period of 1974-75 (table 2).

In the sumulation during the period from 1 Äug. 1974 to

30 Jun. 1975 (11 months), a mean value of 27 m3/s wa.s

stored in Lake Pielinen and 19 m3/s in Lake Kallavesi. The

benefit was a decrease in the flood stages of lake Saimaa by

approx. 20 cm to NN+76,66 m (monthly average value). The

stage of lake Kallavesi rose to NN+82,85 m and that of läke

Pielinen to NN+94,70 m. Äccording to the preliminary damage

analysis, Kallavesi röse about 30 cm too much and,

correspondingly, more could have been stored in lake Pielinen

ftable 2, appendixes 2-4).
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Table 2. Maxirnum water surface elevations and discharges of
Lakes Saimaa, Pielinen and Kallavesi, simulated
results compared with natural and observed monthly
average values.

Saimaa
Max imum waterlevel NN+m - Maximum discharge m3fs -

year natural regulated diff. natural regulated diff.

1943 76,29 75,99 —0,30 737 838 +101
1954 76,07 76,25 —0,18 671 849 +178
1962 76,76 76,19 —0,57 886 849 — 37
1963 76,72 76,00 —0,72 873 849 — 24
1974 76,73 76,52 —0,21 875 849 — 26
1975 76,88 76,66 —0,22 928 853 — 75
1981 76,82 76,45 —0,37 905 849 — 56
1982 76,83 76,36 —0,47 909 849 — 60

Pielinen

year observed regulated diff. observed regulated diff.

1943 94,69 93,82 —0,87 322 241 — 81
1954 94,26 93,82 —0,44 265 279 + 14
1962 94,64 94,84 +0,20 403 279 —124
1963 94,06 94,71 +0,65 213 227 + 14
1974 94,35 94,10 —0,25 300 279 — 21
1975 94,38 94,70 +0,32 282 239 — 43
1981 94,56 94,57 +0,01 341 279 — 62
1982 94,30 94,92 +0,62 284 279 — 5

Kallavesi

year - observed regulated diff. observed regulated diff.

1943 82,48 81,88 —0,60 467 395 — 72
1954 82,10 81,88 —0,22 311 429 +118
1962 82,24 81,88 +0,36 360 345 — 15
1963 81,68 81,80 +0,12 184 205 + 21
1974 $2,12 82,37 —0,25 376 489 +113
1975 82,21 82,85 +0,64 365 300 — 65
1981 82,43 82,47 +0,04 420 349 — 71
1982 32,31 $1,94 —0,37 374 300 — 74
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The drought periods of lake Saimaa are also muitiannual by

nature. Normally they last 0,5 — 1 year when the water level

is below NN+75,25 m. Än especially iong drought was in years

1939 — 1943: it lasted 3 years and 4 months. In such a

situation, the waterlevels of the upper lakes go down and in

concequence it is not possible to inerease the inflow to Lake

Saimaa to a considerable extent.

During drought periods the best simulated results are

achieved by lowering, in time, the discharge of Vuoksi to the

value of 300 m3/s. Normally this minimum discharge is

sufficient, but during years 1939-1943 the discharge shouid

have been decreased to 200-250 m3/s, if the aim was to keep

the water level of lake Saimaa above NN+75,10 m.

Table 3. haracteristic data of water surface elevations

and discharges of Lakes Saimaa, Pielinen and

Kallavesi for the time periods 1941 - 1954 and

1956 — 1982, simulated observed results compared

with monthly average values

SÄIMÄA

Mean high monthly values Mean iow monthly values

observed regulated diff. observed regulated diff.

NN+m 75,96 75,87 —0,09 75,29 75,46 +0,17

678 797 +1.19 42.9 - 376 —53

PIELINEN

observed regulated diff. observed regulated diff.

NN+m 94,01 94,02 +0,02 92,94 92,90 —0,04

rn3/s 228 233 . - +5 — - 95 . 82 —13

KALLÄVESI

observed regulated diff. observed regulated diff.

NN+m 81,99 81,94 —0,07 81,19 81,03 —0,16

m3Js 296 277 —19 - 91 84 —7
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The multireservoir reguiation model of the watershed of river

Vuoksi is used to investigate the mutual hydrological

dependence of the lakes in the watershed as well as the

effect of different operational aiternatives. The model

enabies the preparation of a basic hydrological study for

the Äction Pian for Fiood Control iii the Vuoksi Water System.

Äccording to the results, the headwater lakes can be used

mainly for the flood control of lake Samaa, not so much

during droughts. Because of the limited storage volumes

compared with that of lake Saimaa, these headwater lakes

should be used as a last resource.

The muitireservoir model presented here, has not yet been

applied for proper operative use. The taking into account of

different hydroiogical periods makes it necessary to base

the operational aims on hydrologicai forecasts. The timestep

used in the model computations is deereased to improve the

accuracy of the water balance computations.

To estimate the operative possibilities of the lakes also the

boundary conditions for the regulation, the flood damage at

the different lakes at different water level elevations and

the juridical considerations have to be taken into account,

This basic information is needed for decision making in case

of an extraordinary hydrological event.
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water management system of the Vuoksi river basin
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THE DEVELOPMENT OP OPERATING RULES OF THE WJTER RESOUROES

SYSTEM IN THE VUOKSI RIV]R BASIN BÄSED ON THE USE OP THE

SIMULÄTION MÄTHEMÄTICÄL MODEL

D.N.Korobova, Yu.S.Oziranskii, Yu.G.Plotkin, V.I.Poizner,
A. V.Egorov

Water Problems Institute, USSR Äcademy of Sciences,
13/3 Sadovo—Chernogriazskaya,. 103064 Moscow, US$R

The Vuoksi River Basin. Problems Involved in Regulation0

The Vuoksi river basin incorporates large ai-id smail lakes

interconnected by short arms, forming the extensive systems. of lakes

and rivers. The great number of lakes in the Vuoksi river basin, the

length of which is relatively short (156 km), forms a large water

catchement (66160 km2). The comp1exitr of a hydrogaphic network in

the basin makes direct determination of the inflow volume to the

lakes impossibie. Therefore, initial data on irrflows are determined

as the difference between the reservoir fiiling at the beginning

and at the end of the month minus the value of visible evaporation.

The series of side inflows,regenerated by Finnish researchers for the

six largest lakes of the basin (Saimaa, KaIlavesi, Pielinen, Koitere,

Unnuka, H5ytiinen) for 1941-1954 and 1956-1982 years, incorporate

negätive values of inflow, indicating significant errors in deter—

mination of components of a calculated equation0

Nevertheless, as a whole,the data correspond with the seasonal

variabulity of hydrometeorological processes0 Therefore, after

introduction of some corrections, caused by the necessity to elimi—

nate negative inflow values, contradicting with its physical nature,

the data have been taken as initial in computations of the given

study.

The inflow to the Vuoksi river basin is unevenly distributed
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among lakes, predetermining their role in runoff formation of the

Vuoksi river( Table 1 ).

Talile 1.

Inflow Distribution Among Lakes in the Vuoksi River Basin

Period Year Plood

Lake ninion m3 minion m3 ¾

Saimaa 6314 36 2903 34

Kallavesi 5022 28 2502 29

Pielinen 4901 28 2417 28

Koitere 798 4 412 5

Hytiinen 476 3 265 3

Unnuka 211 1 105 1

Total 17722 100 8604 100

The spring flood, occuring in Äpril.-.July, is an important

phase of the hydrologic regime. About 40—60% of the annual runoff

fail on this period, resulting in the growth of level fluctuations

in reservoirs,which might damage national economic branches.

Regulation of separate lakes carried out in the latest years turned

to be insufficient for maintenance of an acceptable level regime of

water reservoirs with the ampiitude of level fluctuations limited

to 10—90% probability of exceeding, going out of the limits only

in extreme hydrometeorological conditions. The main attention is

paid to the Saimaa laite; the increase of its level over 76.60 m

leads to flooding of adjoining territories, causing damages to

industrial enterprizes, recreation facilities, agriculture, and

forestry. The drop of water level lower 75.10 rn is also unfavourable,

f.mpeding water—born transportation, water supply, and timber

floating. The necessity to provid.e a release not more than 850 m3/s

to the Vuoksi river limits possibulities of the lake $aimaa regula—
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tion. Exceedance of the pointed lirnits resu1t in pi11s of the

hydroeiectric power station and floods on the territory of the

USSR. To so.lve the problems it is suggested to use the developed

at the InsUtute for Water Problerns of the USSR caderny of Sciences

mathematical model, based on the “out—of—ldlter” algorithm.

Model s Description.

A water resources system of an arbitrary configuration ±5

descrilied by an oriented graphiWiÄ) ,whereIM4rLL is the set

of its nodes incorporating reservoirs, water users, points where

inflows fail into the main water routes, intersection o’f .channels,

etc.7and .Rf(rtL)ftJ)J is the set of arcs connecting a pair of apexes

fl, and belonging to the set IW. II the arc a;tflnjbetween the

nodes I’L, and exist, water flow can be transported from the node

fl1 to the nodefl . The existance of such ccmmunication mens the

possibility of a one—way movement only (the oriented graph). In

cases, where the twoway flow be:tween the nodes is admissabie, the

latter should be coxrnected by a pair of commirnications in the

opposite directioD

Por a water resources systera, represented as a linear-.nodal

scherne., it ±5 necessary to provide “preservätion of inseparability

of flows” in the apexes of the oriented graph.

The performe:d formalization of the water ‘resources system afl.ows

one to formulate the probiem of water resources distribution among

water users on the basis of runoff regulation by reservoirs (i.e.

the probiem of water reaources systems management in a time inter—

vai ‘L ) as a mathematical probiem of cost minimization of water

movement in a network.

The model can be presented in the following way — at each

interval of modelling on the network G (i ,A) it is necessary

to find water flow, satisfying the following conditions:
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z
LeIN

(2)

and minimizing the objective function E

Z• CXjj—.mLrL (3)
ajeA r

where the flow in the arc

€ TN and is the upper limit and ZLJ - the lower

limit on the flow in the given interval of modelling. is the

cost of transportation of a flow unit

To ensure the conformity o± this probiem with the initial

probiem o± optimal water resources ditribution the following

definitions are introduced:

1. The cost of transportation of a water unit in the

network G(IIA) is an integral number, either positive, or negative.

For such water resources systems elements as a water user or a

water reservoir the cost CLJ is presented by a negative number,

simply depending on the priority. The priority is assigned by a

researcher, depending on his notions on water resources systems

£unctioning, i.e. on the order of water supply to various water

users, rules of reservoirjdraw—down and their filling. Then the

following condition is introduced: the higher the priority of any

water resources systems element is, the less the cost of transpor—

tation of a flow unit to this element should be.

Besides U.t, in the model positive costs are assigned to

transportation of a water flow unit through links and ?Igystemt

losses”, which may resuit from the system’s functioning in unbalance

conditions.

In this case the minimal cost flow corresponds with the

optimal water allocation in water resources systerns, judging by the

chosen system of pririties, represented in a network (IN,A)
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for a time interval

Äs it was aiready noted, priorities are assigned to water

users and to desirahle water volumes of a reservoir. Generally,

the desirable water stores may correspond with characbristic lines

of dispatcher rules, or in case of lakes to different equally

guaranteed leveis. It is .optional that the se volumes could change,

depending on the amount of water in a system or the socalIed

“hydroiogic state of a system

2. lxi the described model the hydroiogic state ofawater resources

system for a current time interval s a certain total water volume

in the system, defined as the sum of water volumes in ali or some of

the reservoirs at the beginning of time interval t and of inflows

to these reservoirs during this interval. Ä possibility to introduce

three hydrologic states “wet”, “mean” and “dry” in the modei to

characterize the srplus, normal and defi.cit state of water in

a system is envisaged. Ä system of priorities, definite water user’s

demands,and desirable water volumes correspond to each hydrologic

state, To determine the hydrologic st.ate the store of water in a

systemR±s compared with the maximal p’ossible storeW,defined as a

sum of active-volumes of reservoirs. Then the dry state satisfyes

the condition R0LW , the mean state — the condition

the wet state — the condition

Coefficients and , determining the bounds of hydroio—

gic state äre assigned by a researcher. To a great extentthey

determine the results of a simulation experiment.

3. The rules of water resources systems öperation in the time

interval are called the assembly of operating parameters,

determining water distribution in the system. For the given demands

of water users, coefficients and should be considered to be

operating parameters, determining the bounds of hydrologic stte7
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a system of priorities and. lines of d.esirable water stores in

reservoirs. Ali these parameters are set by a researcher. Identifi-.

cation of these parameters in a general case is relatively complex.

Äs a rule, the parameters are chosen and. corrected on the basis of

analysis of such water resources ind.ices of the system’s functioning

as rellability of water suply to water users, d.epth of interrupti-.

ons of water supply, etc.

Iii case, when the objective of the water resources management

is maintenance of the level regime in lakes, the operating parame-.

ters are corrected. on the basis of the analysis and. comparison of

the assigned. and. obtained as a resuit of simulation experiments for

a multiyear period characteristic levels.

The above mentioned. definitions allow one to formulate an

initial water resources problem as follows: if the chosen law of

water resources systems management correspond with the researcher’s

ideas on water resources systems functioning peculiarities, the

soiution of an optimization probiem for each time interval t

results in identification of the amount of water supply to water

users, o± releases from reservoirs, and. of level fiuctuations in

reservoirs or lakes for a nwnber of years.

Mod.el?sverification and. estimationof possibilities

of its use.

The use of the described above mathematical model to develop

operating rules for water resources systems in the Vuoksi river

basin has demanded the deveiopment of iinear-.nodal schemes of the

water resources system (Fig. la,b) — a complete and a simplifyed. ones.

The complete scheme incorporates six lakes (nodes 1—6), the conflu—

ence node (node 8), and the node locking the scheme (node 7 — the

Ladoga Lake) with fictitious users in the node. The introduction

of the user with low priority allows us to control water surpiuses
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in the lakes of the Vuoksi river hasiri and not to let the extreme

rise of their levels.Arrns, connecting lakes, are conditionaliy

presented by links 1—8 (in t]-ie eomiete scherne— an(J. 1—3 (in the

simplifyed one). In computation depenckncies of the rnirface area

of lakes on the water volurne have been used,

and constraints on the outiet caps;Cities of iinks have heen intro—

duced. The;se constraints have heen chosen on the hasis of the

necessity to develop a favourabIe operating regirne for four

hydropower plants, located on the river.

Limits on changes of the active volume of lakes have heen

deterrnined in accordance with the lakes’ volumes for the normal

headwater level and the dead volume level,. Leveis of desirabie

wäter stores have been chosen based on statisticaI proc.essing of

the oliserved leveis for a numher of years.

Depending on the probiernis formulation different bound.s on the:

syste& s hydrologic stäte: axiä different systerrra of prioritie:s have

been assigned.

Initial hydrologic data heve been presented as chronoiogical

seTies of unreguiated infiows to water rservoirs. The fir st te st

äomp.utations have been carried out with the use of initial hydrologic

data for 1981 year.

Next, a great number of computations, based on the rules:

common for the whole syst.em, häve been carrie.d out for characteristic

groups, representing 19811982 years and 1963—1965 years, the years

of increased; and lowered water bearing, accordingly. Calcuiations

liave been carried out for long—term series (1941—1982 years) also.

The carried out calculations allowed us to make the following

conclusions 2

— the presented mathematical model may he used for analysis of
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water resources system functioning. of the lakes in the Vuoksi

river basin;

the selection of operating parameters of the model is relatively

cämplex, it presupposes the researcher’s good knowledge of the

special features of the water resources system functioning in the

Vuoksi river basin;

to choose reliable rules nf the water resources system mna

gement statistical estimation of the lake level regime should be

provided (curves of the maintenance of the given level during the

definite period of time, probabulity curves for releases into the

Vuoksi river, etc.);

the proposed mathematical model may be applled to the study of

the hydrologic forecasts efficiency, allowing to develop operating

rules of the water resources system of the Vuoksi river basin with

account of the long-.term hydrologic forecasts of flood volume.

The analysis of the forecasts efficiency for each particular

water resources object is subdivided into the three main stages:

the development of means to present forecasting data in a form,

allowing one to carry out an analysis of the water resources system

functioning;

the estimation of potential expediency of the forecasts use;

the proper study of the efficiency of the use of real forecasts

with adiierent errors, when the decision,made according to the foreca

may not correspond with the real hydrologic state.

In the paper the results of studies, obtained for the two

first stages of investigation of the efficiency of the inflow

forecasts for a flood period are given.

The Use of Hrdro1ogic Forecasts as an Operatin Argument in

Simulation Experiment s.

ilydrologic forecasts may be incorporated in the procedure of
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hydrologic state determination, äs the operating rule.s and

contraints are preset for the whole period of modelling and do not

depend on inflow forecasts.

The following possibilities to determine hydrologic state

should be analysed to evaluate the efficiency of hydrologic forecasts.:

Alternative Ä — for lake fihling at the beginning of the calculated

interval plus the infiow volume for the interval. The envisagedby

this alternative advanced account of data on the future inflow

volume, unknown at the time when the operating rtiles are being chosen,

atua1ly means the ase of p:erfect forecasts..

JUternative B — for lake filIing at the beginning of the caicu—

1ated interval plus the average inflow for the interval with further

use in the calculation of actual inflows.

Älternative C — for lake fiiling at the beginn±ng of the calcu—

iated interväl plus the forecazt of the infiow volume for the

interväl with further use in the cälcuiation of actual infiows,.

Results of regulation based on the use of alternative.s Ä and

B characterize potential efficiency of the use of hydrologic fore—

casts for the given op:erat.ing rules and constraints. To evaluate

the :efficiency of actual imperfect forecasts a new version of the

model is being developed at the Institute for Water Problems o.f

the USSR Äcademy of Sciences. This version will allow us to use

alternative 0.

Presently, long—term forecasts of the total inflow völume for

a flood period to the iargest lakes of the system: Saimaa, Kallavesi,

Pielinen are issued iii Finland. The forecasts are based on the H

analysis of statistical relations among the inflow and the factors,

predeterrnining it: runoff in the preceeding period, water equivalent

of snow, precipitation in the flood period. OnÄpril lst the main

forecast is issu.ed, which is specifyed in the begiiming of May and
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June. Judging by the criteria, used in practice hy Hydrometeoservice

in the US$R, these methods may he considered. to he satisfactory ones

(Tahle 2).

Tahle 2.

Äccuracy Estimation of Long-Term Inflow Porecasts to the

Largest Lakes of the Vuoksi River Basin for a Flood Period

Lake Äctual inflow, kn Forecast, km3 Error, km3

mean actua1 mean forecast. mean

Saimaa 7.53 2.16 7.12 1.43 0.41 1.41 0.65

Kallavesi 2.56 0.67 2.58 0.56 -.0.49 0.49 0.73

Pielinen 2.47 0.60 2.45 0.39 0.020.43 0.72

Possibilities toUse 0peratinjnf1ow Forecasts for a Plood. Period.

The use of operating forecasts in simulation experiments

necessitates to bring the length of a forecasting period in corres-.

pondence with the length of the calculated intervoi, used in simu-

lation experiments. Therefore, a forecast of the flood volume

should he supplemented with its seasonal distribution, in this case

by monthly distribution.

Existing procedures for estimation of seasonal runoff distri—

liution of floods are based on typifization of the observed date for

one or two characteristics ( e.g. the flood volume, the date of the

beginning and the end of the flood period, etc.). However, conside—

ration of any factor or a number of factors, sufficient for one case,

becomes insignificant for the other, where the unaccounted hydro—

meteorologic characteristics will influence the runoff distribution

to a greater extent, The difficulty in issuing such a forecast

consists in the fact that the seasonal distribution of flood runoff
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to a greater extent depends on weather conditions, which could not

lie determined with the clemanded advance, than its volume. Therefore,

without long—terrn prediction of weather conditions deterrninistic

means of seasonal runoff distribution prediction for a flood period

will remain unrelialile and practic.ally unused in real practice.

o solve this probiem it is suggested to use probabuiist±c

rneans for prediction of seasonal runoff distribution of fioods as

conditional curves of proliabulity distriliution of a monthly inflow,

d.eveloped on the liasis of the longterm forecast of the flood volume

and its specifications. The order of the development of curves wili

lie iilustrated on the exarnple of the unregulated inflow to laite

Pielinen.

Pirst of ali, statistical characteristics of monthly and total

inflows and. the pair coefficients of correlation (Talile 3) are

calculated to determine the most close .relations. Based on the

obtained results the following arguments äre used in the development

of conditional curves of distribution: for Äpril total inflow,

for May inflow from May to Julr, for June and July —. inflow from

June to July. Talile 3.

Matiix of the Inflow Correlation Coefficients, Laite Pielinen

Period IY Y Yl Yli IY—Yli Y—YII Yl—Yli

ly 1

Y 0.11 1

Yl —0.04 0.49 1

Yli 0.05 0.43 0.65 1

IY—Yli 0.37 0.82 0.76 0.75 1

Y—YII 0.06 0.85 0.82 0.78 0.95 1

Yl—Yli 0.00 0.50 0.91 0.90 0.83 0.89 1
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On the scheme of the relation of the monthly inflow values and

the chosen argument the points are distributed along the regression

lines, being the :Locus of conditional mean values under fixed value

of the argument. The lack of a significant relation between values of

deviation from the reression line and the argument ailows one to

consider parameters of unconditionai distriliution of the pointed

deviations to lie parameters of conditionai reliabulity curves of a

monthly infiow, being near to normal f t in ali cases is near to

zero). From Talile 4 we can see that the probaliulistio forecasts are

expedient for May, June and July. Unsufficientiy close relation for

the development of conditionai curves of the April runoff to the tota:

runoff of the flood period is caused by uncoincidence of the begin-.

ning of actual flood period with the one fixed in caiculations.

Table 4.

Parameters of Unconditionai and Conditional Distribution of

Infiows for the Flood Period, Lake Pielinen

Month Mean, km3 6unconduion. 6onditioral 6cond./6unc
km

Äpril 0.410 0.195 0.181 0.93

May 1.050 0.315 0.166 0.53

June 0.560 0.205 0.085 0.41

July 0.396 0.193 0.084 0.44

April-.
July 2.417 0.630

May-.
June 2.006 0.587

June-.
July 0.956 0.362

Therefore, conditional curves oY reliability, developed for a

particular month, represent a family of parallel straight lines,

differing only by conditional mean values,which depend on the

argument values (Pig. 2). It should lie noted that the described

method of the development of conditional curves can lie applyed oniy
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to oonditional distribution with moderate assyrnethry and ahsolute

vaIuGs, significantly greater than zero. Änd iii the opp osite. case

normal cnrves will incorporate negative inflow values, contradicting

with its physical essence. Ii; the pointed cases it is expedient to

carry out some prelirninary norrnaiizat.ion of initial data, allowing

to. normalize initial distributions.

On the second stage of investigations “basic” operating rules

should be developed, using perfect forecasts as a basis to evaluate

the eff±ciency of operating forecasts (the third stage). Ås for the

possibilities of the discussed above model the second—stage studies

have been conducted for alternative Ä. Under such conditions with the

fiood foreca.st for the three main lakes of the system (Saimaa,

Kallavesi, Pielinen) the operating rules have been. develope:d for a

simpiifyed linear—nodal scheme (fig. lb). Under sirnpllfication only

8—9% of the total inflow to the system ±8 not taken into account,

which ±5 quite permissible. The limits on outiet capacities of

water, ways intercomiecting lakes. are assigned with. account of

simpl.ifications of the initial scheme (Table 5).

The simulation experirnents,aimed at the developrnent of operating

rules, have studied various variants of lines’ cornbination of the

desirable lake fiiling at the. end of the rnonth and a system of

prioritie s.

It has been founded that,if for the wet hydrologic state high

lines of filling are desirable and for the dry state — low lines

are des±rable,and the pr±oriUes of upper lakes, compared

with the priority of the lake Saima e]0We,the upper lakes,being

drawn—down to the lower leveis in low flow periods.with the Luture

low inflow values, turn inappropriate to provide even minimal

acceptable limits of flow in the channel. to the Saimaa lake. due to

their extremely low filling.In a high—flow period the situation
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cha.nges to the opposite the lakes Kallavesi and Piellnen,

filled to the norrna4aeadwater level are not alle to accumulate

the unregulated inflow, as they have not been dravm down iii advance

with the high leveis of the desirable filling in a high-’flow

period. Therfore, it has been decided that the lakes Kallavesi and

Pielinen should lie filled to the highest possible level in the lcw

flow period and compulsory draw-.down before the period of high

runoff should lie done. The pointed condition is implemented by

alteration of the order .of the lines’ assignement of the -

desiralile filling of the upper lakes (the mean hydrologic

state corresponds to 10% filling, the wet and dry states to 50%

filhing) and a system of priorities for water resources system

users (Table 6), guarant eeing the surpius water di scharge into

the Ladoga lake, when the Saimaa lake is filled higher than the

average level. Ä comparison of natural and calculated leveis of

lake filling shows that the use of perfect forecasts of monthly

inflows furthers the decrease of the ampiitude of lake level

fluctuations (Pig0 3).

Talile 5.

Paramaters of the Simplifyed Linear—Nodal Scheme (Fig. 11),

the Vuoksi River Basin

Node No., Lake filling, thousand rn3 Constraints for links, rn3/s
linkNo. initi1 for NIIL upper lower

1 549$ 11400 490 50

2 435 %)C. 280 95

3 558 2218 850 300
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Table 6

The Resulting System of Priorities of the Water Resources

System Components

WRS com.poneiit Priority iii hydrologic state

dry. mean wet

Sairnaa 6 40 75

KalIavesi 5 40 70

Pielinen 5 40 70

Ladoga 72 72 72

The obtained resuits form the basis for the study of the
inf1 ow

forecasts efficiency for the”unregu1ateto lakes of the Vuoksi

river basin. It shouid be held in mmd that the discussed above

results characterize potential efficiency of the forecast use,, as

they are ohtained without acc’ount of forecasting errors o! the

inflow volume for a flood period and for the chosen probabilistic

.model of seasonal inflow distribution.The task of the next stage

of studies is the deveiopment of such a technology of the forecasts

use, which might ailow us to; use real possibilities of runoff

prediction most fully, meeting the demands of the chosen constraints

on the outlet capacity of waer ways and the level regime of lakes.

Conclusions:

1. The carried out verification of the modeI’s functioning for

a system of lakes of the Vuoksi river basin has shown that it can

be used to solve 4iumber of prob1em, comiected with the develop—

ment of operating rules of the pointed system.

2. The use of the model presupposes the good knowledge of the

specific fealrnres of the given water resources system ftmctioning;

without it the work with the modelts operating parameters in

simulation experiments is not possible.Ät the same time the work
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with the model results in the increased knowledge of the researcher

on the studied object, reflecting some specific features of the
,hich

system’ s functioning under various alternatives of operation, can

be furter used for economic ana.lysis, in particular,based on the

use of the given data on damages for. b.ranches of na,tional ecönomy

under violation of desirable leveis of lake f1uctuations in

evaluwbion of the operating rules efficiency.

4. The analysis of the forecasted and actual rimoff series to

the lakes of the Vuoksi river basin or theLperiod of spring

flooding has shown that the forecasting methods used at the present

time have an acceptable accuracy, allowing to increase the efficiency

of the Vuoksi system’s management. Future studies should be aimed

at the development of probabilistic modeis of sea.sonal distribu-

tion of the forecasted inflow.

. The obtained results of modelling of the systemts functioning

based on the use of perfect forecasts show their high potential

efficiency. Ät the same time the rules of the real forecasts use

should take into account both ‘.ssib1e forecasting errors and

possibilities to correct operating decisions according to forecast

specification. The new version of a mathematical model, being deve—

loped for realization of these statements, should incorporate in
of hydrologic state

determinationrecasts and their specification and should have a

possibulity to adjust to different management algorithms during

forecast specification.
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THE USE OF L-RUOFF NODELS IN REAL TIME FORECASTING AND CONTROL

Pertti Vakkilainen, Helsinki University of Technoiogy

INTRODUCTION

Studies on rainfali-runoff rnode11Ynq have been earried ut in the
Laboratöry .0! Hydroiogy and Nater Resources Engineering, Helsinki
Univ2ersity of Technoloqy since 1978. Vakkilainen and Karvonen (1980)

and Karvonen (1980) have stuäied the use of the SSÄRR model in a
re:search proqramme which aiso inciuäed the application of linear

rainfail- runoff modeis (Järvinen, 1982) and snowmelt-runoff modeis

(Hiitiö, 1982). Nyrhinen (1982) and Rajantie (1986) have studied the

appiicability of the Swedish HBV-mode1. Vakkilainen and Karvonen

(198%) have deveioped the SÄ model. In this model model the soil

rnoisture can be treated in a physicaliy based way or using a
conceptual approach. The f]ood routing, as weli, cän be caiculated

either by using the Saint Venant equatiöns or the Muskingutu method.

The model inciudes a simpie adaptive system which improves the

accuracy of the forecasts when new measured däta is avaflabie.

Karvonen (1985) formulated both the HBV model and the SÄTT model

ithin the framework of state-space analysis and used the extended

Kaiman filter for irnprovinq the forecasts.

For the optirnal control of a watercourse an optimiz:ation method is

needed, too. Both linear and dynamic proqramminq modeis have been

developed for operating a single lake or reservoir (Vakkilainen, 1978;

Heikkinen, 1982).

The rainfal1-runoff modeis rnentioned previously have proved to be

either too complicated to usetogether with control ,methods or the

corretion capability of these modeis is insufficient. Hence, the

applicability of transfer function modeis has been evaluated (Malve,

1936). It is also difficult to use lineär and dynamic proqramming

techniques for cotroliing a multi—reservoir systerns. Therefore, a

method based on the Pontryagin maximum principle has been recently

developed (Karvonen, 1986). In this paper these two studies have been

shortly reviewed.
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RE1L TIME FORECASTING

The purpose of the work of Malve (1986) was to combine and test
conceptual rainfall-runoff model and time series modeis (AR-modeis and
transfer function modeis). Hodel combinations were simple in order to
obtain suitalile modeis for real time foreacastinq. The main emphasis
was to compare the predictive abulity of three different modeis:

1) HBV-model

2) HBV-model ÷ AR-model

3) Transfer function modeis

The AR-model used toqether with the HBV-model was aimed at modelinq
the residual between the measured and forecasted discharqe, i.e. the

residuals of one or two previous days were used to correct the

forecasted values. In model version 3) the rainfali losses were

estimated usinq the soil moisture storage of the HBV-model.

The model combinations were tested usinq observations from four

catchments in western and northern. Finland: Tujuoja tA2l km2),

Yläneenjoki (195 km2), Loimijoki (1980 km2) and Ounasjoki (12300 km2).

Transfer function modeis proved to lie the best ones fMalve 1986). The

AR-model improved clearly the short-term forecastinq capabuiity of the

HBV-model. Ä brief review of the results is shown in Talile 1.

Examples of the final equations of model version 3) for the Loimijoki
cathcment are:

Qf k+l) =0. 64?7kQ( k)+0. 0935kPf k)+0 .O923?f k-1 ) +1. 3677,kYf k)

Q(k+1) =0.63?4Q(k)+3.1691kYCk)

wliere Q(k+1) and Qfk) are discharqes at time k+1 and k, respectively.

P(k) and P(k-1) re the effective rainfail rates at two previous days
and Y(k) is the discharqe of a nearby smalier reference catchment.

In Fiq. 1 a comparison of the caicuiated and measured discharqes
usinq model versions 1) and 3) in the Ounasjoki watershed is
presented.
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Table 1. The cornparison o,f the results of di.ff.erent .models

.Kodel 1) Nodel 2) Model .3)
0.85

.

. 0.93
.0.79 0.87 0.-91
0.84 0.92 0.93
0.61 0.98 0.99
fit 15 calculated using the equations
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Y00 \\\

1
o:toe/77 cito7i’77

Wate rshed

Tujuoj.a

Y1&ne:en joki

:Loimi joki

Ounas joki

The qoodne.s.s of

RR = fF0 - F)/F

P0 = f.Q.(i) —

F = (Q(i) — QCf.i))2

here QC(i) and Q(i) are calculated and .measured di charge,
espectively, and QM is the inean .Gf ,rneasured discharges.

3
/
1

:01/05/»

ar—

Fig. 1. Measured and ealcula.ted in the Ounasjoki eatchment
area. QT is measured diseharge, HBV and SF1 are ca,lculated discharges
using the HBV-model and transfer function model, respeetively.
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REkL TIME CONTROL OF MULTI-RESERVOIR SYSTEM

The optimal control system is based on the Pontryagin maximum
principle fe. q. Kalaba. 1982). The general idea of the maximum
principle is to maximize for minimize) the value of the selected cost
function without violating the constraints fmaximum and minimum
discharqe and water level). The cöst function can lie eg. to
maximize the energy product of the reservoir system or to minimize the
outflow of the reservoir system in order to prevent damages caused by
floods.

The Kalajoki reservoir system fsee Fig. 2 and 3) has been used as a
testinq example. The total area of the watershed is 4 200 km’. In
the area there are five regulated reservoirs which can lie used for
real time control of river flou. Inflows into each reservoir are
predicted using transfer function modeis. Two types of forecasts are
used. First. short-term foreca.st for 5 to 10 days are calculated
usinq predicted air temperature and precipitation forecasts. Second,
the total volume of the spring flood is estimated using meteoroloqical
data of previous years.

A model of the reservoir system is needed in the optimization. The
mathematical model of the reservoir system is composed of waterbalance
equations and transfer function models.The last mentioned are used to
describe the flow in rivers between the reservoirs. In the
optimization the goal is to minimize outflows from the reservoirs.

The general idea in real time operation of the reservoirs can lie
summarized as follows:

1) Short-term and1onq-term inflows are forecasted. The long-term
forecasts ftotal inflow volume) are needed to prevent the filling of
the reservoirs too early.

2) The Pontryagin maximum principle is used to obtajn optimal outflow
trajectories for each reservoir for the whole operating period fe.g.
2 weeks - 2 months).

3) The operation policy is fulfilled until new measurements are
a.vail&ble.

4) These new measurements are used to update the inflow forecasting
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Ari example of the optirni.zed outflow trajectorie5 are presented in Fiq.
4. In this figure the inflows into each reservoir are shown, too.

modeis. The procedure is repeated from the step 1).
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Fig. 2. The Kalajoki wa.tershed area.
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Fiq.3. The reservoirs .of the Kalajoki watershed area.
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CONCLUS IONS

Transfer function modeis have proved to lie a powerfull tool in real
time flood forecastinq. In the context of these type of modeis it is
easy to accomplish the updati:ng of the flow forecasts using the la.test
hydroloqical data. Moreover, the information of the experimental and
representative basins can lie included in the foreeasting model.

The Pontryaqin maximum principle seems to lie applicable to optimal
control of regulated reservoirs. The formulation of the obective
function is perhaps the most difficult part of the optimizätion
proc.edure -
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MODELS OF SNOWMELT RUNOFF FORNATION IN THE FOREST ZONE AND

THEIR ÄPPLICATION TO HYDROLOGICÄL FORECASTING

Prof. 1. S. Kuchment
Water Problems Institute of the USSR Äcademy of Sciences,
Moscow, USSR

Äccording to the usual terminology, hydrological forecasting
is regarded only as a prediction of hydrologicai characteris—
tics, based on the use of physical laws, governing the devel—
opment of hydrological processes, and on hydrometeorological
data — observed at the moment of the forecast preparation or
reliably forecasted. It is important to emphasize the diffe
rence between forecasting and statistical prediction the
latter takes into account only the natural variability of
hydrological values for a long period of time.. The forecasts
of runoff is. the most valuable hydrologica1 information, that
C;äfl be used to controi water resources systems (WRS) in real
time scale. Theoretically, lead-time of these forecasts de
pends on the inertion of hydrological systems and possibili
ties of forecasting meteorological data. However, the obser
vation data and the quality of mathematical modeis are no
less important. Automatization of observations of hydrologi
cai and hydrometeoroiogicaI regime in the river basin, the
development of automatic systems of data collecting and pro
cessing have considerabiy increased the pössibilities of hyd
rological forecasting and its application to WRS control.

Cons.iderable success has also been achieved in applying mathe—
matical modeis for the description of the main processes de
terminiitig forecasted characteristics. But the level of these
modeis themselves and the range of their application to the
forecasting of snowmelt runoff cannot yet ensure the possibi
lities providedby the 1imits of natural predictabiity o.f run
off parameters (even if we do not take into account our possi—
bilities to forecast input hydrometeorological data), andthe
state—of—the-art of present methods of hydrometeorological
measurements and information transmission.

The formation of piain river snowmelt runoff is a complex in
teraction of many hydrological processes, depending mainly on
geographical, climatic and soil peculiarities of the river
basin. The most complete possible account of these peculiari
ties allowed us to find a simplified structure of the model,
including characteristics of highest prognostic significance.
Composition and role of such characteristics can vary depen—
ding on the lead-time ana types of forecasts.

In many cases the choice of such characteristics can be based
on the data of experimental observations. However, owing to
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the complex character of processes and great variabulity of hyd
rometeorological processes, conclusions based on the experimen—
tai data, can prove unreliable. Numerical experiments using phy
sically based modeis of the main processes seem to be helpfui in
determining the most informative predictors.

In a general way, the peculiarities of snowmelt runoff formation
in northern areas of the foret zone, envelopping Finland and
the northern part of the European part of the U$SR, may be formu
lated as follows. Soils in this region have high permeability.
That is why overla.nd flow is seidom observed here, and runoff
losses weakly depend on hydrothermai processes in the soil. Water
content of the soii is most important in forming runoff losses;
surface water detention in swamps and litter is considerable. The
greater part of water flows as a subsurface runoff after snow
melting is over. But it should be emphasized that these peculia—
rities manifest themselves as usual, whereas some years and on
some watersheds the main processes can occur in quite the oppo
site way.

Äs a result of the investigations carried out at the Water Prob
lems Institute we developed a detailed physically based model of
snowmelt and rainfail runoff formation. This model allows us to
describe the processes occurring in various geographical zones.
It takes into account spatial development of the processes, taking
place during now cover formation, snow melting water infiitra
tion into frozen and thawed soils, surface and subsurface flow,
evaporation and interaction of surface and ground waters. The re—
sults of the model testing were described in the Proceedings of
the International Ässociation of Hydrological Sciences fIÄHS Pubi.
No. 155, 1986).

The use of such complex model for short-term operative forecasts
is yet premature, even if we have ali the necessary input data.
The main peculiarities for short-term forecasting for management
problems in real time scale is the possibiiity to use in simula
tion processes comparativeiy short observation series of forecast
ed and input values. Änother characteriristic feature is the pos
sibility to correct the forecasts themselves as new data appears.
(Such process is called updating). In many cases it allows us to
use rather simple conceptual modeis for operative forecasting.
One of the modeis, having a nwnber of common presumptions with
the one mentioned above, has been deveioped for the forest zone
by N.Ä. Nazarov at our laboratory.

In this model the intensity of snow meiting is estimated by the
snow water equivaient and degree—day factor separately for forest
and fieid areas of the watershed. The intensity of water freezing
in snow during cold snaps, the spatial distribution of snow during
its melting as weil as the dynamics of snow density and its water
holding capacity are also taken into account.
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Hydrological Regime of frozen and thawed soils is described
by a balance model of vertical moisture movement where soil
absorption capacity is

p••••• 0),
QB > 12 P—O

1 ft) j1+8Å) 0

QB, QB< 1

The ice content of soil is
fW1

A(t) = — q , w1 > o.LZ

to, w1 OKOAZ

where QB(t) 15 intensity of water input;

W1 is the total volume of meitwater and ice in the soil layer
A Z; K is fiitration coefficient; P is the porosityof soil;
o and0 are the volumetric content of fixed and non—frozen
8i moiture.

The intensity of effective water inflow to the watershed sur
face is determined separately for field (f5) and forest fff)
areas:

2 —SPf (QB +R—I k)dT
Y(t)=(1—f)E.

k (QB +R—I f1—e 0)+ S S

k=1
S 5,

t
—SP j (QBf+R—If) dr

(QBf+R—If) . (1—e) °

If QB + R < 1, than R + QB - 1 = 0; R is the average water
shed intensity of return flow, caused by the difference be
tween water discharge in the subsurface storage and its dis
charge capacity; f is the coefficient, reflecting whät part
of the watershed area is covered with forests; SP is the pa—
rameter of surface water interception; is a part of field
watershed area, occupied by frozen (K=1) thawed or weakly
thawed (K=2) soils, the depth of freezing H=20 cm. The
(q .= 1- .) value is deterrnined by a two-parametrical y-distri
bufion depending on the relative depth of freezing and va
riätion coefficient c =c (H) over the area. The depth f
freezing H is ca1cu1aed using the approximate analytical
solution of the probiem of heat transfer, taking into account
the warming effect of near—surface ground aguifers on the
frozen soil. The character of snow cover temperature väriä
tion is assumed to be almost linear in frozen and thawed
soils. The coefficient is assigned on the basis of genera
lized relationships, received at the State Hydrological Ins
titute on the basis of observation data for the northern area
of the European USSR.

The average watershed intensity of runoff-forming inflow to
the subsurface storage is:
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2
Wft) ((1—f) E 4 . P + f. 1’3)

k=1
k

where

P(t)
[it. 0 > 03

o < o
K— KB

is the volumetric rnoisture, corresponding to the minimum water
holding capacity of the soil; is a dimensionless parameter.
The transformation of the average watershed effective inflows
Y(t) and Wft) into the hydrograph is carried out using the equa
tions of kinematic wave or the Duamel integral separately for
surface and subsurface flow.

The side inflow model was verified for five separate watersheds
in the Sukhona river basin.

Ä model, structuraily close to the above mentioned ones, was pro
posed by V.I. Koren and V.Ä. Belchikova 72/ and applied to opera
tive short-term forecasting of snowmelt runoff in the forest zone,
(in particular, for the basin of the Yug river). Ä simplier de
scription of losses formation process but with a greater degree
of detalization of snow melting is presented in the work of B.Ve -

viläinen and Yu. Motovilov, submitted to the Symposium.

Änalysis of the results of these works and the investigation of
short-term forecasts of snowmelt runoff for some other geographi
cal zones was carried out. (Here we sliould mention the Project
of the World Meteorological Organization on the Intercomparison
of Conceptual Modeis of Snowmelt Runoff, where 11 different modeis
were presented /3/). It allows us to conclude that further increase
in accuracy and reliability of short—term forecasts should be car
ried out not so much by way of sophistication of the modeis, but
by way of improving updating. In forecasting we can correct only
some of model values, such as precipitation, water discharge or
snow cover distribution. It is important that in the process of
updating the information, received on the basis of long-term ob
servations, would not be changed (as it is done in some works) -

only initial values of variabies, calculated in the process of
forecasting, could be changed. Therefore, the model which is ca
pab1 of proper updating will have advantages. Anöther important
way of improving short—term forecasts is the search for new types
of information for updating. Such a possibility can be provided
by using aerocosmic and other remote sensing methods of measure—
ments.

Äs far as the deveiopment of long—term (2—3 months) forecasts
technique is concerned, the situation here is quite different.

Ätpresent long-term forecasts are based on statistical dependences
where snow water equivalent and various indices ot soil absorption
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capacity are used as pr.edictors. Sprinq precipitation is as—
sumed to be of minor importance or to remain practically un—
changed from year to year.

This approach has two serious drawbacks:

1. The received dependences reflect the average peculiarities
of runoff formation, whereas unusual situations are most
important in forecasting. In particular, it turns out that
for the forest zone it is usually impossible to estabiis
significant statistical correlations between the volume of
spring flood and the depth of soil freezing (or any other
indices, denoting variation of soil absorption capacity
due to ice content). At the same time we can consider that
in certain years this effect can play an important role in
runoff formation.

2. Indices, used for estabuishinq statistic dependences, can
only characterize soil processes in the indirect manner
Thus, the most frequently used indices of soil absorption
capacity are the sums of differences lietween precipitation
and evaporation for the three months, before the establish
ment of the snow cover, as well as the depth of soil free—
zing. Such indices, however, do not take into account ver—
tical moisture distribution and its movement in the soil,
particularly during freezing processes, that can entail
considerable changes in the moisture content of the upper
soil layers

The detailed physically based model is assumed to lie helpfui
in eliminating the above mentioned drawbacks without the con
siderable increase in the amount of input data. We learned
(on the example of the Kostroma river basin), that even a sim—
plified physicaily based model of moisture movement and soil
freezing can provide more informative indices for soil absorp
tion capacity than the commonly used statistical relationships
/1/. It can also lie expected that even the preservation of the
hypotheses of weak influence or stationarity of meteoroiogical
factors in spring could ensure a more reliable determination
of runoff values, if physically baseä modeis of snowmelt run
off are used. But these possibie precisions do not mean any
radical changes in the methodological basis of long-term fore
casts of spring runoff. And we think that the necessity for
such radical changes has aiready become urgent. They can consi—
derably increase the efficiency of long-term hydrological fore
casting in WRS management. Such changes can lie realized through
developing dynamic—stochastic modeis of snowrnelt runoff forma
tion, as well as through proliabilitic forms of forecasts. (Ät
tempts are being made in this sphere, based on the stochastic
description of forecast errors, not on the account of stochastic

character of the processes themselves). The Programme can be

as follows.
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1. The use of physically based deterministic modeis for the pro
cesses of snowmelt runoff formation.

2. The use of the Programme seems to be most difficult. Spring
precipitation can vary within a wide range and its correla
tion for certain calendar periods are usually weak. (Five—or
ten-day time interval can be used for this purpose). It is
stili more difficult to develop air temperature modeis, con
taining sufficient information; (a time interval of 24 hours
should be used here). However, high accuracy is not to be

achieved here, since the influence of snow melting intensity
on the runoff in the forest zone of the watershed is conside

rably less, than in the field ones.

3. The determination of possible runoff volumes or maximum dis—

charges, as well as guantiles of distribution of these values

by the Monte Carlo method. Taking into consideration that in

hydrological forecasting we are mostly interested in the aver

age expected values, the amount of numerical experiments can

be small.

4. The degree of complexity of physically based and stochastic
modeis can be determined by estimating variations of entropy
or guantity of information, causing different leveis of the
model sophistication.

Such an approach is assumed to ensure the possibility of optimum

utilization of the available information for improving the guality

of forecasts.
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.SNOW COVER ÄND SNOWMELT RUNOFF MODEL IN THE FOREST ZONE

Juri Motovilov

Water Problems Institute

Moscow

Bertel Vehviiinen

Hydrological 0ff ice, National Board of Waters and

Environment

Hei sinki

Conditions of snowmelt runoff formation are sirnilar in the

watersheds of Finland and in the north—western part of the

USSR forest zone. In operative hydrological practice of

the Finnish National Board of Waters a modification of the

conceptual model HBV-3 (1,4) is used for calculations and

forecasts of spring-flood hydrograph. Within the framework

of Soviet-Finnish scientific co-operation investigations

are carried out to improve this version, so that it could

later be used for the evaluation of the infiuence of man-

induced factors on the runoff in forest watersheds. Ät the

first stage model blocks, deseribing snow cover formation

and snow melting are improved. The paper presents the main

model algorithms and the results of its testing in one of

Finnish watersheds.

1. General structure of the model

The model contains a simplefied description of the following

processes: snow cover formation and snow meiting, infiitra—

tion and accumulation of meltwater in the soil in the aera—

tion zone, formation of surface, subsurface and groundwater

runoff (see Fig 1).
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Figure 1. General structure of the model
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1. 1 Precipitation

Phase composition of precipitätion was determined by the

daily average air temperature TÄTM. It was assumed, that

at TÄTM<TMIN only s.now falis, at TÄTM>TMAX- only ‘rain

and within the interval :TMÄX > TÄTM> TMINboth snow and

rain fali, and their correlation being determined by linear

function on air temperature. TMIN and TMAX values can be

taken f’rom meteoroiogical observation data or selected aur—

inq the proce,ss of caiibra-Ling model parameters. In order

to account the errors in measuring precipitat±ons, arising

from evaporation, blowing off from rain gauge and retention

‘on c.rowns of forest, the amount of snow precipitation was

multiplied byaspecificcorrection coefficient 1.3. for rain—

fali this coefficientwas equal to.1.1.

1.2 Snow cover

In the original HBV—3 ‘version snow water equivaient was ca1—

culated .by summing the .amountsof snow precipitation. Ä

rnethod of temperature index is used to calculate sn’ow meit—

ing. The model block., describing snow cover formation and

snow melting was changed in order to improve ‘it änd wiIi he

prsented in detailed form below.

1.3 Soil mois.ture content (MVS)

Soil moisture content in the aeration zone is determined

from balance equation

d MVS(t)
YIELD (t) - ES(t) - INF(t) (1)

where

ES(t’) EP(t)
Mvt)

;:INF(t) =YIELD(t)(Mvt)
)x

YIELD is the intensity of inflow of meltwater on the water

shed surface; ES is evaporation intensity; INF is the inten

sity of water inflow into the upper soil zone fthis zone may

lie regarded as the volume of ‘non—capillary macro—pores in

aeration zone, wliere subsurface flow can lie generated);
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EP is potential evaporation; LP is soil moisture content

after which evaporation achieves its maximum; FC is possible

maximum soi:L moisture. (The physical sense of this value

is close to that of soil moisture content under field capa—

city); x is a parameter; .t is time.

1.4 Upper zone (Fig. 2)

INF Water storage in the upper zone fSUZ)

- is calculated according to

‘00 d suz(t)
= INF(t) -Q0(t). -Qi(t) -pc (2)

iuz [ where Q1(t)=K1SUZ(t);

•_-‘°i

PERC (Suz(t) - LUZ for SUZ(t) > LUZ,Figure 2.Upper zor;e. UZ(t)
for SUZ(t) <LUZ;

PERC is the intensity of water inflow to the lower zone;

K1, K0 are parameters.

Physical sense of Qi value is close to that of subsurface

runoff. LUZ can be regarded as the maximum volume of non—

capillary macropores in aeration zone; after filling these

macropores begin fast flow Q0.

1.5 Lower zone (Fig. 3)

P E RC

L
The balance equation for the lower storage

1 is as follows

SLZ L dSLZ(t)
=PEaC-Q2(t) (3)

Figure 3.Lower zone.

where = K2SLZ(t) is groundwater runoff.
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1.6 River runoff

Water discharge in the outlet point in the basin Q is cal

culated äs

Q(t) = KR Q3f.t) + (1 - KR) (t-t.) - Q.] ÷

where Q3 Q0 + + Q2 is the minimum water discha:rqe;

KR is a paramete:r.

2. Snow cover during its formation and snow meiting

Snow cover characteristics undergo temporal variation.s,

caused by precipitation,, snow melting, freezing of meit—

water in s:now and snow cornpaction.

2.1 1ccount of precipitation

If snowf ali occurs, the deptli of snow cover Ii increases by

for time interval t, and

PSN RW
RN

where PSN is iayer of snow, failenduring At period (in

water equivalent); RN is density of new snow; RW is density

of water.

The average snow density (DSN) in this case is caicllated

using the condition of rnass conservation

— DSN’ li’ + AH ENDSN — , ÷ (

Here and below a touch indicates snow

characteristics at the moment of time (t-4t), disregard

of the process under consideration (in this case H’ ±5 depth

of snow before snowfal1 at the moment (t -4t).
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If rainfail occurs, the part of rain (PLIQ) can lie retained

in snow under the influence of capillary-sorption forces of

snow. We assumed, that if the precipitated rain cannot f iii

the whole snow layer, so that its maximum water—holding capa—

city is achieved, ali the rain is retained by snow. Else

surpius rain water fiows into the soil surface fwater yield

of snow is observed). This assumption can lie expressed in a

mathematical form:

w
— f(W’H+PLIQ)/n at PLIQ < fWC-W)H;
—

wc, at PLIQ (WC—W’)H;

1’ (7)

YIELD
at PLIQ (WC-W3)H;

PLIQ-fWC-W )H, at PLIQ > (WC -

DSN DSN’ + (W-W’)RW

where W is snow moisture content fvolumetric content of

liquid water per unity volume of snow); wc is macimum

water-holding capacity of snow (also in volumetric units).

2.2 Snow melting

Changes in snow characteristics during its melting are cai—

cuiated by the foilowing formulaes:

MELT-RW

DSN’ -W’RW

1 TIf

WM

(8)

WM, at WM < WC;
Jwc, at WM WC;

DSN = DSN’ - W’ RW + WRW

YIELD r o at WM<WC
?(WM-WC) (M’-MT)at WMWC.

Here MELT is a layer of snow, melted at the t interval

(expressed as water equivaient).
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2.3 Freezing of meltwater in snow

The maximum possible amount of water, that can freeze for

the ,t period (FRMAX) is caiculated for the lieat-exchange

conditions at the .snow—atmosohere int:erface. The actua 1

layer of frozenwater FRQST and residual moisture content

in snow is calculated IDy

(FRMX, at FRMAX < W’H;

FR.OSTW’H, at FRMAX

at W’ = 0; (:9)

W = - FROST/H

2.4 Evaporation cf snow

The change of snow depth during i.t:sevaporätion is calcu—

lated as

— ESN W
— DSN (10)

where E$N is a layerof sflOw, evaporatedduring tt period

(in water equivaient).

2.5 Compaction .f

For the description of snow compaction and settiing under

the influence of wind load±ng and gravitation forces the

following empirical equation is used:

DSN = C (D:SN’)2H’exp(C2TSN0W-C3DSN’)/It+DSN’ (11)

as wel.i as the balance equations

DSN’H’
- C DSN

= w’(H-H’)
+ W’ ; (12)

where TSNOW is the ternper.ature of the snow, C a parameter,

C2 and C3 are empir±cal constants.
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2.6 Depth of snow

The resulting of snow cover depth at the t moment of time

is determined as

(13)

3. Phase transformations of water in snow cover

Heat flux at the snow surface is calculated using the method

of energy ba:Lance, suggested by P.P. Kuzmin L3J:

RTOT = RSN + RLN + RSEN + RLÄT + RP, (14)

where RTOT is a total flux of heat to the snow surface;

RSN is a flux of short-wave solar radiation, penetrating

into the snow; RLN is the effective long-wave radiation;

RSEN is sensible turbulent heat flux; RLÄT is a latent heat

flux; RD is a heat flux with liquid precipitation.

3.1 Short—wave solar radiation

RSN = RS(1-Ä)CF,
(15)

CF = 1 -F1 [i - f1F)2j 1

where RS is a flux of short-wave radiation, falling on the

snow surface; Ä is aibedo; CF is a coefficient of penetrat—

ing of short—wave radiation through tree crowns; F1 is the

parameter, introduced to take into account type of forest;

F is the forest cover degree.

Snow cover aibedo is calculated as

Ä = CÄ-DSN (16)

where CÄ is a parameter.
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3.2 Effective. lonq-wave radiation

RLN

fTSNOW+ TKEL)4} (17).

where EÄTM is the pressure of water vapour of air,. E. is ernis

.sivity in the 1ongwve po.rtion of the energy spectrum

(E0.99), is the Stefan-Boltzman constänt, TKEL= 273 K.,

a and b are c.onstarits..

3.3 Sensible heat transfe:r

RSEN = CS U (TATM - TSNOW)

where U i.s wind speed, CS is a pärameter.

3.4 Latent heat transfer

RLÄT = CL U (EÄTM - ESNOW) (19:)

where ESNOW is the saturation vapor pressure at the snow

surface t.emperature., CL is a parameter.

3.5 Heat flux by rain

RP = CP PLIQ (TÄTM-TSNOW), (2.0.).

where CP isa constant.

3 .6 Snow rneiting and freez.ing of meitw.äter in .snow

Snowpack during melting period is cliaracte,riz:ed by the foi

lowing values: TSNOW = 0 °C; ESNOW 6.llmb. Substituting

these values into formuiae (17) - (20) and we can determine

RTOT. Ä layer of sngw rneiting o:r potentially possibie layer

o.f frozen water in snow is determined frorn the re1ations:

(RTOT /CM, at RTOT > 0;
MELT

, at RTOT <0;

(21)

ERMAX =f0’ at RTOT > 0;

LRTOT/CM, at RTOT <0;

where CM is the heat of fusion of ice.
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4. Testing of the model

Calibration of parameters and testing of the model were

carried out in the basin of the Tujuoja river (Finland).

Its area is 21 km2, and it is mainly forest.

4.1 Calibration of parameters

The model parameters were calibrated on the basis of oli—

served data of water discharges and the characteristics

of snow cover during 1977-1981. The Rosenbrock optimiza

tion procedure was used for the calibration of the para—

meters with a guality criteria:

R2
(QrQr)2 (22)

Qr -

where is the calculated value, r is the observed value,

r is the average from observed values.

Ät the first stage parameters of the submodel, describing

snow cover, were calibrated using measured snow cover char—

acteristics (depth, density and water equivalent of snow).

Ca 1 cu 1 ation showed, that the best agreerrnt beten calculated and

observed values is achieved, when parameters are calibrated

over snow depth. Caliliration over the values of snow density

or its water equivalent has considerably worsend results.

This is assumed to be connected mainly with low accuracy of

measuring snow density.

Ät the second stage model parameters describing soil charac—

teristics and storage zone were calibrated by measuring

water discharge in the outlet point.

Ät the third stage parameters of blocks describing energy

balance and snow cover formation were adjusted against meas—

ured water discharge.
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4.2 Testing .of the model

Mode 1 parameter:s, received as a resui tof cal ibration prö—

cess were use:d j a series of test calcuiations for the

Tujuoja river basin in. 1910 - 1976. Tabie 1 contains the

values of quality cyiterion for calibrating and test series

of calculations.

Characteri.stics.
Caiibrätion Testing

Depth of snow :Q 850 0. 6 18

Density of snow 0.525 0.201

Water equivalent 0.807 0.620

Runoff 0.850 0.710

Figures 4 - 9 prsent the cörnparison of caiculated and

actuai välues.
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SPECIFIC FEATURES OF TII WATER DYNAMICS IN

DIPPERENT TYPES OF LAKES

N.N. Filatov, A.M. Gurina, and Yu.L Demin (USSR),

J. arkkula and J. Koponen (Finland)

Three—dimensional mathematioal modeis and resulta of

propabiliatio analysis of observational data have been used

to study speoifio features of the synoptical and meso—soale

currents iCn the lakes of different size and ahape. The lakes

Ladoga and Krasnoye in the USSR and Näsijärvi in Finland

have been taken as targets. These lakes are located in

similar physioal and geographical conditions. Substantial

differences in their water dynamios may oocur due to different

size and ahape of the lake basina. For this reason the baro—

tropic and baroclinic Kelvin and Puarikare waves, governing

the formation of the lake-water dynamics, can occur or

cannot /1/. It is of intereat to asseas possible contributionE

from baroolinioity, bottom relief and winds, sinöe no unique

assessment has been made, ao far, of the contributions of

these factors to the formation of the currents in lakes,

With lake Näsijärvi as ari example, numerical experiments

were carried out using two 3—1) hydrodynamic modeis /3,4/.

The results of calculations were intercompared and ari attempt

was made to verify them, based on obaervationa of the current

made at three buoy statioris (35) on lake Näsijärvi

Obervation.i data from the 3$ test area served the basis

for studies of the speotral atruoture of the eurrenta and

water temperature in these lakes (Fig.1).
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Observations lasted for more than two months, their dis-

creteness varying from 10 minutes to an hour; it made it.

possible to study the variability of the currents on meso—

and synoptical soales. The spectra of the currents and water

temperature for these lakes were calculated using a single

technique with similar parameters /2/. in particular, taking

into account that the process of the variability of the

ourrents is veotorial, the correlative and spectral tensors

of the currents were caloulated with four invariant and two

non—invariant characteristics. Since the process of the

currents and temperature variabilityis nonstationary in

mathematical expectance and dispersion nonstationary

quantities k ) and $&were calculated.

Än estimation of phase velocity for the baroalinio and

barotropia modes and the Rossby deformation radii R. = a/f

gave the following resulta (ab1e 1).

Table 1 Characteristic Size of the Target Lakes and

Estimates of Phase Velocity and the

Rossby Deformation Radius R.

Lake Size Average Phase velocity
km depth Barotropic Baroclinia

CDhffl/8 R,km CDh,m/s R,km

Ladoga 200x100 5t 22 220 0.16 2—5

Näsi järvi 15x10 15 20 100 0.14 2—5

Krasnoye Zxl 10 10 100 0.04 0.5—1

Äocording to Table 1, the barotropic Kelvin waves of

mode 1 cannot exist in these lakes, since the characteristic
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sie of the lakes is lees than the external radius of

deformation R. The internal Kelvin and Puankare waves can

appear in a large stratified Cm summer) lake

Ladoga. They are possible in Näsijrvi , but in a small

lake, typical of 0—3 lakes fiike lake Krasnoye) theyare

scarcely probable. Here, judging by -the obtained estimates,

the effect of the Earth’s rotation on the water dynamies

is small, since L/R«1. In lake Näsijärvi the baroolinic

Kelvin and Puankare waves must be distorted substantially

by en indented coastline and uneven bottom relief.

Let us consider the spectral structure of the currents

and water temperature of the lakes, based on obaervational

data. The tensor of spectral density of the ourrents is

determined with the use of single and reiterated Pourier

transformations of the correlative tensor /2/.

‘igure 2 shows the frequency—temporal apeotra C linear

invariante) of the currents of lakes Näsijärvi and Ladoga.

It is difficult to draw the S(speotrum for lake Krasnoye

since the currents in this lake, driven by synoptic-scale

winds, are episodio, with a life—time of several days. Then

they may sease for a period of several houra to two days.

As seen from Pig.2, the spectra of the currents in lakes

Ladoga and Näsijärvi illuatrate their non-stationarity.

The pectra1 constituents can be selected at frequencies

0.12-0.24 and near 0.45 rad/hr. The first can be caused by

synoptic-scale winds and manifeet through baroclinic Kelvin

waves with a frequencyt» (f=is the local inertial frequency

On a meso—scale, the spectra of the currents show motiona
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with a frequency close to a local inertial frequency, f.

These motions in the upper layers of the lake can be caused

by purely inertial osciilations, excited by inhomogeneous

winds in time scales less than and by the baroclinio

Puankare waves, which exist in lakes at a distance of several

radii of the inertia circle from the shore, r > 2r , i.e,.

at a distance> 3 km.

Äcoording to the probabilistic analysis of the currents,

water temperature and wind speeds for these lakes, the

synoptic—scale osoillaUons of the currents, observed at a

distance of radius R in lake Ladoga, are connected with the

baroclinic Kelvin wa.ves which show themselves here evan in

the absence of the synoptic-sca1e wind fiuctuations. But

low—frequency oscillations exist in lakes even at a distance

exceeding radius R. These motions are caused by ooherent

osoiilations of wind speed over the lakes. The characteristic

increase of the velocity of the currents in the coastal zone

of the lake, confined to radius R — the so—called coata1

flow /1/ — is connected with the Kelvin waves observed in

a large stratified lake0 Inertial motions (the Puankare waves)

in lakes areof alternative character.

in lakes Ladoga and Nsijärvi their1ife—time does not

exceed two—three inertial periods. They may be absent for

about the same time period. As our observations.show, these

motions are lacking in lake Krasnoye. The effect of the

Goriolis force on the formation of the currents is determined

by the wind’-speed oscillations. The time shift iii maxima

in the low—frequency and meso—scale spectrai region
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shows the possibility of nonlinear mechanisms for the

motions at aii inertial frequency. The mutual—correlation

funotion for the ourrents and water temperature for lakes

Ladoga and Näsijrvi shows that the quasi-periodic con

stituent with inertial frequency and synoptic—scale f1uo-

tuations prevail in the spectra of the öonsidered processes.

A shift iii ‘i 5y K-,t) nlustrates tiiat inertial motions

in water temperature osciilations are delayed by several

hours with respect to variationa in the ourrents with

frequency f • Än analysis of data showed that in the bulk

of a stratified lake at a distanee of several kilometers

the osoillations are manifeated through the Puankare waves

at frequenoies . They are generated by the shifting

effects of the currents due to the inhomogeneous horizontal

constituent of the velocity of the currents.

So, in lakes with a horizontal size L much larger than R,

the synoptic- and meso-scale currents are determined by the

Kelvin and Puankare waves. Here the nonlinear effects in the

formation of specific currents in the coastal zone, confined

to R, are subetantial. In mathematioal modeling of the dynamics

of lakes it ja essential to thoroughly resolve (by choosing

a grid step) the coastal zone and place the emphasis on the

parameterization of sub—grid processes, and, in particular,

on the choice of K, KL coefficients. Äs calculations show

/1,3/, ari overestimation of KL leada to smoothing the oa1-

oulated temperature fields and loosing the water circulation

(oyclonic circulation), typical of lakes, etc. The Kz coef-

ficient was chosen from preliminary calculations based on
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observations of the vertioal diatribution of the currents

and temperature.

In the moderate—si.zed lake N,siirvi the spectrum of

motions is typical of that for large lakes, and data of BS

observations are available for this lake that served the

basi.s for calibrating and verifying the modeis. The level

and the currents of this lake were calculated using a non

linear multi—layer model /3/, which has been used earlier

to calculate the currents in lakes Ladoga, Sevan and Biva.

In a time scale ofmode11ed ourrents the coeffioients

of horizontal turbulent exchange were first estimated with

Hesaelberg and Kolmogorov’s formulae, using the spectra of

the currents’ fluctuations /1/. The values ranged between

1O and io om2/s, differing for the coastal and open-water

zones of the lakes by ari order of magnitude. However, this

faet has been negleoted in the preliminary caloulations. The

most acceptable estimate of was 1—10 cm2/s, bssed on

observational data and preliminary calculations of the thiok—

nees of the Einan upper layer0 Results of calculations with

the model from /4/ are given in /5/. Calculations were

performed with a grid step of 1000 m, and the lake was

vertioally divided into six layers. The grid step was much

less thaxi the internal radius of the Rossby deformation,

<- R, whioh made it possible to reveal the effects caused

by the internal Kelvin waves. The time step was 55 s, which

enabled one to determine the effects caused by the Puankare

waves , iii time scales equal to and less than a period

of inertia for the lake width, egual to 13.5 hr. However,
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the apatial resolution of the grid did not permit one to

describe these motions. For the upper iayer the coefficient

of horizontal turbulent pulse exchange was taken 8 om2/s

and for the thermocline area 1 cm2/s; the coefficients of

horizontal momentum exchange was taken cm275. The field

of currents, by modeis /4/ and /3/, was calculated for a

period of thermal stratifioation (August) at a wind speed

of 4 m/s, in the direotion 190°. The currents were calculated

with the nonlinear diagnostic model /3/ from the field of

water temperature, obtained with model. /5/ with a grid step

4x = 500 m on horizons 0;2.5;5;8;125;15;2O, and 25 m.

The coeffioient of the vertical turbulent exchange was assumed

to be oonstant and equal to 10 cm2s.

Let us consider the results of calculations made with

these modeis: we shall oompare them with observations at

three BS on horizons 2.5 and 8 m, made during the same period.

Figure 4 shows the results of calculations of the lake

level using modeis /3/ and /4/. Deviationa of the level

from the undisturbed state vary between +30 and -20 mm

(model /5/), and between +13 and —10 mm (model /3/), ie.

according to model /3/, the velocity muat be somewhat leas,

and the topography of a free surface does not differ

qualitatively in these modeis. Table 2 gives the resulta of

statistical analysis of the field of velocities calculated

with modeis /3,4/ for horizons 2.5 and 8 m. The velocity

was averaged over a field of 75 points for horizon 2.5 m

and of 61 points for horizon 8 m. The results show that the

average velocity of the currents from model /4/ is higher
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than from the diagnostic model; average (by module) velocities

of the currents from model /3/ are 3.3 cm/s, and from model 14/

4.7 cm/s; for horizon 8 m, average (by module) and maximum

velocities of the currents dffer sllghtly. Än analysis of

the fields of the currents (Fig.5) from modeis /4/ and /3/

shows that in the upper 0—5 m layer the wind—driven currents

prevail, and beneath this layer the effects of baroclinicity

and bottom relief contribute most.

Calculatjons of the modelled field of currents were

compared with observations made at the BS for horizons 2.5

and 8 m. ‘Data of the 10—min discrete observations were

averaged over 30 hours, which corresponded te the time period

needed for the currents te form, according te model /4/.

Table 3 lists the results of this comparison. The direetion

of the currents was assessed to ari accuracy of +20°, and the

velocity of the currents 1 cm!8. Since the BS co-ordinates

did notcoincide with the grid knots, the direction and

velocity of the eurrenta were averaged over the values at

34 points of the grid area. Äs seen from Table , in the

0—2 m layer the observed velocity of the currents is higher

than the modelled one. The results of measurements iii the

upper layer show that the eurrents flow mainly at ari angle

of 20—40° with respect te wind direction, the variabi1ity

of the currents in the upper layer is slow and no inertial

and other oscillations were observed here in this period.

For horizon 8 m, both the observed and modelled velocities

and directions of the currents coincide.
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Conclusi

Studies have been oarried out of the currents in lakes

of different size and shape; the transformation of the

spectra of the currents, depending on the hydrometeorological

conditions as well as the ahape and size of lakes, has been

shown.

The currents in lake Näsijärvi were oalculated for a

period of stratifioation using nonlinear diagnostic and

prognostic modeis. Gomparisons have shown that, qualitatively,

the results of calculations of the fields of velocity are

not controversial and agree reasonably well wit’h the 3Ohr

averaged data of measurements at the 35. For a more correct

verification of the modeis, more BS are needed, which will

ta.ke into account specific circulations of the lake water.

As ahown by calculations of the currents with modeis /3,4/,

the 35 should total not lees then 7.

Calculations have also shown that in the upper O.-5 m layer

the wind effects prevail, and beneath it - the combined

effects of baroolinicity and bottom relief are observed.
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Tahle 2

Äverage componen of vector currents, on horizons 2 and 8 m

in Nsijilrvj

Horisonts Parametr Model

m Simons/4/ 3arcisjn /3/

2,5 o,2

2r 3,4 o,7

2 lvi 4,7 3,3

16 9

—0,5 — 0,9

8 2,8 o,2

2,5 1,7

8 7
‘flIaK

Tabie 3

The resulta of simulatione of currents on modeis /3,4/

and experimental data on B3. Period of averaging 30 h

Prediot. Diagnos. Experimental
Horizon BS model model field

number 14/ /4/ data

dir. speed dir. speed dir. speed

1 30 8 loo 5 5° 16

2 2 4o 8 3oo 3 3oo 8

3 5o 9 19o 8 4° 16

1 19o 5 19o 3 14o 5

8 2 27o 5 28o 3 1 90 3

3 28o 4 19o 4 330 4
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Fig. 3 Spectra of currents (a) and water temperature (b) of
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Fig.4 Level of free surfaoe of lake Näsijärvi

a) multiiayer model J4/
5) diagnostic model /3/

k

L - y

A

£

CCL

L

1

k I

Fig.5 Currents of Lake Näsi järvi. Horizon 8 m.

a) Simone model /4/

5) Sarlds jn model /3/

b)
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TRÄNSFORMATION OF NÄTURAL ORGÄNIC MATTER IN WÄTER STORAGE

RESERVOIRS

KOCHÄRYÄN A.G., !ALYUTIN Ä.N., Water Institute, U$$R Ao.

of Sci.;

GREKOV V.F., LAPIN I.A., Hydrochemical Institute

River £low controlling has a key effeot on component

composition of the water which is manitested in varied ave—
raging of the river water chemical composition, its redis—

tribution in time, changes in the velooity and duration of

transformation processes involving organic and organic.-in—

organio compounds allochthonous in origin, as wefl as in-.

tensification of processes concerning synthesis of auto.

chthonous organic matter. The paper considers basic faotore

combination of which governs transformation of nataral or—

ganic matter in water storage reservoirs.

Considered as ari important factor of organic matter

trnnsformation in a water reservoir is the intensity of wa-

ter circulatfm conditioning duration of the effect exercis—

ed by physioo-.chemical and biologioal processes on auto—

chthonous and allochthonous organic matter. Present day

theoretical approaches in describing the reservoir veloci.

ty field based on combined integration of equations iii

terras of hydrodynamics and physico—chemical kinetics are

rather difficult to apply, for the complicated geometry of

boundary conditions characteristic of tributaries does not
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aliow correot solutions.

The technique elaborated at the Water Intituto of the

USSR Aoademy of Sciences is based on substituting the ana—

1ysi of particles’ paths with that of the time of their re—

sidenee in the water storage reservoir. With this approach

the function of residence time distribution (RTD function)

is a key factor in describing the water oiroulation intensity

and pattern. For flowing water reservoirs the RTD ftmction

is rather clear in meaning: its value at a given moment t

is the probability that a flow element entering the reser—

voir at zero time t0 would stay in it during a period

ehorter than the said:t—time. Substance transformatiozi pro—

ceses in a given reservoir develop in function of time

and different flow elements reside in the reservoir during

varied periods of time whioh means that the RTD function if

knowa allows the assessrnent of the level the transformation

prooessof a given substance has reached.

The RTD function i.s equivalent to en impulse transient

O
fuxiction of the system. For the case of water reservoirs

the impulse transient funotion is represented by a curve of

variation in suhstance concentratiön at the outlet, the sub

stance inflow at the inlet being of volley type. In suoh a

O
dynamio system as a reservoir it is practicaily impossible

to determine the impulse transient function directly. So

the RTD functions are experimentally obtained from bydrau

lie investigations employing:water reservoir modeis.

Theoretically the hydraulic modelling is grounded on

the Navier—Stokes and continuity equations. Investigation
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data attest to a possibility of usin forced flows, provid

ed both geometrical and dynamica.1 similarity could be aohie

ved. When the data inferred from model investigations are

extended to real—life objects, the indices of inner water oir-.

culation intensity in reservoirs are not notably affected

by the employed forced flows and model distortiona.

Mode]. experiments serve to yieid data on the curves of

a hydrodynamic system response to a pulse injection of che-.

mical indicator. Besides that, hydraulic experiments pro—

vide round for obtaining an idealized hydrodynamic patteru

of water cioulation nthe given reservoir. The hydrodynarnio

structure is divided into ultimate blocks and imits regar—

ded as simple in respect to methematioal description of

the hydrochernical processes that are under way. Serving as

such units are thoroughly studied hydrodynamicstructures

of mixer type. This division results in substituting the

actual hydrodynamic structure with en equivalent sohematic

desoription caloulated from equations of material balance.

If each of the units has a corresponding differential

equation, the combination of differential equations for

ali the units coupled with algebraic equations of material

balanee for nodal points of the block scheme. constitutes

a mathernatical niodel of the whoie water storage reservoir.

Individuni schemes of water circu]itjon requiro also individu

ei structure of mathematical description concerning the

reservoir dynamic characteristics that is RTD function.

Vith rnulti—unit rurnified schemes of water circulation the

reservoir dynarnic characteristics resuit rather complica—
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ted :Ln forrn and difficult to make use of in caloulations.

‘Jith the aforesajd in viow it is reaiona’b1o to suhntitute

individual water circulation cheme by a dynarnicafly

o qu:Cva.ient typioai 3tructure of 1oLitudina1—transversa1 w.—

ter circulation with the parameter providing the required

.RTD function at the res.ervoir outlet. The parameters of

this niathematical model are computer-se1ected following the

criterion of minimal deviation of the model RTD functions

from experimental ones.

The abovesaid may be illustrated v:ith the data obtain—

cd through studying vater oirculation processes and organio

matter transformation at the Uchinsk water storage reser—

vcir of 146106 cu.m utilized for water supply of MoSCoW.

The Ilchinsk water storage reservoir was simuiated after

the Proude criterion.

$cale relationship is of the form:

= •gk. --

— -t

whe?oV)JSt) o(e,, c,L are scale coefficients of velo—

oity, flow, time and vertioal and linear dimensions re.spec—

tve1y, fl1. is the degree of flow forcing iii the model. The

model was run with a nine—foId distortion of scale (L€

9OO,d = ilo).

Curves of the water reservoir response to an indica—

tor injection were inferred from the results of ten f luo—

resceine injections with a stationary functioning of the

model. Scattering of the experimental RTD functions prov—
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ed to be insignificant and the yielded data oould be ave—

raged (Fig,1).

Iode1 ecperiments allowed the identification of main

flow patterns (Fig.2a). These experiments provided a. sound

basis for cornpiling a blook sohemes of water circulation

fFig.2b) substituted with a dynamiaally equivalent unified

one with the parameters providin the same value of RTD

function (FigA. Parametrical identification of the re—

servoir mathematica]. model employs this unified structure

of ).ongitudi:nal—transversal water oiroulation. Eaoh cell re—

presenta a mixer. The model parametera of eaoh traot are

as follows: net lag time , number of unified two—

cell blocks h.. , time constant of a unified block ‘T, re—

lative voluine of slow water zone , relative intensi—

ty of water circulation between the transit and slow water

zones • These parameters were computer—selected throuh

reiterative search following the eriterion of maximal ap—

proximation of computer mode]. response toSfunctjonai

pact to the experimental RTD function. Deviation of the fi-.

nal solutions from the f;ydraulic model regressive RTD func—

tions does not exceed 10% in the maximum range and 20% in

the tails of experimental curves for both tracts. Final

parameters of the simulated water exchange in the Uchinsk

water storage reservoir are as follows:

For the tract ?Pestovo — NWSS»

= 40 days, hj = 5, I 7.4 days, .Xj 0,55,

= 0,3O;
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For the tract “Petovo —

13.1 days, = 7, 6.9 driy, .X2 a 0.55,

0.35

It should be noted that net lags of the mathematical mo—

del are appreciably less than those desoriptive of the res—

pone curve. This is assined to the faot that the mathe—

matic.l model summed lags which should coinoide with the

last ones of the response curves, incluäe both the said

and and those emerging in the interation of lon—

ituciinal—transversa1 water circulation equations.With fl

6 7 and the total residence time of many days, last

lags are considerable and amount to 2 days for the first

traot and to about 5 days for the seoond one. Swnmed up

with and they amount to 6—day travel time lags at the

.N’SS and to 18—day iags at the JWS.

Retrospective cheoking and refinement of the water.cir—

oulation mathematical model was carried out on the bases

of field observation data obtained at the reservoir inlet

and outlet. Serving as statistical data were weekly measure—

montsof chloride concentrations over a period of 1973—1979.

Ohloride content variations reveal a well. pronounced sea—

sonal cyclicity in conformity with general ohanges iii mine—

rai.ization due to varied types of intake throughout the

year. This makes it possible to carry out the dymanio in—

vestigations for one ocil1ation frequenoy CL__et ()

= 0017 day).

Over a period of 1973—1979 the NVISS and EWSS capaci—

ties were relatively stable: Q= 11.1 m3/sec and
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= 15.1 m3/sec. In accordance with the developed tnodel of

water circu1tion the water reaervoir time constants should

be equal to the foflowing valuea

= 5.4days, T1 10.0 daya, 13.0 days,

= 6.9 days.

Now we can calculate amplitude—phase transformation of

seasonal variations in the non-oonservatiVe admixture con—

centration that should be observed over the period if the

mathernatical mode]. has been built oorrectly. In conformity

witb the mathematical model struoture, transformation of

cyclic variations iii the conserve.tive admixtu.re conoentra—

tion by each reservoir tract is of the form:

112E1
$ubstitution of the parameters and aisoT,

gives a transformation model Cjn_et Cout_et corresponding

to 11.1 m/seo and m3/sec. SubstitutingCJ

= 0.017 day into the model we paas on to quantitative

evaluation of ampiitude supression and phase shift defining

yearly variations in the conservative admixture ooncentra—

tion cited in the first line of Table 1. The second line

gives ampiitude supression and phase shift values of yearly

variations in chloride concentration obtained frorn field

data with the use of the first harmonio of expansion into

a Fourier series of the autocorrelation function RCin_etfO)
and the intercorrelation function RCin_etCoutlet(0)O



TA3IE 1. Retrospective checking of the wter oircu1tion ma

them.tical niodel for smoothing down the year

cycle of chloride concentration

“Pe stovo—NVt33’ st.ovo —EWS3”

ampii— phase ampii— phase

tude shift tude shift

supres— supres—

sion sion

According to the

re servoir rnathema—

tical model with

Q1= 11.1 and

Q2 15.1 0.825 50.8 0.881 58.7

,Aocordin to field

observation data

over 1973-4979 0.847 45.2 0.814 52.7

•R•*••L•

The comparison of actual arnplitude—phase transformä—

tions with those calculated by means of a mathematical mo—

del sugests that the water circulation model based on the

data obtairted fx’om hydraulic experiments has proved to be

lid In order to fit fully the field observation data

tIe model has been refined following the solution of error

equations for Ä and1 . The final version of watercircuiation

model for the Uchinsk water storage reservoir is of the

form:

(t T1=99/Q1, n1= 5, o(= 0.55, 0.27

1 22

4
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190/Q, T2= 101/Q, “2 °2 0.55, 0.14

The model may be employed for calculating water circu

lation and the degree of conservative matter averaging in

the water storage reservoir with any capacity ration of the

Eastern and Northern Water Supply $tations CEWSS and NW$S)

ranging from 70 to 20 m3/day. Modeis of this type are basic

for simulating transformation processes involving non—con

servat ive adm:Lxture s.

One of the main factora indicating water quality of

this source of water supply which conditions the pattern of

water treatment at I’VSS and EWSS ja the water color. It ja

cotnr:ion knowledge that the main contribution to the natural

water color ja made by humio mattera composed of mixed hu—

mic aoids (HÄ) and fulvic acids (FÄ). Prom the available

data on many—year observations of water color at the Ivan’—

kovaky water storage reservoir, as well as HÄ an FÄ content

we have formuiated empirical dependences of color vs HÄ

conoentration for the given reservoir in function of diffe..

rent hydrauliå phaaes.

= 0.955 — 0.0023Ä for the summer—auturnn period,

0.0004 Ä1’533 for the winter—spring period.

where ja the concentration of HÄ iii mg dl, Ä ja the

coior index in degrees of the platinum—cobalt scale.

To complete the data on the content and oomposition

of the dissolved organic matter, the FÄ concentrations may

lie inferred from the ratia CHÄ/CFÄ defined over different

periods of time and equal to 0.4 in summer—a.uturnn and to

0.12 in winter—spring.
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For the watercjrculati.on conditions described by the

admitted model and the mathematically postulated concent—

rationa of color index at the inlet mCjn_et and outlet

we have “-

fl• C ft

where K is a seasonal constant of the reservoir autopurifi—

cation velocity expressed in day.

To gain a better understanding of autopurification

processes towards the elimination of naturally dissolved

organic matter (HÄ and FÄ) iii water bodies, there were ca—

rried out invEstigations of these matters’ sedimentation

resulting from changes in the reservoir hydrochemical con—

ditiona. The results yielded by the study of HÄ phase—

dispersion composition under varied environmental condi—

tions with the use of exclusion and ion—change chromatog—

raphy, ultrafiltration and ultra—violet spectroscopy, sug—

gest that the sedimantation pattern is of the following

type. The HÄ sedimentätion process in water mediurn ja con—

ditioned by the quantitative and qualitative composition

of inorganic components and develops j a step—wise manner,

On the whole the HÄ sedimentation is a combination of suc—

cessive competitive processes. Cations of alkali—earth me—

tais interact with low—molecular fractions (U(tF) of the HA

and partially neutralize the surface charge of macromo1e-

cules. Reduction of the repulaive force between macromole—

eules leads to the formation of larger aggregates, that is
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hih—mo1ecu1ar fractions (JIMF). Later on a similar intor-.

action of ca2 and Mg2 cations and HIVIP resulta in enlarged

HA aggregates up to the size of colloidal fraction (CF)

and further to suspended fraction, which meana the formati-.

on of solidpf;ase (81’).

On the basis of the described ETA sedimantation mecha-.

niam affected by inorganio components of the solution, a

mathematical model has been developed. It consiats of a

system of ordinary differential equations of the firat or—

der:

____

J

where 8 ja the resultant concentration of inorganic compo—

nenta; S., s2 and $3 are the concentrations of inorganic

components in each of the described processes; ja the

time.

Current concentratjons of the ITA £ractions iii the in—

terraotion processare inferred from:

= 0.20 {]
fHI\iI = — 0.10 — 0.0476

= 0.0119 — i.io4 [s3

,F$F7 = 6.251

= L01 L1f [337
The values of initial concentratjona are indicated

with the “o” index.
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The suggeated mathernatical model. allan the identifi—

aation of the main directionc in the proceaa of difforent

ff4 fggg1 emergenae,. heips to recognize typea .f jflj;3jfle

nection between them and determine relative kisetio panme—

tera characteristie 0± the uaid procesaee an& time take

into account and. aseen quantitatively the velooity of PIA

ee&imentation in natural watere.
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Fig.1 Experirnental RTD function of the hydrauJ.ic

model describiflg the Uchinsk water otorage reser—

voir along the tracta”Peetovo NW3$” fa) and

“Pestovo — WSS1’ (b) and the model of water cir—

culatiofl based on the unified etructures of 1on-

gitudiflaitraflsversE1l viater circulatiofl

1 — Q 0.7 1/eec

2—Vo].ga

3 — Vlater reservoire of tuo Moooow chcmnol

4 — Q2, — 1WSS; Q1,C_ —

D3 0

QOf.

Q =0,7 .ii/c

—0— c =0,9 ,n/c

—— =2,6 .n/c’

t

1?Off 2 (t)

©

iQ8 ii’8
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7

2 — Cout_et

Fig.2 $cheme of the main currents in the Uchinsk water

torage reservoir after experiments with the use

a hydraulic mode]. (a) and the correspondinj

goneralized sohome of water circulation (b)
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WATER DYNÄMICS ÄND MEÄSURING HYDROLOGICÄL PARÄMETERS IN CONNECTION
TO THE WÄTER QUÄLITY PROBLEMS IN LAKE$ AND COÄSTÄL AREAS

Timo Huttula

INTRODUCT ION

During the last twodecades, the importance of hydrological factors
in water quality and hydrobilogicai studies has been realized
(Kuusisto 1984). Considerable progress has been made in the study
of lake hydrodynamics. The possibilities of measuring currents
have improved since the registrating meters have become reliable
and widely used. Älso numerical modeis even in 3 dimensions describe
circulation and transport fairly well.

The hydrodynamic processes occuring in lakes and coastal areas
can be divided into the foiiowing groups:
1. Surface phenomena

a. wind generated waves and currents
b. wind generated surface osciilations
c. tidal currents
d. waves due to changes in discharge

2. Internal currents
a. fiow through the area
b. currents due to surface movements

3. Transport phenomena
a. vertical mixing and stratification
b. horizontal diffusion

Ali these processes have their typical spatial and temporal scales
which are controiled by the scales of atmospheric phenomena and
by the dimensions and geometry of the water body. This heterogenuity
leads to incompiete mixing and uneven ditribution of chemical and
biologicai constituents within the water body. Therefore simple
mass balance relationhips between input and output of these cons
tituents and their concentrations in water sampies are usually
not valid. This means that measurements and modelling of hydroio
gical factors in connection to water quality problems are essential.

In planning the measuring program the foliowing variabies should
be considered:wind velocity and direction, input and output disc
harges and loads, water level, thermal structure, water currents,
sedimentation, concentration of water quality parametrs. In each
particular case the decisions about what to include to the program
and how and where to measure depends on the following things:
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-the goal of the work/ What are the questions to be .answered?
-the effect of the variabie/ What order of magnitude will its
effect be?
-the time available
-the money available

In the following three e.xamples are given. With them .1 want to
show how we have done hydrological investigation in order to help
to solve water qualityprobiems. Änother example about the water
guality and hydrological investigation is the investigation made
in the Valkeakoski water course, where the interraction between
the water currents and the erosion and the transport of celluloose
fibers was studied (Huttula & Krogerus 1986).

CÄSE 1. STRÖÖMI

The Ströömi sound is situated in Kustavi archipelago at the south
western coust of Finland. it is 20 km long with a width of 0.5
- 2 km. It is a area of very active fish farming. Fish farming
has been growing very rapidly during the last decade. Farming of
rainbow trout in sea was started in Kustavi archipelago in 1970
with a pruduction of 15 tons/y (I.sotalo & al. 1984). Now this
area is producing 3400 tons/y, which is one third of the whole
rainbow trout production of the country. Consequently the enviro
mental effects of the farming have been under an intensive discus
sion. Among the questions raised were:

-how much water is going through the Ströömi sound?
-how much of the fish food is settled and how much transported ?
-is resuspension possible in Sröömi ?
-what is the load of the fishfarming to the surrounding waters ?

From the bottom fauna studies and also from the interviews of
fishers it was learned that water exchange in the sound is effective
from time to time. The measurement program was planned for intensive
growing season in the end of the summer (Fig. 1 ). The program
included:

1. Current measurements in the sounds connecting Ströömi to the
sea. The meters were placed in surface and in bottom layers because
a two layer flow was expected. In the middle of Ströömi one meter
was placed in order to check the intercorreiation of currents
there and in the sounds. This meter was placed close the bottom
because of the need to study the resuspension. Meters measured
water velocity, direetion, temperature and conductivity with 10
min intervais during 38 days.

2. Water sampling was made in 8 sites which included the current
measurement verticals. Sampling was done in different leveis in
order to get the concentration profiles. There were 10 sampling
times, five of them were during four consecutive days. This made
it possible to see the rapid changes in water guality. From the
sampies temperature, conductivity,. total P, phosphate P, nitrogen,
chlorophyll-a, secci-depth, pH, turbidity and oxygen were analyzed.
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Curr.nt m.t.rs
Sed imentation
traps
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II

0 1 km

Fig. 1. The Ströömi Sound and the measurement points.
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Results

The maximum observed velocity was 60 cm/s. The flow directions
varied with different periods (Fig. 2). The average flow in the
lower layer was towards SE and in the upper layer towards NW. The
boundary between the layers was in six meters depth. The daily
means of the velocity components depend on the northern component
of the wind and also on water level variations. The correlaUon
coefficients squared varied between 0.170 and 0.674. With the
long period wind distribution and the obtained equations in the
two SE-sounds it was possihle to calculate the average water excange
during the summer with normal winds and water leveis.

Sedimentation traps showed greatest values towards NW from the
fish farm (Fig. 3) . There was a one day period (period 5) with
strong currents. During tliat day maximum values were obtained in
ali traps. This was a clear evidence of resuspension. The main
sedimentation area was between the points 4 and 5.

The relationship between phosphorus con.centration and current
veiocity in Ströömi made it possibia to give a rough estimate
of the phosphorus balance in Ströömi During the 38 day period
14 tons .phosphorus left Ströömi. Sea water brought 12 tons, from
which 9 tons was in the upper 6 meter layer. The phosphorus amount
in the water mass in Ströömi grew witli 1.7 tons. 80 Ströömi produced
3.7 tons phosphorus during the period. This is fairly olose to the
approximated load from fish farm (5.3 tons).

CÄSE 2. PIETARSÄÄRI

Pietarsaari is a town on the NW-coast of Finland with 30000
inhabitants. There are the pulp and paper factories of Willhelm
Schaumann ltd. The factories are situated on the shore where water
is relatively .shaliow (Fig. 4). The enviromental effects of the
factories during the years have been rather obvious. During the
recent years the flrm has invested much in a new waste water
treatment plant. New studies about the waste water spreading was
needed in order to determine the effects of the loads coming from
the £actories, from the municipal treatment plant and also from
the Lake Luodonjärvi.
The main questions were:

-what determines the mixing in the area? (wind, flow from Lake
Luodonjärvi, water level changes, the mean Bothnian Bay current)
-wliere does the waste waters spread in calm, in windy and in winter
conditions?
-how much and how quickly the loads from the factories affect
the water guality of the area?

The two dimensional water quality model VENLÄ (Eloranta & ei. 1981)
was selected to simulate the water quality on the area in different
water and meteorologicai conditions. For the model calibration
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and verification the following measuring program was established:

1. Current mesurements in four measuring sites. During the open
water period in Oct 1985 there was t.wo measuring sites on the
outlet area of the factories, one in the deep opening towards the
sea in the west and one meter in the shallow sound ieäding to the
north. Trials were made also to measure currents in the gates
leading from the Lake Luodonjärvi, but this did not succeed During
the ice covered period in February-March 1986 the same sites were
used, except for one close to the warm outlet with bad ice condi
tions.

2. Wind obeservations were made on the Mässkär-Island eigth times
a day. Hourly water level observations were made in the habour.

3. The discharges from the Lake Luodonjärvi were calculated on the
basis of the opening time of the gates and the mean observed
ve1ocity in the gates. Ä current meter was also installed in the
gate opening but it was damaged in the heavy current with ice.

4. Sedimentation traps were placed in two sites during both pe
riods. There purpose was toget sedimention values for the bottom
interaction in the water quality model. The traps were placed
0.7 m above the bottom. There were three trapping periods during
the open water period and two during the ice covered perlod. The
iength of the periods varied from 7 to 27 days. From the trap
sampies suspended solids, phosphorus in suspended solids, and the
org.anic matter were analyzed.

5. Water sampies were taken during the measuring periods .from the
existing water quality contröl sites and also from the current
measuring sites.

6. The loads from the factories were available as daily mean values.

Results

Th:e velocity-direction frequency distribution showed that the
current direction during the open water period was in P1 and P3
near the surface mostly towards the sea.Ät the bottom in P3 35
per cent of the observations showed a current towar.ds the shore. In
P2 the velocities were smallest and the distribution was most
even. In this point the current was towards the sea 58 per cent
of the time and rest of the time towards the shore. The greatest
veiocities were also measured here. The ourrents were clearly
depenent on the wind, seven of the ten daily velocity components
were statistically extremly. dependent on the wind components or
the sea water level varations. The mean value for the correla
tion coeffiecient squareö was 0.669. The regression equations
gave a very good basis for the forecasting of the velocity vectors
during different winds and sea leveis. By this way it was possible
to calibrate the numerical flow field calculation in the VENLÄ-mo
del for the open period.

During the ice covered period the velocities were small. The
greatest values were again obtained in P4 where the mean velooity
was 8.2 cm/s. In other points it was between 2.2 and 3.2 cm/s. The
regression between velocity components and water level changes
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and flow from Lake Luodonjärvi was much weaker than the regressions
during the open water period. Only three from the eigth components
were explained by these variabies.

The VENLÄ is a two dimensional depth integrated model. The grid
size in this applioation was 500 m.The whole mesh consists of 20
x 30 grid points. The flow field model is calibrated mainly with
the eddy viscosity coeffiecient. When the flow fields are simulated
weii, the work with the transport and water guality model
starts. Because the general water quality of the area is of interest
and the area is shallow the depth integrated model is a suitable
tool to predict the water quality. The selection of the calibration
points and the caiibration layer depth was based on the following
observations about the transport of the effluents:

-each point represents a certain sub area
-during the open period there is no vertical stratification and
the mean value of the conoentration in each vertical is used
-during the ice covered period the surface concentration is used,
because the effluents eem to be transported in the lake water
entering the area
-during the ice covered period the flow from the Lake Luodonjärvistrongly affects to the spreading of effluents

This project is going on and the resuits wiil be reported at theend of this year.

CÄSE 3. LÄKE PYHÄ3ÄRvI IN SÄKYLÄ

This lake is the most remakable lake in the South Westen Finland. Its area is 154 km and the volume about 0.85 km . Thismeans that the average depth is 5.5 m. It is exceptionally open andhas only a few isiands. The water guality is very good and thelake is also very productive for Finnish conditions. The yearlyfish yield is 63 kg/hectar, which is about seven times the meanfish yield of a Finnish lake. The town Turku, situated about 60km from the lake, has shown interest to take water from thelake. The discussion about this pian and about its affects on thelakes biology has been going on during the last 20 years. The localpopulation is very activeiy against the pian. Äs a consequence ofthis the lake has been under an intensive research. Kuusisto (1975)has studied the water balance of the lake.

The question raised concerning lake hydrodynamics were:

-What kind of circulation is there in the lake?
-What determines the water excange between the different parts ofthe lake?

3-What is the affect of the intake (1 m /s) to the circulation?

The currents have been measured during the ice covered period inwinters 1977 and 1979 (Sarkkula and Forsius 1977, 1979). Duringthe open period currents heve been measured in the autumns 1980and 1986.

The currents were hardly detectabie in the winter. The open watermeasurements were made in 1980 in tliree points (Fig. 5) withaitogther 4 meters. The results revealed that there are conside
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Fig. 5. Lake Pyhäjärvi in Säkylä and the water current

measurement points in the autumn 1980.
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rable currents, the maximum velocities varying from 25.0 to 35.4
cm/s. The mean wind velocity measured in Turku airport was 3.4
nils. The wind distribution was geared towards the east from the
normal October distribution. The depency of the current components
on wind was anyway rather weak. The correlation coefficient squared
in the regression equations varied between 0.25 and 0.36. Only
with some certain wind directions the current velocities can be
forecasted from the wind.Ä11 this showed that the flow patterns
iii the lake were much more complicated than one could expect on the
basis of the lake morphometry. The flow fields on different wind
directions were calculated with a two dimensional depth integrated
model. The grid size was l000m. The wind velocity used was 5 ni/s.
The simulations showed that there are several gyres with differnt
scales and varying directions. On the basis of energy studies it
was pointed out that during the open water period the wind deter
mines the whole circulation and the effect of the water intake is
minimal. During the ice covered period the effect is seen but
united to the vicinity of the intake pipe.

The studies of the lake circulation are continued during the year
1986 in the framework of the cooperation between NBWE and VITUKI
Hungary. The essential guestion for the understanding of the lake
response to the wind is the current observations in the represen
tative points. For this new calculations of the flow patterns
with two dmmensional ÄDI-model was done. The grid size was now
reduced to 500m. The size and location of the different gyres was
now detemmined more correctly fFig. 6).. On the basis of these and
also the previous resulta the location of the eigth current meterswas decided. Älso the wind measurements were done on the lake withautomatic instruments. The measuring period was from the beginningof Sept. to the middle of Oct. 1g86. This data is studied by statistical approache inciuding the power spectrum in order to find outthe current causing factors and the oscillations in the currentfield. The investigation is completed in the February 1987.
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DÄTÄ REQUI.REMENTS OF WÄTER QUALVrY MODELS

Jorma Niemi

ÄBSTRACT

Water qu.aiity modeis neeä data for the definition of the initial

conditiöns of the ecosystem, for calcul.ating the material loads

tothe water body through tributaries, precipitation and w.aste

water treatment plants. and för meteorolo.gicaI phenomena. Data

are needed also for the. ca1.ibration and viidation of. the. model.

The. data typical.ly inciu.de hydroiog.ical data, w.ater quaiity data

and meteorologic.al data, which must be gathered either by using

observation netwo.rks monitored regularly or in addition to this by

carring out special investigations. The gathered data h:ave to be

pro.cess.ed in a suitabie form for the. mo.del by using special computer

programmes made. for this purpose. The data needed by the simul.ation

modeis is often divide.d into. j.njtjalizatjo.n data and simulation

äa.ta.. The general requirements of data in modeis, sources of

data and processing of data are presented and. discussed on the

b.asis. o.f the experiences obtained in developing and appiying a

simulatio.n model for Finnish lakes..
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1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental systems are frequently investigated by using mathe

matical modois that aro based on the information available of

these systems. Water quality modeis aro one group of these modeis

and they aro typioally used for obtaining understanding of the

basic phenomena of the ecosystem, for making predictions of the

water guality e.g with alternative loadings or with varying

meteorological data and as an aid in planning. The structure and

mechanisms of the modeis vary according to the objectives for

which they aro made. Tlieir common feature however is that they

need data of the system that is investigated for dafining the

initial conditions of the ecosystem and for the calibration and

validation of the model. The data must be collected by using

either permanent networks used for observations or by carring out

additional investigations accrding to the requirements of the

model. The type of data needed varies according to the nature of

the model. In an empirical model calculating e.g. the average

phosphorus concentration of the lake the data needed includes

information of the morphology of the lake, input loading of phosp

hores to the lake and observed concentrations in the lake. Examples

of empirical water quality modeis aro e.g. Dillon and Rigier (1974),

Voilenweider (1975), Frisk et al. 1980 and OECD (1982). In comp

licated simulation modeis (Park et al. 1975, Niemi 1979, Kinnunen

et al. 1982) however the data requirements are lärger and include

e.g. data of meteorological phenomena, discharges and concentrations

of ali simulated state variabies of ali the incoming waters such

as tributaries, wastewater treatment plants, diffuse loading and

precipitation and historical data of the state variabies in the

water body. Some modeis may even require data of the soil of the
discharge area if diffuse loads are caiculated by the model and

not given as driving variabies or if the modeis include other

.Eactors than water quaiity (Knisei 1980).

Besides this fundamental division there are several other ways of

grouping water quaJLity modeis on the basis of their characteristics

fTable 1). Depending on the structure of the model it can belong

simultaneously into several groups e.g. be one-dimensional, deter

ministic model to be used in water management. This classification

can be helpful in evaluating the model structure but less approp
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riate from the point öfvi.ew of data requirements. However this
äivision can give insight to the dat.a requirernents as wel1 e.g.
descriptve modeis typical.ly reguire more than data biack boic modeis,
and a three dimensional model more than one-dimensional if they are
otherwise simi.lar.

The objective of this päper is to investigate briefly the data
requirements of vrious types of water quallty modeis and to
evaluate how this data can be obtained in appiying the modeis.
The main empasis is iaid on the water quality data. The modeis
need besides water quality data also data of the values of parame
t.ers. The question of parameter estimation however is not treated
here.

2. DÄTÄ REQUIREMENTS

2.1 General

The data requirements of the modeis vary depending or the type of
model. Typical data include generally hydroiogicai data, water
quality däta and meteorological data (Tabie 2). These modeis
represent relatively complicäted modeis with many forcing functions
or driving variabies and state variabies and large data require
ments. Empirical modeis however can generaily be applied with
much 1ess data.

In simulation mode.is, such äs the ones presented in Table 2, the
data is divided into initiaiization data and simulation data.
Initiaiization data iscomposed ofdata used to define the initial
eonditions of the lake when simulation is started ap to specify
camputer program options. This data inaludes morphoiogical data,
values for pärameters, initial values for the state variabies and
program controls such as the lenghtof simulation step, number of
tributaries etc. Initiaiization data is given to the model only
once at the beginning of the simulation. Simulation data includes
the data of the quality and quantity of ali the inflowing waters
such as tributaries, wastewater treatment piants, precipitation
and meteorological data. Simulation data is given to the model
once during every simulation step, e.g. once in every eight hours.
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2.2 Hydrology

Hydrological data is needed in some extent practically in every
water quality model. In empirical modeis fFrisk et al. 1980) the
data requirements are relatively smali as usually only discharges
of the tributaries, wastewater treatment plants and possibly the
runoff values are needed. Äs the struoture of the modeis becomes
more complicated, especially the structure of the hydrological
module, the amount of data increases. In one-dimensional modeis
(Niemi 1977, Kinnunen et al. 1982) the hydrological part is treated
in a relatively simpie manner and the hydrological data requirements
are not substantially larger tlian those of empirical modeis.
However in two and three dimensional modeis the hydrological
information becomes more important as the hydroiogical resolution
becomes higher (Virtanen et al. 1986). These modeis generally
need data of discharges of incoming and outcoming waters, water
leveis and water eurrenta.

The data readily available from data banks can in some cases be
sufficient for empirical and one-dimensional modeis. In empirical
modeis the data necessary for the calculation of material loads
is most difficult to obtain. For two and three dimensional modeis
however special fieid measurements for estimating the water currents
must be carried out. This has to be taken into account when the
application of the model is planned as the gathering of the data
takes at least one year, but in practice several years before
sufficient material for the calibration and validation is available.

2.3 Water guality

The number of state variabies in the water quality modeis may be
quite large, from one or two state variabies to of the empiricai
modeis up to about twenty or even to about thirty variabies (Table
2). Observed data of ali the state variabies is needed for the
definition of the initial conditions as well as for calibration
and validation. The frequency of the observation carried out
in the real water body varies. Optimal frequency would be a measu
rement during every simulation step, which is in practice im
possible. The initial conditions prevailing in the lake during
the spring turn over are normally given to the model as the water
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mass during this timo is homogenous and the initial co.nditions
can be obtained with relatively few measurements. The model outp.ut
is compared with the observations of those days of which best set

of measurements is availabie. The representativeness cf the
observations defines to a great extent how reliable the comparisons
between the model output and. observations will be. Expecially
during the calibration the cbserved data set shoul.d be sufflcient
so that calibration could be made with good data set. The same
holds true of validation as well, but without proper calibration
the validation process may not be reliable. T.ypically the bas.ic
water quality data needed for large modeis is available only of the
most important Finnish lakes. The basic data set must in pracUee

be supplemented with additionai measurements, normally with biolo
gi.cal observations. If possible the data set used for calibraUon
rnust be completed too. Äs an example of the data sets used in
the National Board of Waters and Environment are the applications
of a model to Lake Päijänne (Kinnunen et al. 1982) and. to Lake
Pyhäjärvi (Niemi and Eloranta 1984). In the former four sets of
data, each one covering one year were processed and for the latter

two sets of data.

2.4 Meteorology

Mete.orological data is normally needed in simulation modeis where

it is used as driving variabies. This data includes temperature

(wet and dry bulk) precipitation, air pressure, wind speed and

cloud cover. The data are normally obtained from the meteoro

iogical observations carried out in a suitable place, preferably

near to the case study water body. Äs the data aro used as forcing

functions a data set must be defined for every simulation time

step. Normally the observed data do not coincide to the same

intervais and processing of data are necessary. Äccuracy of this

data set is crucial as the driving variabies form the power that

drive the model towards the following time step.

3. SOURCES OF DÄTÄ

The nationwide collection of the data of the Finnish water bodies

is carried out mainly by the National Board of Waters and Environ

ment by using the networks covering the whole country. The networks
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include e.g. a group of Finnish rivere and lake deepa. The gathered
information is composed of the data of water quality. hydro;ogy
and the data of biological water quality variabies e.g. the species
composition and biomass of phytoplankton. The information is
transferred to the data banks of water quality and toxic substances,
to the bioregister including data of phytopiankton, specimen banks
for water and fish sampies, data banks of water level and dischar
ges. The data banks are presentiy being deveioped very fast and
new ones such as a lake register is under construction. In the
near future ali these data banks will become a part of a large
environmental system that is being developed. The new system
wiii inciude ali the environmental information of the country.

The information stored in the data banks expanses rapidly. This
data offers good apportunities for applying various methods inclu
ding water quality modeling so that the information could be used
more effectively by planners and decision-makers. The use of
modeis as a method for processing this information is strongly
couraged.

The data banks and especially the new environmental information
system under constxuction are a firm background to the data needs
of the water guality modeis. The data available in the data banks
may not, however he sufficiently frequently sampled and may not
contain ali the necessary information. Typically the data available
from the data banks is supplemented with additional data gathered
by special field studies for the application.

4. PROCESSING THE DATA

The data gathered to be used in modeis is seidom in a form required
by the model. The data has therefore to be processed to be suitable
for the model.

Hydroiogical data that are typicaily used as driving variabies
must be specified for each simulation time step, which is normally
shorter than the interval of observation carried out in the field.
The data must be interpoiated on the basis of obsevations or it
must be kept constant during certain time intervais. Eg. the
discharges of the tributaries can be kept constant during a week
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or even a month depending on the time of the season. Similar
approach is necessary in handling diffuse loading and precipitation
data. Generally the discharges of the wastewater treatrnent lants
are recorded frequently and in pro.cessing this data e.g., the
discharge values may not need interpolation at ali.

Water quality data are used in the modeis as initial values of
the state variabies describing the state of the ecosystem and
also in calculating the material loads te the water body via
precipitation, diffuse ioad and through wastewater treatment
plants. In the calibration and validation the observed values of
the water guality variabies are used such as they are. The model
is made te calculate the values of the state variabies for those
days of which observed material is available.

In processing the meteorologiöal data for the model interpolation
and extrapolation of the observations is necessary as the observa
tions dc not coincide to the same time intervais used in the model.
Meteorological data are used as driving variabies and therefore
the amount of this data may be eonsiderable in long simuiations.
If the model is used for predictions the data set of driving
variabies must be prepared. Real data of some years can be used
or typical data sets of eg. dry, wet, warm and cold years can be
used. Regardless of the type of data is used its preparation
takes time.

Small computer programmes are of help in the preparation of data
sets o.f modeis. Especiaily if the same model is used the time
spent in constructing special programmes for the handling of data
is we11 used and comes back as data are prepared for the running
the model.

5. DISCUSSION

Water guality modeis are abstractions of real eeosystems. Their
output must be compared with the observations made of the real
ecosystems in calibration and validation. For this process observed
data are necessary.

In the nature there are several types of variation, e.g. in the
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lake there are variations in water quality both in time and space.
There is long term variation, short term variation and spatial
variation. Errors due to the transportation and analysing of
sampies are in the f:Lnal values of water analysis. These plienomena
may distort the picture of water guality of the lake and they
cannot be taken intc) account by analysing a single water sample.
If sampies are taken frequently this variation decreases. Often,
although this variation is known, observations are treated as
correct, absolute values, that are a basis for tuning the model.
These facts should be considered in comparing the model output
with observations.

The effect of data in modeis is extremely important. However it
is often assumed that the information content of the model mc
reases with increasing data only to a certain level after which
even if the data are increased the information content stays on
the same level. This may be due to several factors. One explana
tion may be that there is a certain limit until which the accuracy
of the model is data limited, and after that the basic mechanisms
of the model such as the correcteness of the equations, values of
parameters etc. should be further developed to improve the model
output.
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Tabie 1. Än example of possible divisions o,f water quality modeis

Research - managernent

Distributed - lumped

Linear - non linear

Stochastic - deterministic
Dynarnic - steady state

Descriptive - black box

One dimensional - tliree dirnensional
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Table 2. Comparfson of the data requirements of some water qualfty modeis (Niemi 1977,

Natfonat Board of Uaters 7978).

Air temperature fdry bulb)

Air temperature twet bulb)

Water temperature

Solar radiation

Turbfdfty

Toxic substances

Hydrography

Aeration constant2

Nutrients

Air pressure

Cloud cover

Wfnd speed

Data on trfbutaries

Photoperiod

Extinction coefficient

Water travel/streamflow

State 1. Biotic

variabies Bacteria

Phytoplankton

Zooplankton

State

variabies

Benthic animais

Macrophytes

F i sh

2. Abiotic

Water temperature

Oxygen

800

Alkalinity

p11

cO2

lotal dissolvcd solids

Detri tus

Sed irnent

Nitrogen (undefined)

Nitrogen (Kjeldaht)

Organic nitogen

Detritus nitrogen

Inorganic nitrogen

N113

NO3

NO2

Phosphorus (undefined)

Phosphate phosphorus

Detritus phosphorus

Organic phosphorus

Inorganic phosphorus

Total phosphorus

Forcing functions • State variabl.es

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x

x x

x x

x x

x x

x

x x x

9 7 6

x x

x x

1) 1. Keily (1974)

2. Nixon and Kremer (1977)

3. Chen and Oriob (1972)

4. O’connor et al.

5. Park et al. (1975)

6. Gargas (1976)

(1975), Dftoro et al. (1975)

. Model.

Delaware Narragan— Lake Phytoplank— Lake Lake
sett

Estuary Bay Washington ton model George Esrøm
“

1 2 3 4 5 6

x

Reference

Forafng

functions

Forcing

functfons

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x x

8 7 12

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x x

x x x

x X

x x x x

x

x x

x x

x

x

x

x

x x

x

x

x x

x x
x x x

x x x

x x

x X

x x

x

x

x

x

x

8 8 18 7 10 8

16 15 30 16 17 14

2) Often calculated from other data
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PLANNING MODEL OF WÄTER RES(URCE STRUGTURE

AND PARÄMETORS TAKING ÄCCOUNT O WÄTER

PROTECTION MEASURES

Kocharyan Ä.G.

Khranovich 1.1,.

Introductipn

Ä water resource system. (wRs) involves ari assembly of ij.•

teracting souroes of water, reservoirs, seas and water users,

connected by river and canal reaches.

A WRS coordinates water demands with available water res.oiiLr—

ces.. Äccording to this func:tion of the system:,, its parameters

ne.ed to be coordinated in the best way. In the particular wok.

under the term “best” or “optimaV’ such WRS parameters and WRS

operational regimes are meant, with which national economic ex—

penses, for the design period, reduced to a comparable form, are

rninimized. Costs involve operat:ing expenses and capitai invest—

ments. Effect of water use is also taken into account in. thern.

When considering the selection of WRS parameters, it. is

supposed that. peremeters of elemeii.t.s of the existing WRS (volu—

mes of reservoirs,, c.anal c:apacities and efficiency, production

cap.acities, i.e. capac.ity af interprises—water users and purifi—

cation facilities, etc.) and probable regimes of water and impu—

rities entry into a system. are known. Reconstruct.ion elements

and elements under construction. with possible values of. their

parameters, received in the res:ul.t of a preliminary, are thoitght

t.o be known too. Solution of tbis probiem consists in selecting.

an optimum set of parameters of WRS elementa. among probabie ones.

It requires a great number of possible sets of elements’

parameters and relevant operating regimes of the system to be.
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compared. To solve the probiem an optimization: model. is used,

where ali permissible set.s of versions are compared.. Water re.

sources dietribution and control of their quality are analysed

Joinfly in the proposed model. Such an approach unlike the tradi

tional. separate anali.sis of quantitative and quaiitative cha

racteristics of water resources aliows ali water management maa—

sures to b.e soive in one complex.

The system operation. is assumed in discrete time... The model

takes acco.un.t of random process of water and impurities entry and

utiiization whicb is presented by a finite set.52 of c1aracte-.

ristic reaiizations of conditions tLJ

- A WRS is presented by a networkT (,s), the configuration

of which corresponds to a diagrammatic representation of WRS.

In the network 1 (J,s) ali the assumed WRS eiemen4s, existing

or possble,. are represented. Elements of/ (J,s) have charac—

teristics of tbeir their interaction is produced by a move—

ment of a flow, corresponding to water and admixture fiows in

the modeliing system.

For any WRS element there is singied out a finite set of

possibie vertions of its development, each of them is charac.—

terized by a set of element’s parameters.

Iii the modei each vertion of RS eiement’s deveiopment is

presented as an operational element. Operation of the . —th

elemeut according to —th vertion of the deveiopment is de —

scribed by a characteristic function of the vertion

if the —th vertion of development is accepted; =0, if the

Z —th vertion is not accepted. Äs a WRS eiement can operate ac—

cording to one vertion of finite sets Q , then characterjstjc
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functions of element’s developrnent variants are linked by the

relationships

Eo.’iJ (;).
/ z cL2

River and canal reaches and water users, except thoae using

water from reservoirs without its divertion and consjdered as

single whole together with reservoirs, are dep±cted by / (,s)

arc.s with gain and retardation.

The flow at the beginning of the 5 —th. arc correa—

ponding to the —th varient out of the multitude of possibie

development variants of the 5 —th users under LJ stochastic

1< t
conditions, is linked with the flow cy at the end of this

V3

arc by the equality:

1%Cc-
CI RS0.f

(2)

without nan—negative retardation and an arnplification.. fac-

tor, having the rneaning of a ratio of water, returned by the

user,. to the amount of water, allocated to the user. Its values

are within. the range of -1 >/

In the model. users’ requirements to water resources quan—

tity and water’ consumption restrictions cause appearance of. sets

of possible values of arc flows:

(3)V&L

Watr—i.i with uncontrolIed consumption (for example,

a natural river run—off) in the model are presented by the flow

sources of prescribed intensity located at 6 7

Water sources with controlled consumption are described hy
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fragments of r (,s), each having vertices, the number o:f wbiLcb

equals the nwnber of vertions of source’s development. Such sour

ces include, for example, transferance systema from other regions.

Each vertex is connected witb the remaining part of the network

by outgoing arcs and with the gain coefficients =1

and

Resorvoira and seas in the model are regarded as a single

whole with users, located on them. They aro expressed by stora—

ges, located ih the graph’s verticis. Their suppiies

equal the amount of water in reservoirs and seas. These contrainta

cause sets o.f possible values of storage supplies

(4.)
— L1-t

Iii the model relationships between intensity of water loo-.

ses in reaervoirs and seas due to fiitration and evaporat.ion aro

approximated by linear ones.

tO

SeL ‘.
t)

Impurities and Water Resources Quality

id

In addition to ‘basic” flows cj, and supplies expres—

sing water storage and discharge, “additional flows” and

supplies simulating impurities ( is the type of impu—

rity), are included in the model. Interaction of these flows cor-

responds to representation of processes of impurities transition

and transformatiou by a system of linear differential equatuons

of the Streater—Pholps type t 9]

In the elernents of the network in question flows and suppliea
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of impurities of eäch set .shouid meet the foiio.wiug requirerne*ts

L4j 1
.5 1 (6.)

The set of type.s L :of impurities are .divided int:o subsets

which can bäve an unempty cros.sing., aecording te a iimiting

factor in .such a way, that LJL , where is rnaniti—

de, in”xreree to the uitimat..e permissihle concentration

T —th admixture in the Z, —th eiement of f (J s) :uflder stoöhas

t,ic conditions tu ifJ - denotes ari impurity fiow o.f

type in the arc wbere Y2et impurity suppiy o.f

type’ in. the -th storage T; denotes a water flow

and suppiy Q. If the conditions (6) correspond to ares’

inlet.s and reflec.t users’ requirements to quaiity o.f water, aila—

cated te them. Requirements te quaii ty of water, returned into

the system, are pres.cribed by :s.imiiar condit±ons, imposed the

mpurity cmposition at arOs’ oUtiet.

k’ L k t (4
€ j ()

L
Moreover, the values of impurities fiaws and :suppies have

iawer limits:

t47 ttr W
ZE (8)

The constants ,d5 iii their physical

meaning are non—negative.

It is worth.mentioning, that conditions (6) and (7) impo—

se tougber requirements on the impurities compositions.:, than

non-excess of impurities concentration =

and
=

of ali the impurities taken sepa—

roy
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From. the assumptions about compiete practically momentary

mixing and linearity of impurities composition change it. foiioMs

that impurities su.pplies in storages satisfy the system of

equations:

- 2 A÷ +
(9)cc1t+1 L

where = is the nonsingular square mat.

rix of substance transformation. in the storage.

Solving the system of linear diiferential St.reater—Pbelps

equations. a relationship is obtained between the vec.tors of im—

purities at inlets and outlets of arcs, forming the set

and representing iii / (J,s) users without purification faciii

ties, river and canal reaches.

WZtT
.

Lf75 (jo.)
L

Ä functional relationship of type (io) between impurity

flows at the inlets and outlet.s of arcs, representing users and

sources with purification facilities in the model and forming

the set = S , is absent, since due to operational

regimes of purification facilities for the same magnitudes

different magnitudes can be received. Impurity fiows

and/e are interc,onnected by expenses of operation

of elements with purification facilities,

Inevitability of receiving water with impurities brings

about a requirement of a coincidence of a heterogenous flow com—

position at the inlets of arcs starting froni the sarne vert.ex.

/ (ii)
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Con.tinuity Eguations

In the WRS water and impurities distribution subjecte.d. to.

the. mass conservation law, in acc.ordance with water and impurit.y

flows in T (J,s) m.eet the. system of flow countinuity equations

L] %
(72)

- - ÷ e L+]

.S
O

(13)

where is set of arcs, c.oming into the :1 —th vert.ex,

is the set of arc.s, outgoing from the —th vertex.,

is the impurity fIow of 1 type, coming into the

vertex under sto.chastic conditi.ons tr

Resource Constant.s.

The proposed model invoives conditions, refl.ecting const.

raints of labour, finantial and .other resource;s and tasks. on

pro.du.ction targe ts, produc.ed by water users .. These c.ondi.tions.

inc.iude c..onstraints on the resource;s, conn,ect.ed with the WRS

development and operation.

Resource constraints on the deveiopment are represented by

a system of inequaiities

\ d 6
(i4)

2t

tid
where.I 1 is the total amount of the dtype resourc.e, which. can

be aliocated for the WRS deveiopment of the region (capital in

vestments, building materiais, capacity of building organiza

tion. etc.); t is the set of resource types taken into account,.
d

used in the WRS eiements’ construction and reconstruction; fl?

the amount of the cii —type resourc.e, needed for the introduc.tion
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of an cL —vorsion of development of the ‘ —eiement of thw WRS.

In a functioning WRS restricted stored and unstored resour.

ces aro used. Stored resources invoive mainly utilised raw ma.

teriais being used and such materiais, as reagenta for water

purification. Unstored resources are labour resourc.es eiec:tric.

energy, capacity resources of irr&gation facilitie etc.,

Employment conditions of stored resouroes cover the whole

design period,. an& aro de.scribed by a system of inequalities

L /

ELT.T]
zzR

(15)

)jC’L4 c)I6jff &(;T€J2

/ —I

Here Nand d have the same meaning as in (14.); _ is the

set of stored resources,
cUu- .,

and. reiationships of the resource maguitude being

utiiized and water quantity and quaiity in the eiement ( )
and returned into the system and
dz

0+ EL
impurity compiexes iii the eiement and

returned into the WRS, and : non-negative numbers,

refiecting the significance of thef -impurity in a compiex.

Functions

,

are covex in eacb of the va—

riabies
O

, and ; and are non—con—

vex in their totaiity 47

Unstored resources are used only iii those time spans,. where

they are singled out. Conditions of their utilization corres—

pond to these time spans and have the following form
L- ti- . I L,• cr u. d Z-u

(xi, ct ) (+ c )
(i6)

E /
/ f € [ / TJ
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where is the set of unstored resources. Presented iii (76)
of <r

functions of consumption of unstored resources and

bave the meaning and possess characteristics, si —

milar to the presented iii (15) relationships of utilizing sto—

red resources.

Conditions of achiving production targets, depending on an

opportunity of accumuiating it over the design period,. are in—

troduced into the model in the form of’ (15) or (i6). Besides,
L(t

functions have the meaning of a relationship of produc

tion targets amount of water resources quality and quantity.

Task Function

The WRS development over the design. period is estimated

by the cost function, inciuding expences on construction and

renovation, operation and .mainttffce, on output, delivery and

purification of water as we11 as expenses, caused by a devia

tion of water quantity and quality from the optimum.

Ftrnctions describe a matheniatical expectation of costs

over the design period

): 2 [2 p - rj(x)
etTcTJ

.- -

(iz)
÷i

where coefficients reflect constant costs independeut of

oprationa1 regimes XL , 1/t eFunctionsjIac2& and

estimate variable costs dependent on and t/ Cöm—

ponents L don’ t e’qual 0 only for 2 - 317 . Functions

.fr and posseas cbaracteristics similar to those

func:.tions and, , that is they are convex.i’in

each of the variabies and and not convex iii

their totaiityLi.J andj (cC):O
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Development Task

Determination of the optimum parametera and WRS regimes is

described by the task Ä of determination of the optimum parame

ters and sources of the network r (,s). The task deals with.

estimations of veetora with strategic components

1?] and tactica1 components {Za ,,‘ZQ(E k,

cS CTcTJj :f ::; sS,eEt,fT]J

which minimized the mathematical expec:tation of WRS costs

ZR

(78)

x,)i]
S2

iii the set < , formed by constraints (i)-.(i6).. & is prescribed

by the system of continuity oquations of water and impurity flowa:

Lt/tl Lf7 eC
(19)

/

LY. : J h g

by transformation equations of impurities in arcs, depicting

river and canal reaches, users and sources without purification

facilities in the network r (,s).

T

(21)

by equality equations of impurity concentrations in arcs, out-

going from the same vertex

(22)

upper and lower limits o± flow rnagnitudes in arcs and storage

supplies as well as amounts and compositions of impurities in

arcs and storages

(•t

‘2 2
—

L & /
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j3 x -L,

A / (23)

S 6

by restraints o± the non-equaiity type causedby insufficiency

of “non-water resource&’ and production target.s of wäter con—

suming industries

d frf c/ c Z

L (x E

-c- 6C?. & R ( 2%)

Y ( d

b fnteraction conditimis :of chaTacteristio functions of WRS

elements’ deveiopment versions and formation rules of impurity

comiexes

a
,. ‘ % 6 Q (.23)

cl d t’ 2€-’ Zd k’ — ‘

Yzet J1T(26)
ecL

and by initial c.onditions
10C - 1--o - T-’- T- 1

.
se C

LT QLT1

In. the taskA the system of equations (19) is rec,eived

from (12) by sub;stitution of interconnection equations (2) of

inlet and outiet arc: flows and equations (3) for relationships

of water losses from reservoirs and seas; coefficient of “sto—
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/
rage gain” 1 .. The system of equations (2O)

ia received b.y substitution o.f equations (9) of impurity storage

supplies in / (,s) iii (13).

The task Ä is a two—staged task of. stochastic programminig,

in. which first.’stage strategic variabies are characteris.tic

functions of development varienta of thb- systern. ..; second-.

stage tactical variabies are vectors of water and impurit.y

aupplies 0.. and ixi storages and water flows q, imptmity

flows j iii arc.s o.f 1 (,s).

So1uton Task

The task Ä is multiextreme, that ja, it has local minima,

different from the giobal one. Multiextremity of’. thia ask is

caused by a non-convexity of the biseparabio task furicti.on. (18)

and non-convexity of the permissible set &
,. assigned by bili

near constraints of the equatiori (22) type biseparabie non-.convex,

c.onstraints of the equation (24) type and integer requiremerLts(25.)

o strategical. variabies . Specific features of the task A

allow the method of ita solution t be bujld.

The solution of the task A ja reduced t.o selectiou of op—

timum vectors of a finite sequence of estimating convex tasks

on the graph t (J,s), which aro formed after the method, working

out detaila of the diagram of branches and boundaries [i6j

Äs a resuit a vector is obtained corresponding to t.h.o magnjtude

of the task function, different from the optimum one by not more

tban a prescribed value and exceeding the permissible set by

not more than a prescribed error. This method ja described jn

detaiis in [i6J
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Pf[.Q5j’f[QRJ$ 1 N BOTTOM SErI MENTS OF CENTRÄI N WTER BOD.I ES ÄND TTS

RELEASE FRQM THE BOTTOM 1 NTO. THE WTTER

M. V. Martynova and E. 1. Ko:lova

In estimatiny the rnle of hottom sedirrient in phos—

phorus cycle in wter body it is necessary to ohtain

quatitative relat 1 o;nsh ips hetween the dens it les of :phos—
phorus flows in the water—bottorn system and their con
trolling factorz . Th ahsence of uch invesLiga Lions

preven±s a current understanding of the specifics ofi the
cycie of matter and energy in an eutrophicating water

body /1/.

We know very littl:e of the transformation processes of

phosphorus compounds in bottom sediments and of the

release of phosphorus frorn hottnm ifltC) the water, and

this invol.ves serious rniscaiculations in staging fuli—
scale experirnents. This main thing is the lack of a
single methodologicai approach, the splitting up of the

cornplex of Interreiated :prohlems into smali fTagrnents,

tlius preventiny a phenomenon to lie dealt with as an
integral whole. This has resulted in a paradoxical sftu
ation when a tremendous volume of information cannot be

practicallyput to an effective use.

The present work is an attempt to outline the complex of
basic deterrninations that appear to he necessary in

studying the processes of phosphorus transformations and

ii:s releas.e from the bottom sediments, as wefl as to

illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

The scheme of the determinations which were performed in

the course of full-scaie observations Is shown in Fig. 1;

the ;tiethods of chemical analysis used in sampie

processing are surnmarized in Table 1.
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The interstitial solution was obtained not later than

3-4 hours after sampiin, the siit being subject tC) cen—

trifugation at 6 000 r.p.m. during 20 min and the

solution being filtered through a membrane filter with

0.45 m dia. proses. Ässessment of the organic matter

destruetion in bottom sediments and of the phosphorus

flow from the bottom into the water was made in the ex—

periments with undisturbed cores.

Table 1. Methods of chemical analyses

Index Metliod of determination

O dissolved in water Winkler titration

in water and inter—

stitial solution pershulphate oxidation

P1L,- in interstitial soi—

ution Murphy-Raily

Phosphorus forms in the solid

sedimentation phase:

after Metha /4/
-ria

Pi.:i (nonapatite P) extraction of 1 n NaOR

during 16 hours at room

temperatu e

Pi:: (äpatite P) extraction of 0.5 n HCI

during 16 hours at room

temperat ure

Number of microbenthos direct count

The destriiction of organic matter in liottom sediments due

to aerohic proeesses was estimated from oxygen consurrLp—

tion; a totat destruction of orgiinic inatter was deter

mmcd from the release of carbon dioxide (variation of

the HCO-- concenttat;on in the waiet above the siit dur

ing exposition time). /2/

Invest igati orn-:; wex carr ied ou or t;wo hiyh tr cphi c Iake

(Beloe and Chernoe), Lwo rne:3orophic lakes (Kubenskoe and

Naroch ) and mesotroph ic reervoir (Uch inskoe and

Pestovskoe) fTable 2).
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Tabi.e 2. Certa In character istics of investigated

sedirnents (0 2 cm siit icyer)

Wat’r ‘di in . f ntt d itt -.

tSrVO1r date depth, tellperatLtre Y&tlOfl ifl lt i(iOS Corg carb Total ediients
tft at btt’r i nar — tije1 X 1 :f dry uraber

C — bottor of It si It wiht of ac—

dtif! weigit t?ria,
: t(Qf1 5-1

cr :f
.;1L

Be1o
1 ake
arup. 1 03.09.84 6,2 12,1 3.2 92.0 15.4 - 20 ftrte

Si t
sap. 2 05.06.85 7.0 12.0 3. 93.3 1.4 3.1 2.3 - - - -

s.amp. 3 12.08.85 9.0 13.0 nt fud 93.4 5.2 2.2 - - - -

4 12.06.85 4.5 16.0 7.9 85.7 15.0 1.1 1.3 - — - -

Chernc’e
lake

sarip. 1 28.08.84 2.2 15.0 9.0 94.5 24.0 1.4 0.9 ccats—dtyjta1

sarp. 2 19.06.85 3.5 17.2 1.2 1.0 —

— -

3 26.08.85 30 22.0 8.5 94.5 20.3 - 2.5 — - -

Nroch
lake ‘9.09.85 17.0 16.6 9.1 92.5 23.5 — — fine—detrital

Kubeikoe
‘.r r 4 r y ‘1 4 4

dr ..d o.D ri.0 i..i i.4 f1flei1Litr’.

Iitic silt

Pistovskoe
rservoir 04.06.84 4.0 21.6 — 55.7 5.1 0.4% 0.8 ciayed silt

Uchi:nkoe
reservLI;r .13 07 4 10 (1 —

- 6 i 38 — iad siit

$ediments in three lakes (Beloe, Chernoe, Nroch) are

represented by detrial si,1t, its organic matter beiny of

p1anktonik-mac.rcphytiC origin, in lake Chernoe — with

peat admixture. The con.tent ot organic matter in the

bottom sediments of the above lakes, as determined from

the loss in calcination, is from 30 9 to 47 . The sedi

ments in the reservoirs are represented by calyed siit

with 10 -12 % content of organic matter, whule those tri
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the Kubenskoe lake - by fine-aleurolitlic siit containing

only 6.6 6 or organic matter fTable 2).

The particularly mobile forrns of phosphorus in bottom

sediments are its dissolved compounds - organic and min—

eral, whose coneentration in the interstitial solution

from the water bodies in guestion varies from 0.15 mgP/i

fPestovskoe reservoir) to 14 mgP/1 (].ake Chernoe). Its

magnitude is determined by the ratio of the input rate of

the phosphorus compounds into the interstitial solution

and the rate of their release from the solution. Organic

compounds of phosphorus make thelr way into the inter—

stitial solution because of the hydrolysis of organic

matter and are released from it due to mineralization and

diffusion or advection from the bottom into the water.

Mineral cornpounds of phosphorus come into the interstiti

al solution as a resuit of organic matter mineralization

and desorption from the surface of siit particles and are

released from it either through sorption and diffusion or

advection into the near--bottom water. The release rate

of phosphorus in organic matter destruction in the inves—

tigated sediments from the water reservoirs was found to

be varying from t).8 to 2.7 mgP/mday, i.e. 3.5 times,

whereas he concentration of phosphorus in the inter—

stitial solution varies nearly a 100 times and the den—

sity of the phosphorus flow from the bottom — more than a

100 times. Consequently, the differences in the phos—

pliorus concentration in the interstitial solution are

determined not so much by the intensity of organic rnatter

destruetion in silts as hy the differences In the sor—

ptioriai—exchancje processes and in the densities of dif—

fusive and advective flows of the interstitial solution

(the latter are produced in tetrital silts of lakes

Beioe, Chernoe and Nai-och as a resuit of gas release

which in the lakes Beloe and Chernoe is far more intense

than in lake Naroch). The oTptiona1-exchange proeesses

are coritrt:’l 1.ed by the redox ten ! ial ind are dependent

on the physicochemical prt)pe.rties c)f silts, a hiyhly

important factor determinin tlie phosphorus concentration

in the lnterstit 1.31 sOiUtiOfl
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Wlth respect tn LiIiyio-cIirn1c1 propErtleb the 1nit-st1-

gated siits can be subdlvided into two groups: those with

a high (lakes Beloe, Chernoe, Naroch) and with a iow

(lake Kubenskoe and the two reservoirs) content o.f

organir matter Sediments in the first group are

observed to be similar as r.egards the content of total,

organic and apatite phosphorus in the sDlid phase, as

well as the concentration of organic phosphorus in the

interstitial solution

As regards the content of mineral and nonapatite phQ

phorus in the solid :phase of the siit and the concent—

ration of phosphates in the interstitial solution, the

silts of the Naroch lake are percept;hly d;fferent frorn

those of the two other lakes, whieh are significantiy

h.igher with respect to the above charac:teristics.

It was pr:eviously shown /1/ that a significant part of

nonapat;te phosphorus in silts is of the secondary orig;n

fresulting from orga.nic matter mineralization in the

silts and the subsequent sorption of phoshates). Appar—

ently, in lake Naroch’s sed.iments the pzocesses of sec

ondary formation of nonapatite phosphorus are proceeding

at a slower rate than is the case with the silts in the

two other lakes. Thi.s may be associated both with a 1ow

‘sor.ptional capacity of iits with respept to phosphate

(an insignificant content of iron hydroxides in the

s;lts) and with a relatively low m;neralization of

organic phosphorus in the silts, as a reu1t of which

little phosphates axe formed. The relationship between

the content of per 100 g of siit of natural mois—

ture and the concent:ration of phosphates in the inter

stitial solution indicates tliat the silts in lake Naroch

are envolved with the sorptional capacity with respect

to phosphates not lower than the silts in lakes Beloe

and Chernoe. Consequentiy, the low content in the

topmost two-centimeter layer of the silts in lake Naroch

is due to a re.latively nonhigh intensity of organic phos

phorus mineralization (data on organic matter destruction
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in Table 3 are the results of one-time determinatlons and

reflect the intensity of the process soley for a specific

moment of time).

The rnineralization of organic compounds in the sediments

of water bodies of low or average trophicity appears to

be proceeding at a slower rate than is the case in

eutrophic and liypertrophic water bodies. This inference

is in agreement with the presence of a direct dependence

of organle matter destruction in bottom sediments upon

primary plankton produce, as was obtained for water

bodies of different trophicity /1/.

Ä hfgher intensity of phospliate formation with the rising

trophic level of a water bodies is behind the growing

content of sorbed phosphates in the silts (nonapatite

phosphorus) and a rise of the equilibrium concentration

of dissolved phosphates. The fluctuation range of the

phosphate concentration in the interstitial solution

according to the redox potential of the medium becomes

much greater. Correspondingly, the density of the phos—

phate flow from the bottom into the water under anaerobic

conditions becomes greater fiake Beloe, samp. 3).

Clayey silts in the Pestovskoe and Uchinskoe reservoirs

and aleurolitic silts in lake Kubenskoe are character—

ized by a low content of total, organic and apatite phos—

phorus fTable 3), which is associated with sedimentation

specifics. Nor here the intensity of organic matter

destruction in the silts corresponds to the phosphorus

concentration in the interstitial solution and to the

content ot which are determined by the physico—

chemicai properties of the silts. Judging from the value

of the Pi.:i./Pi...i ratio, the maximum sorptional capac—

ity with respect to phosphates is inherent in the silts

of the Pestovskoe reservoir, the minimum capacity in

those of the Uchinckoe reservoir, as corresponds to the

phosphate concentratiob in the interstitial solution frora

the two water bodies (Table 3). Thus, although the or—

ganlc matter destrction In the sllts Is the only source
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of mobile phosphate, its effects on their eontent Cm the

form of nonapatite phosphorus ot autogenouz origin) lie—

comes evident over a long per iod of the time (year, a

number of years). The c:oncentration of phosphates in

the interstitia.1 solut,io,n and the relatio.nship betwee:ri

their dissolved and sorbed forms at every moment öf time

are determined by the sorptional capacity of the silts.

Table 3. Phospho.rus forms in

ation and removal p.rocesses

bottom sedirnents; tränsfor.m—

Nöte: P., Al — in g/100 g siit of natural iioisture; P1. — in qPR.

Än important specific of la.kes with deterital siit is gas

release fro.m the bottom, which is particuiarly intense in

samp. 3 of lakes Beloe and Chernoe. To form ari idea

about the effect of gas re.lease on the stratiflcation of

pliosphorus forms in the silts, we carried out layer—by-

layer investigations of the sediments in lakes Beloe,

Chernoe and Naroch.

Water t ntnt in h tt r die t Crtii hatttr dstructiui Phtrsphorus
reservoir C,3, Interstitial Solid phase of siit, in silts flou fro PF..AL

X f solution, rriqP/100 g. Ury siit Por r CItrday) mqP/(day) bttmi,, P,1
abs. nic P11 rq P
äry P0 Porg Pmin P0 Porg P,.n Pr.,A1 P. aerc.bic tta1 aerobic total r2da
si 1 t

120
140
131
100

47
68
6’
‘5

60 162
44 140
46 105
41 183

170
11?
none
98

‘5•7•. iLIS. ,

167 0.8
176 none
143 0.5

1.7 12.8
1.2 10.0
1.7 82.0
0.8 1.2

175
135
109
57

121
70
64
16

Lake 8eioe
sap. 1 15.4 2.50 0.03 2.47 215 95 1.5
sap. 2 18.4 1.54 0.07 1.47 271 131 3.0
sarnp. 3 15.2 5.40 1.42 3.98 276 145 1.0
sap. 4 15.0 0.58 0.13 0.35 182 82 1.2.7
Lake thernoe
sap. 1 24.0 0.59 none 0.59 242 67 11.2
satp. 2 17.8 2.30 none 2.30 345 210 3.0
saip. 3 20.3 14.0 0.40 3.6 213 104 0.3
Laki Naroch 23.5 0.37 0.27 0.10 196 139 12.0
Lake Kuben
skoe 2.6 0.28 0.03 0.25 32 14 18 4 14 11.6
Pestovskoe
rservoir 5.1 0.15 0.04 0.11 117 30 8.7 59 26.0
Uchi nskoe
reservoir 5.9 0.75 0.21 0.54 108 39 69 44 8 151 87 145 0.6 1.0 2.6

36 358
‘5r Cto’J..J
i jr
.JÅ i.hJ

‘sr rrrc3

1.15.
143
246

..i

410
225

t ‘5

1.7
L.

0.8

1.1 1.1
2.7 47.6
2.1 44.3
,
i._.1 C.O

185 190

10 170 135

320 1.0 1.7 1.2

225 0.8 1.3 0.6
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$tratification of phosphorus forms in the solid phase of

sediments is ari integral index of the specifics of their

long-term accumulation and transformation, whicli is not

subject to yearly fluctuations fexept for the 0 — 2 cm

layer). Contrary to this, the stratification of phos—

phorus forms in the interstitial solution depends on the

season /1/ and is determined by the activity of the

microflora controlling the formation of not only dis

soived phosphorus forms but also that of the gases. Gas

release, as noted during the exposition of silt-filled

tubes from gas bubbles In ali of the layers, does not

bring about a vertical equalization of phosphorus concen

trations in the interstitial solution, whule improverish—

ing the downmost siit layers. It appears to lie particu

larly active in the 10 - 15 mm layer. Here forms the

main flow of gas which, rising up to the bottom surface

through siit layers, is gradually attenuating. Tlierefore,

part of phosphorus carried out with the flow from the

downmost siit layers will accumulate in the topmost layer

even in the absence of ari oxidized siit fiim at the sur

face. This can lie distinctly observed in the case of an

intensive gas release (lakes Beloe and Chernoe). The gas

flow and the amount of phosphates brought out of and into

different siit iayers probably varies from season to

season. Following up the effect of this on the distribu—

tion of in the siits, by allowing for possible

inhomogenity of inflow into the deposits in different

years proves to lie a very compiex thing. It 15 hardly to

be doubted, however, tliat this has an equalizing effect

on . stratification in the deposits of lakes Beloe

and Chernoe. In the silts of lake Naroch this flow Is

weak and is not observed to have a perceptible effect on

the verticai distribution of P1-. (Table 4). Ä con—

tinuous Increase of the content of this phosphorus from

into the depth of the sediments is the resuit of P,:.,

mlneralization and of the sorption of the bulk of the

phosphates formed.
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Ä comparison ,of the dasta characteriz ing the intensisty

the phosphorus release dring the mIsner,a1iz:tion of or

gani,c matster in sIits (a determined from C/? rat jo in

the organic matter of the s 1 lts and a tota 1 destructtons)

and the exper Imenta 13. y Uete rrn:ined phosph ox us f Iow froxn

the bottosn enabLes us to assess eertain mechanisms of

phosphorus transf orma tio n and pb osphoru s r e lease frorn

bottom secirnensts. In lake Kubenk:oe and Pestovskoe

reservoi r the prLncipai mechanism of phossphor us release

was E:ound to be a conce:ntrationa1 diffusi:on of cornpounds

release in organic rna:tt€r destruction at the continuously

renovatiny bottom surface. The phosphorus fiow from the

bottom sis less than the intensity of phosphorus release

in the destructlo:n of organlc matter (Tab1e 3). This

gives an oppurtunity of est5imat 1 ng the amount of sorbed

pho.sph.ates: 0.5 and 0.7 mgP/mday for the two water

reservoirs, 1.e. the sorptional capacity of silts in the

5Pestovskoe reservolsr isyreater as that of the siits in

lake Eu5beskoe (PabIe 3). In the case of :detritai siits

the phosphorus f low from the bottom exeeds the quant ity

of phosphorus reI:eased in organi c matter destruct ion on

account of ari advective movernent o± the intexstitiai

solution resulting from gas release. The total flow of

phosphorus from the bottom (PZ) can in tMs case be rep—

resented in the foIiowing manner:

= p, + P,. + Pci — P, where (1)

15 phosphorus released from the se:diments with ari

advective fiow arisisng in gas release; P1.1.1 1 s phosphorus

liberated in the minerali:zation of organic matter; Pd Is

phosphorus being r;eieased as a resuit of concentration

dlffusion irom the deeper-laying siit layers; P ts

sorbed phosphorus, Hence

P = Pz P tri — P + P11 (2)

was determined in aguarium experiments on phorphorus

release from bottom sediments; was estimated £rom the

total destruction of organic matter in silts, as deter
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mined experimentally, and from the C/P ratio in the or

ganic matter of these silts; Pä was calculated from the

equat lon

= D 1c 1, where (3)

D is the phosphorus diffusion coefficient in silts,

assumed to be equal to 1 . iO cm/sec/1/; C is a

difference between the phosphate concentrations in the

interstitial solution (uppermost two-centimeter layer)

and ir-i the near-bottom water, as determined experimen

tally; 1 is the pathway length egual 1 cm.

Table 4. $tratification of phosphorus forms in the siit

ot three lakes.

Sarp1ing site Siit Interstitial solution, Solid phase, g P/100 g dry siit
iayer, ig P/1 C01P0

Pbo Povg P0, P,1 Pp.,Aa Pca

0-2 5.40 3.98 1.42 276 145 131 62 43 105
2-5 3.70 3.25 0.45 295 164 131 64 46 97

Lake Beloe 5-10 2.57 2.15 0.42 155 125 130 61 48 122
sarip. 3 10-15 1.63 1.43 0.20 266 138 128 68 48 145

0-2 14.4 13.6 0.4 213 104 109 64 31 195
2-5 11.0 10.6 0.4 179 85 94 57 31 214

Lake Chernoe 5-10 6.7 6.0 0.7 196 96 100 54 34 195
samp. 3 10—15 1.7 1.6 0.1 493 133 360 268 64 129

0-2 0.37 0.10 0.27 1% 139 57 16 36 169
2-5 0.52 0.05 0.47 180 86 92 28 39 284

Lake Naroch 5-10 0.59 0.06 0.53 200 112 88 40 29 223
10-15 0.29 0.08 0.21 185 155 130 78 49 373

To estimate the value of P1. we carried out ari experiment

for determining the phosphorus flow from the hottom In

the presence of mercuric chloride, 2 ml of the saturated

solution of the latter being depostited on the siit sur—

face. Äfter 10 - 15 min the siit was flooded with fil

tered near-bottom water. The experiments were made after

the aforementioned procedure parallel with the other

ones. Deposition nf niercuric chloride on the siit surface

was followed by the appearance of ari ochrous fiim 6 to 11

mm thick (Table 5) due to microlora inhibition and siit

oxidatlori. The phosphorus flow from the bottom, as de
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termined in the given case, can be expanded in the

following manner:.

= + P — P 4LI,,, whe r e (4 )

Pwri, is the phosphate sorption by the siit in the experi—

ment with me-rcuric chloride. Hence

P = r,,,: + (5)

Tence £rom (2) PE. —P. - P1 + p
••

p + P., ()

and P, P,ria: = p1.1.,, — (7)

Assurning in the fir’st app.roximation that. phosphates are

sorbed. by the och.rous fUm ot the siit alone and. their.

so-ption. is proport.1.ona.1 to the thickness of the fiim, we

shali deterrnine the, thicknes.s of the Hirn as corespond—

inq to P.1 — P (a di.ffe:rence between the thickness of

oxidized f ilm. in: the e.xperime-nts with mercuric. chloride

and without mercuxic chioride) and calcuiate how rnuch

phosphates are. sorbed by the oxidized tochrous) fiim of

the siit 1 mm thick in each case (Table 5).

Tabie 5. Estimating phosphate sorption by silts

Sampling Thi’ckitess of oxidized siit: Ph%phate
sit Ia.yer., fhi in. expira.ents

— P sorptin
wi.t.hout withraercuric mq P by 1 tai siit
curic ch1orid chioride a1 — a2 M2 day 1ayer

mci P
- . m2day
Lakt B1oe
saiap. 2 0.5 11 10 3 0.3
samp. 3 none none none none none
s.arap. 4 1.0 6. 5 1 0.2
Lake thernoe
samp 2 0,5 11. 10 72 7
samp.3 0.5 6 9 46 9
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Taking into account the thickness of the ochrous fiim in

the experiments without mercuric chloride, we shall esti—

mate the guantity of sorbed phosphates. Äs a resuit, we

have obtained tentative values of ali constituents in the

eguation (1) from whicli we can estimate the value of P

(Table 6).

Table 6. Principal constituents of the phosphorus flow

from the bottom, mg P/mday

Sampling Pri Pci P11

site mg/Pfm2day) %of P

Lake Beloe

samp.2 10 1 1 0.2 8 80

samp. 3 82 2 3 none 77 94

samp. 4 2.2 0.8 0.2 0.2 1.4 64

Lake Chernoe

samp.2 48 3 1 4 48 100

samp. 3 44 2 12 5 35 80

Äs seen from the Table, the phosphorus flopw produced in

gas release from the silts in lakes Beloe and Chernoe

makes up from 64 9 to 100 % of total removal of dissolved

phosphorus from the bottom. Its significance in either

lake is observed to increase with greater depth.

No experiments for determining the phosphate sorption by

the silts in lake Naroch were undertaken; however, pro—

ceeding from the date in Tabe 3 we may assert tliath the

advective flow set up by gas release exeeds 30 of total

phosphorus flow from the bottom.

The process of gas formation in the bottom sediments of

lakes 1.3 a fairly widespread phenomenon /3/.

Correspondingiy, special attention should be given to

this mechanisrn ot phosphorus release from hottom sedi—

ments of r;ot only high-trophic but also mesotrophic lakes

wfth a hlgh content of organic matter in the silts.

Possibly, preeisely this mechanistn of phosphorus release
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Is responsibie for a siow deeutrophicatlon of a numbe.r of

lakes (Norwiken, Södra Bergundasiön, etcj, which becames
effective solely after the rernoval of the bottom sedi
rnents layer fromwIere gaas release is taking place (lake
Trummen). Estimating the significance of this flow’ in
each separate case and of its deterrnining factors (gas
release intensity, phosphate concentration in the inter

stitial sol.ution, etcj in low--trophic lakes rnay contrib—
ute to dete.rrnining: their resistance with respect to
eutrophication, and in the case of hu:pertrophic lakes —

to identify the sites and sediments depth to be removed
for the purpose of quick deeutrophication.
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THE EFFECT O1 THE FOIMS OF HEÄVY METÄLS AND THEIR MIaRATION

IN WATER—COURSE BOTTOM $EDIMENT ON SECONDARY POLLUTION

,‘N.N. Griahin, Ä.G. Kocharyan, and A.N. Malyutin

An insight into the interaction at the water bottom

interface and the adjacent boundary 1ayera is indispensible

for evaluating the quality of water in bodies of wat.er and woter—

courses and for improvement of ita forecasts. The retes of com—

pound exchange, transfeT, and transformat±on in bottom sediments

ere influenced by numerous factors. This paper will discuss the

ionic exchange, e mechanism which inakes the strongeat quantita-’

tive impaot on the matter wash out, with en aflowance for the

forms of heavy metais both in e porous solution and in the solid

akeleton of the soil. More specifically, the reseerch was oarried

out iii bottom sediments of a city river polluted by waate and

surface wsters.

The rate of formation and the chemical composition of such

sedjrnents depende primerily on the soil, the hydrological condi

tions, the kind of substance, migration and the speciflcs of the

biochernjcal rnigretion cycles in water landscepes.

The solid drift is supplied above ali by the hydrographio

networlc; medium and large rivers transport it while washing

away and accwnulating the sediments. The waste drift ja en integ—

ral charecterjstic of the pollutanta arriving in the river network

with the surface discharge which washes away the soji cover, the

bottom, and banka. The ratio of these two groups differs for

tributariss of different orders and are hard to distinguish.

In oity rivera the balanee ja tipped strongly in favor of the

drift arriving in the river network with the surface drein from
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ridentie1 areas.. For river waters the data on solid discherge

are summarized as charts of solid waste magnitudes. Thus for the

Voiga drainage area the mineralogical content of the suspension is,

:Ln percent of the total: quartz, 10; field spar, 3; and clay

rninerais, 37 The everage cornposition qf the clay is, in percent

of the total: ilI:Lt, 44; chiorit, 20; montmorillonit, 36 /3/.

The average suspension cornposition is, in n x 10 percent:

Ba, 350; Co, 11; Cs, 183 Cu, 86; Ni, 76; Zr, 76; Zn, 260; and ‘1,

102. For our purposes the most interesting is the form of,hevy

metais in the suspension.

In the course of h.ypergenesis the clay rninerals of soils

and the waste mantle adsorbmetals, metel oxides, and orgsnic

substences on their surfaces. Arriving in the river network and.

accurnulating in bottom sediments these compounds make a signifi—

cant oontribution to biogeochemical migretion and can under cer—

tein conditions become proces solutiona and diffuse into the

:r:Lver waters

In studying the kind of oornpounds which included iron,

C;Opper, and zink in the suspension and in the solid skeleton of

bottom sediments the compounds different in mobility were succes—

give:iy ieached by extracts. To identify surface—adsorbed forma

o± metais extrects, 1M solution of ecetic acid was used with pH

= 2.3 fiil. This extract partly acted on amorphous ivon and

:nagnese hydroxides and metais adsorbed by them. From fresh

amörphoua h..ydroxides of manganese and ivon 0.05 percent of the,

former and 1.8 percent of the latter were extracted and 20 to 50

peröent of metais adsorbed by ivon h..ydroxides were extracted.

O
Once the organic matter destvoyed five times by h.ydrogen

peroxide extraction by 1 M acetic aoid makes it possible to esti—

mate the fractiofl of metel which 18 attsched to differeflt forma
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of orgenic matter in bottom sedimenta.

Metal compounds bound in amorphoua iron and manganese

Iiydroxides were extraoted by the Ohester reactant (1 M of NH4C

in 25 percent solution of ecetic acid). This extraction does not

affect more stable decrystallized iron and mangenese hydroxides.

(12%.

Extraction by hydrochlorinated alcohol dissolves decrystal—

lized iron and mengenese h.ydroxides and the metais ettached to

in them j1I. Metais attached to the crystalline structure of

alwnosilicates. and cley minerais were identified following de—

composition in the HF — H2S04 HC1 mixture.

These extracts do not.practica11 affect the crystalline

structure of clay minerais.

Today tliere is no genere11 applicable way to extrect some

forms of metais without affecting to some degree the others. For

this reason the proposed approach een only estimate what fraction

of metais een fairly easily move into a porous solution of bottom

sedimenta and then into river and lake waters.

The data in Table 1 on the phase composition of iron, copper,

and zink in the suspended matter suggest that a major amount of

metais migrates in the herd drift as silioate forms and iron and

mangenese adsorbed on hydroxides which nrnke crusts on the frag—

ments and clay pieces. Accumulating in the river beda the sua

pended matter turn into alluvial sediment sooner or later, de—

pending on the size of particle. Suspended substances which arrive

in the surface fiow from urban areas are usually enriched with

heavy metais. The drift of metal—rich sewage 8150 enrich the

suspensiona. Metal—enriched scattered flows of complex genesis

which form in the alluvial sedimentation mny be resposible for
secondary pollution of river waters.
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Phaae anaiais Of river böttom sedimöflte leade to the

O toflowing conclusicna, .Tfli’c t:

O
Xore than one Iwhif 0’ the totahl amount af iron i xi bottbm

O aedime’at is mobile. Much of it en bedsorbed forrne Owhioh ea09117

O tiM themseives in porous sölution where the associated metäis

ere tri shofl aupply. A rö1atini amail smount of Iran is atte

od to orgeniohmetter and smotphoua Kydroxides whereas mudh e’f

the total amount of iran Se atteehed to döaryetailized oxidea.

Iran adsorbed by the sofld akelton of the growd and in organic

walter and amorphouä bflroxies .cen enrioh the porous solution

and is potentiafly dangerous for river watörs.
0

O Muoh of the ttalamöttnt ot zink and copper in bottom

O sedimente is mobile .j’j adsorbed tarina and metais attached to or—

O :gtriic me tter and amorphoua iron and mangenese bflroxides. Conse—

quenfly, much of theee ziflk end eopper een mon into the potous

O
sölation and river water from bottom sedimenttsmith botb the

watez%so_ubae .phase f 1e poflutant in the porous nolution sua

idscrbed on the drift partieles in which the suspension caaig

O

0

fl and ita bed. cont±nuously öxchange.

As e resuit, the amount ot’ poflutent arriving in the river

t.: wate from bottom sediments ts expressed as
0

0

(1) 0:00

0; when %aM N5 ere the flutant »heses, wateresolved and at

O

tLO serhed on the drift partiolea. 0

0

000

O E :h9 :
0

OOChioa1 studies of the porous
0

soiutions äf bottom sedinenta

::5tthet 0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0(1)0 The välue# or

ooncenträtiöns of

0 different netale jfl
0

00

O Parow waters of böttom seditenta in e small river fiowing through

a aiti ohange verj aignifioantls along its course. The metal
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content increases, as a rule, downstream of the mouths of more

polluted tributar:Les and sewage outlets, Teble 2.

(2) Humin and fulvio acids account for 92 percent o±’ the.

total oranic matter, the content of the former ranging in the

suspensiona from 10 to 70(ug 0/1 and in solutions, from 107 to

450 1ug. The fulvic—acid content in solution was 2380—3085 1ug 0/1.

Metais rnake complex compounds with fulvic and, to an extent,

hwnin acids. In this way copper, iron, zink, and other elementa

increase their migrating capecity under an.y redox conditions.

The solubility of metais in an excess of fulvic eoid increases

beesuse of the high h.ydrsting capacity of fulvic acid molecules.

(3) In solutions 88 to 93 percent of rnetals are in complex

compounds with fulvic acids and four to six percent with humic

scids. There are practically no ionic forms or forms with inor—

ganic ligands. $ome arnount of rnetals with colloidal organic mat—

ter can be adsorbed on polar iron h,.ydroxides and clay particles.

(4) Hwnie., fuivic—, and low molecular organic seida diasolve

amorplious iron h..ydroxes well (the kinetics of this process was

not studied) to form complex metal compounds with humic and fulvic

acids which are easily dissolved in water.

The flow of the weter—solved pollutant phase from the water

thickness dependa on both molecular and turbulent diffusion

(because the boundary isyer in the suspension carrying flux ja

not laminar 143), the effect of the flux below the river bed

and its interaction with that in the river bed C1033 the life

activity of the semi—submerged water vegetation t6, etc.

It is important that the ratio of and is influenced

by the kinetics of pollutant adsorption and desorption on drift

partioles, a phenomenon that has not been profoundly explored

LzJ.
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Turbulent diffusion affects the flow of the water—soluble

poiluterit phase from the bottom by chaning the rate of poliutant

trarifer from the near—bottom zone of the flow into ita main—

strem or b influencing the boufldary conditions of the pollutant

diffusion probiem et the Water — bottom interface. In the case

under discussion this leads to a rough estimate of the scale of

secondary river poliution br metal—polluted bottom areas; one

of tbe boundary conditons ja

C(’7) :Cc (2)

/

where is the mark of the bottom surface (the z axis being

downwerd—bound);

ja the poflutant content in the water flow.

Let us have a closer lookat the formation of en upwerd flow

of poliutants zesulting from moiecular diffusion described by

the equation

2ifJ
(3)

*where C%, t’ ja the pollutant concentration in the porous

solution of the bottom at time t in a point whose

verticel coordinate is

is the diifusion coefficient of the pollutant.

The masa »7 of pollutenta möving from the bottom into the

wa.ter ja uaually determined by the firat Pick lew of diffusion

‘M C

wheze 1 is the polluted bottom area.

The pollutant content gradient in the letter equation ja

determined, as a rule, by equation (3) and depends on the boundary
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and initial conditiona of this equation.

Let us teko up a very imp1e casa where the bottom soil

thickness is assumed infinite; at the initiel time the pollutant

content in the porous solution is constent along the depth

while the content at the water — bottom boundar fwith

3 3a
constant and equal to that in the water. In other

words, equation (3) is to be aolved with en initial condition

ci,.
and boundar conditions

4’

‘3 —°‘,4O
In this case the pollutant content gradient depende ön

and in the following waj )9J

______

/

and at the bottom

2s 1

_____

(5)

Integration of equation (4) with boundar conditions (5)

yields the pollutant mees arriving during a time interval

from a bottom aree equal to

(6)

In the case of a finite thickness f) the solution of

(3) analogous with the solution (6) tnkes the form 5J

()
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where () Z fn- ) o3

(8)

T lieing the time interval from the onset of diffusion to

a specified instance.

If the condition

i.e. oL’<1 (9)

hoida, fairly cumbersome formula (7) can be repleced by (6).

hen the value of would be somewhat exagerated. The reletive

urror of replacing equation (7) by (6) ja estimated as C93

(10)

The prooeases occurrin in bottom sedimente (such as trans

fer o± pollutants adsorbed on the solid akeleton of the bottom

soild into the porous solution) may elso change the velue of C.

ThiLs phenomenon is described by a diffusion equetion with a source

(11)

where K is the oonstant of substance transformntion.

The masa of the substance moving from polluted bottom sedi—

ments with the initial ehd boundery conditions of equation (ii)

having the form

c(o, ö)C

kuis been obtained in Ref. C82 as

,n
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When the washing o±’ pollutants from porous wters of bot—

tom sediments is believed to be offset b the transfo::’iation

of these substances ±rom the solid skeleton into the iiquid phse

the content gradient at the weter — bottom interface may

be made constant

___

-
,, (12)

3

where cl is the everagc? diameter of bottom soil part:Lcies sr;c.

j? is a factor.

The estimate o± the metal flow from bottom sediment into

the water by formu1e (6) is undu1 Iow because it negiects the

possible movement of metois into the porous solution from the

solid akeleton in the cse of a depieting solution.

With our today’s knowledge of the metal adso:rpiion and

desorption r8tes by river drift pnrticles we can only estimate

the upper and lower bounds of the amounts of po1iutnt ihich

een move into the river bed flow from the bot’om edi.mer.t.

The upper bound of the w8ter—soluble metal phase is dtermined

from the reistion (4) with a boundary condtion (12) vhereby

the rate of nietal wnhing fTorn the porous solution woi.i:id not ex

ceed the rate at which these pollutents move Prom the soiid

skeleton into the porous waers. B integratin (4) we see in

this case th8L the mes of s certnin metal which ht; Ieft over

the time intervel t a bot1tom area equ1 to F i

-d 4/ £.,

Leaving out eccwnulation of poliutants by the bottom sediment

(with their flow from the bottom being negative), the iower—hound

may be nearly zero when, for instance, e geochemic!i barrier on
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th inerfrce prevents the wish out of metais.

his cnse ia not :i:teresting for analysis; therefore the

conditioni lower )0OuOO 7ii1 be the rniss Cm3) of metais from

the bottorn sediment whoie porous waters do not receive metais

from the :o]i.d skeleton. Thii maas is

The ratio of the hounds is independent of the river bed

becase it foliows frorn the latter equation and (13) that

•k414

_____

(14)
—1

The viue of 1$ proportionsi to - Let us

estirnate the order of mgnitiide of the proportionelity coeffi—

cient ( of this relation. Før ä rough estirnate of the coef—

ficient of metsi diifusion from fresh water siimy and sandy soila

orre een essurne, Ref. L6), that

—6

lxi estrnating the metal concentretion gredient in a porous

solution in the vicinity o± the water — bottom sedimnt interface

the concentration chonges from to in a stratum whose

thckness is equai to tnst oi the under—channel bed fiow which

s initiated oj the msi9.streem. Tn2s thicness has been found

experirnentafly [2, 8) to amount to four to six diemeters of per—

ticies, i.e, = 4 — 6. The everage dismeter is about 50 um.

Consequentiy,
6 - t

and

2 fQ’f
(15)
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The resultent estimate shows, Fig. 1. thet with t = 8.64 x

x 10’ (one da,’) the ratio n1 nmounts to ebout 30 while

with t = 3.15 x 10’ (one year), to 500. The estimete (15) is

inapplicable with small values of time intervais t because the

content gradient in a point is replaced by the difference of

concentrations at the boundaries of a nonzero stratwn whose

thickness ±8 (12); for this reason the plotof (15)

at low is n dotted line going into the point »4m = 1

as t —) 0; this is sound ph.ysically.

Consequentiy, the way to state the boundary condition depends

on the form of heavy neta1 in the bottom sediments and their

mobulity and molces 8 very signi.ficnnt impact on the estimate of

seeondnry poliution of the river bed flow. Thia :fi wb..y reserchera

of secondary poliution of bodies of water and watercourses

should give special attention to the form of heavy metal in the

bottom sediment and to the kineties of pollutant desorption and

edsorption on drift particles.
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Fig. 1. Estimeted ratio of metal masses arriving in the river from

te bottom aediment under various conditions at the water —

bottom interface: 1T , metais do not move into the porous

sc a, or the boundnry condition (5) hoida; fl , motais

move into the porous solution from the soiid ekeleton of

the bottom sed±rnent at a rate ensuring truth of the boundery

condition (12)

1. — t, ; 2.— s ; 3. — minute; 4.— hour; 5.— day;

6.— week; 7.,— month, 8.— year.
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Table 1

Phase composition of some elements in the suapensiöns

and bottom sediments of small city rirers Cm percent of the

total)

Sampling site,!Eiernent! Metal content in extractions, kind of

ki from the compound
moUtfl 15f80e!0Tgaflic!ir0fl and manganese!si1icat

. adsorbed1 1h,ydroxides

1 !amorphous!decrys—
!allized

. Suspension of Fe — 1 7 45 47
a river not Gu 2 4 43 37 14
subjected to
anthropogenic Zn 3 2 37 26 32
eifeota

Bottom sediment Fe 15 6 7 26 46
of a ma11 Cii. 88 3 2 2 5
city river, 0 Zn 63 9 5 71 12

Bottöm sedi— Fe 43 5 11 17 24
ment o± a city
river, 4 Zn 60 5 4 27 4

Bottom sediment Fe 13 9 5 35 38
of ä small eity Cu 89 3 2 3 3
river, 7 Zn 61 15 12 10 2

Bottom sediment Fe 24 6 8 16 46
of 8 SmSll city z 69 2 1
river, 29

10

Bottom sediment Fe 34 5 12 11 38
of a tributary
of e small city Zn 79 3 3 7 8
river, 1
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Fig. 1. Estimating, masses of metais flowing into the.

atream frorn bottom sediments under variaus

conditions on the water—bottom interface:

a) ui0 — the absence of rn?ta1 izfflow to the

porous solution ensures boundary

condition (5);

5) m — metal inflow to the porous solution from

the bottom sediment at the speed ensuring

boundary condition (7%).

S.
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TiODOILGX QF ESTIMÅI’ING THE EFFIQIENCY QF INDUSTRIAL

WÄTER RQIRCULiTION SYSTEMS TO PREVENT NÄTURkL WÄTER

POLWTION

V .S • Kminkii, 1 .V.Orlov,K. I.Safronova

Water Problerns Inatitute, USSR Academy of Sciences,

MOsCoW, USSR

The relation3hip between maa and the environment becomes

increasingly diverse, complex and voluminous. The progress of

jndutrja1 and agricultural production inevitably leada to the

hu.man neative effect on nature, including the rowin volwue ot

wastes contaminating the atmosphere, soil and water sourees.

Wasteless techno1oy is a radical method for preventing environ

mental pollution. However, development of wasteless industries

is a complex techno1oicaJ.. and economic probiem. Its complete

solution recuires time for industrial overhaul and substantial

expenditures. Today the firet and highly im.portant step to sbarp

ly decrease the pollution of water sources, along witb ari appre

ciable cutback in water consumption,is introduction of water

reciroulation systems. It is known that waste water is a parti-.

cularly multitormage oomplex production waste. Disposal of evan

treated industrial waste water into water bodies and water cour—

ses results in water—quality deterioration and often in biologi—

cal unbalance in su.rface waters.

Using today’s water treatment methods, waste water needs

to be further dilu.ted witli such quantities of pure water that

cannot be obtained even from big rivers. For instance, in oil
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processin industry the dilution frequency 0±1 treated wast.e wa-

tor .is up to 60, in puI.p and paper industry — 20-40, in syn

thetie fiöre produetion — 10—1, in snthetio rabber proäuction

up to 2000, and in skin. and leather industry about 20 times

/6/.

Furthermore, in waste water dilution, background poilution

is älways observed in water’ objects. Taking into aocount self—

purffioation process in suraoe waters, we may assume the re

qiiired deree of treated waste water dilution in major water

courses to be at least 10 times on the averäge.

As for small rivers, particularly those flowing in the

areas of major industrial centres, their runoff downGtrearn S:

often comparable with the volunie of inflowing waste water. Under

these conditions, the poilutant concentrations in treated waste

water aro expected to meet the requirements corresponding to

maximum permissible ooncentration standards for water bodies in—

volving a specifjo typeof water use. Achievement of a higher

degree of treatment is not to be expected unless use is made of

add.itional treatment prooesses, requiring large capital and ope—

rational eences.

Oonsidering what has been said above, we may sy for sure

that the partioularly effeotive water—protective measure both

eoologically and eoonomicaliy are the use of water recirculati—

on systems. The economio feasibility of recirculation systems

stems from, among other things, the lower oost of the treatment

of recirculated water as compared to that of waste water dis—

charged directly into water bodies.
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For instance, in automobile indu.stry, a recirculation sys—

tein may admit water witb an oil product oontent of 15-30 m/1 (the

cost of water treatrnent in this case is 3—5 kopecks/m3), whule

in disposal. to a water course or body this concentration must

be reduced to 3—5 rng/i to achieve a 60—100—time dilution to meet

the fishery rnaxirnum perrniasible conoentration standard,the oost

ot water treatment rises, iii this case, up to 30 kopecks/m3 /5/.

The bioohemiaal oxygen dernand in the reciroulated water of cool—

in systerns can be rnuch 1arer than that o water disohared into

a water body used for fishing purposes: 20—25 0/i at a maxi

mum permissiöle concentration of 3 rn 0a” The aarne also true of

total iron, oopper, zinc, cyanides and synthetic surfacants whose

oonoentrations in recirculated water and in water bodies foilow—

ing their diluUon rnust be 4 and 0.05; 2.5—4 and 0.01; 10 and

0.05; 15 and 0.1 mg/1, reapectively, /5/.

In some induatries (electronios and radio enineerin)

techno1oica]. processes req,uire hih1y pure water, whioh follow—

ing the produotion cycle, is rnuch purer than raw water. In this

case, the application of a water circulation system is profi—

table becauao additional treatment and return to techno1oica1

proeesses of used water is more efficient than treatrnent of tap

water /2/. The use of water recirculation systerns decreases

fresh—water consurnption and, consequent1y, water treatrnent costs.

Reciroulated water treatrnent becomes the main water—treatment

procesa, thua reduoin capital and operational expenses on this

process as weli as on sewerage systema. Ät chernicaJ.. plants,

the introduction of water reciroulation systerns secured more

than 35% reduct;ion iii costs /1/.
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Vater recirculati.on systems are being increasin1y used in

the USSR. On the averae for the country, the use of water frota

these systems in 1985 accounted for 72.5 and,. excluding therrnal

power stations, .more than 80% of total water consumption, the

total capäcity of recirculation systeras amounted to abou.t 250 km3/

year,. i .e., abowb as muoh as the rnean annual runoff of such a ri—

ver as the Voiga /6/.

One of particularly water—consuming industries is ferrous

inetaliurgy (water consurnption in this industry accounts for 15%

of the country’s total industrial water consumption). Lare fer—

rotis metailurgical works use up to 200—300 thousand m3/hr each

/10/.

Today, the country’s average in the use of water recircu—

lation systenis in the above coTnpiex industries is about 90% /10/.

It is to be emphasized that some nieta1luricai works in the

U$$R are aiready operatin water rec iroulation systems, i •

disposal of waste water into water bodies has been completely

eiiminated there, while intake of fresh water is made solely

to compensate for the losses in the reciroulation systenis. The

econontic benefit from elimination of waste water disposal by

metaliurgica]. works arnounta aiready to 4 muhion rubles annual—

ly /8, 9/. In puip—and—paper industry, which accoun.ts for about

9% 0±’ total industrial water conswnption, certain dffficulties

were eneountered until recently in settin up reciroulation sys—

tems, particularly in bleacned puip production. For ali the pulp—

and—paper industry, recirculated water consumption averages at

present about 65%, however in cardboard nilla it is fairly high —

90—95% /4/.
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Ä ood exampie of a production witb a water recirouiation

syatem and with wate utilization in pu1p-and—paper industry i

the Suojäfvi eardboard miii. Here, a1ongide the 10—time

reduotion in freb—water oonswnptiori, the dispoaal of waste water

into lake Suojärvi was oompieteiy atopped; this water formerly

carried out oranic subatanoes, cliaracterized with respeot to

BOD eqaa1iin 0.5 021tt of produce, with respeot to OlD equai.

iin 0.6 k Qjt, nonvolatile water—soluble oranio and mineral

oompounds — 16.2 k, suspended substances — 0.8 k per ton of pro—

duoe. The excessive active s1ude left over after the bio1oica1

treatment of rooiroulated water is sent to pulp. In this cae,

the strength charaoeristics of cardboard, made from this puip,

are improved /4, 12/.

In the USSR, wasteieas techno1oies and water ciroulation sys

tema are bein developed in puip—and—paper ndustry on the basis

of theoreticai and praoUoai works, The introduction of optimai

water oiroulation systems is the first step in thia direction. In

nonleached sulpliate pulp production the volume of water used in

recirculation systemo may be as hih as 97%, in ieached sulphate

pulp production — 96%, in u..nieached sulphite pulp produotion —

85%, in newsprint produotion — 90%, in paper ba production —. 98%,

in printin paper produotion — 96%, and in oardboard produetion

96% o± the totai water oonsumption volunie /12/.

The fact that waste water and wastes from pulp-and-paper in—

dustry pose a serious danger to the environment .makes it eaay

to imderstand how important are these developments.

There is occasionaliy observed i.n water recirculation sy—

stems a hili coneentration of saits which is due to partial eva—
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poration of water durin cooiing, washing—out of salts frorn raw

materiais in production processes, as wefl to addition of coag—

ulants and other chemicais. However, accuriulation of salts in

recircu.läted water does tiet increase indefinftely. In the majority

of industrial plants, operaUng water recircuiation systems, ap—

proximateiy after 10 water cyc1es dynamic eQuiiibrium emerges

between the infiow of salts and their reuiovaJ. frorn the water sys

tem, for instance, with adsorbing precipitates. The accumulation

rate of salte and the advent of their stabilized content depend

on a nuraber of factors, such as the ionic composition of water,

use of some chemicala and other factors.

Ät the Yenakievo and Makeevka iron and steel plants, the

eontent of salts in fresh water amounts to 600 mg/i, On the atta—

inment of dynamic equilibrium in the recirculation systerns in

these pianta, the concentration of salts stabilizes at about 1500

mg/l. For hot rolling milis, the stabilization sets in at a

higher salt ontent - 2000—3500 rng/l. However, the use of such

miner.lized water does not interfere with produotion. operations.

For gas cleaning on blast furnaces in rnetallurgical produetion

an eren higher concentration. of saits in recircu.lated water can

be tolerated: up to 30 and 40—50 g/l, respective1. Furtherniore,

contrary to the prevailing opnion, the rate of oorrosion of

production equipnient with the use of highly—mineralized water in

gas cleaning deciines by 15% /10/.

Dressing plant operation with water recirculation systems

has shown that even salt concentration as high as up to 6-7 g/1

brings no harm to technological processes; what is more, it

results in a higher efficiency of fiotation extraction of use—

fui oonstituents, as weli as in a more effective precipitation

of suspended partioles.
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Vhere the content of sa1t iii recirculated water is limit—

ed, part of it (averain 0 • 2-0.3 to 0.5% of tot al voltime) is

desalinated. For instance, at the Vorkh—Isetsk metallurgical

works as much as 0.5% of recirculated water is subected to de—

salination; however, oven the use for this purpose ot’ a techzio—

logically obsolete evaporation piant, the cost of äistillate pro—

duced at it bein raore than 1 ruble/m3, does not reduce the total

eoonomic benefit from applioation of a recirculation systein.

Work is in proress today for developing more effective and

cheap methods of desalination. For instanoe, the oost of water

desalination t.isin the reverse—osutosis method with polyamide

meniöranes is in the order of 30 kopecks/m3.

An ecologioal effect is attained by using industrial water

recirouiation systems also from the viewpoint of formation of

the so—called secondary pollution. This results from decreasin

the release of pollutants beoause less riorous requirements are

imposed upon recirculated water treatrnent and because of treat—

ment of a snialler volurne of more concentrated water /2/.

Sinee many new industrial plants are bein put into

service and numerous old ones are bein u.pdated, to assess

the water—use rate with introduction of water recirculation sys—

tenis, being a multi—purpo3e water—oonservation measure, there

is a need to apiy some tecinological parameters. First of ali

it is the water reeircuiation coefficient

= reo -

. 100% = - — — . 100% (1)
was ‘ec dis
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which is one of the basic technologicai parameters ,dtermining

what part of waste water (a.) of its total anaount %ec

+ Q) is used in water reciroulation at the plant.

Earlier 11,13/, anotlier formula was used as the water re

circulation coefficient, which, in our opinion, tuore adequately

describes the degree of rationality in usin water at the plant

and is known as the water—use rationality coefficient

ree + irrev (2)

reo dis + Kdil. ais ios

The lower water losses (Q) and the amount of waste water dis—

charged into a water body the more rational the use of

water. Fresh—water consumption by the plant to meet utility re—

guirernents is not discussed here. It is essential tbat

‘krrev’ _0aredifferentiated. irrev represents usefui con—

sumption of water that is anavoidable iii certin technologies.

‘los may be the total of evaporation and seepage from taiing

duiiips and siime pits, being part of a water recirculation system,

losses at cooling towers (evaporation and drop removal) and

other losses. Water losses can and should be controlled since

they may he oocasionally substantial.

The ase of formula (2) as the water recircuiation coeffici—

ent cannot be correct beoause the %.rrev ios aro not

directly related to development of recirculation water supply.

Reoently, ase has often. been made also of the water—use

frequency coefficient /3/, which gives a significantiy more

clearcut idea about the rate of water ase in recirculation sys—

tems than kree does. It is
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reo + dis
fr

To take account of the extent of water recirculation attain—

ed at an industrial plant, aniounts of irreversible water consump—

tion and losses, the degree of treatnient o±1 waate water diaohared

into a water body, it is necessary that another parameter is

introduoed. It is the total volume of fresh water, used at an

industrial plant for production purposes and for keeping the wa

ter body, where waste water is dischared, in a norna1 condition

/7/:

fr.totaJ. = Qf + di1 irrev 1os + los.rec +

+ + K (4)

where is the amount of pure water needed for diluting

waste water; KdjL is the coeficient of frequenoy of dilution 0±1

waste water with pure water to bring it to the standard qua1ity.

Since the purpose of waste water dilution is to achiove the

biological adequacy of water in the water bodies, it should at

least meet the ±1 isliery requirements. W’herefore, it was formerly

suested /6/ that dj1 should be oalled “eco1oica1 water pas&’

the value of which should be appreciably larger tlian that of con

ventional sanitary water pass.

As the volume of pure water, used for diluting waste water,

is directly related not only to its quantity, but also its qua—

lity, it should be taken into acoount in the water—eoonomic bud—

et. Aocordingly, certairi researchers (the authors, V.K. Papisov,

and L.P. Sidorin) assume the quantity of fresh water, used for
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diluting waste water,to be ati indicator of the deree of waste—

water pollution:

was = was + di1 = %jr. + dis = ‘di (1 + Kdil): (5)

To. calculate the value of dil frorn forraula3 (4) and (5)

with allowance for background pollution, we can ea8ily derive the.

dilution coefficient:

c.—c.
1 Dl

ni — fi

where is the concentratio.n of the i—th pollutant in the waste

water dischared by the plant, C is the permissible concentra

tion of the i—th pollutant in the water body, C is the baok

ground concenträtion of the i—th. pollutant in the wate,r used. for

dilution.

For industrial plants with a stable technology, Kdj_ for

waste water can be determined by the biotesting procedure, e.g.,

daphnium testin; eariier the authors proposed the values

of a certain degree of reliability for relevant real situations

for hihly rouh calculations /5/.
The total wateruse rationality coefficient is derived from

formulas (2), (4), (5) in the fol.lowin form

-
- rec. . %.rrev• (7)

Krattotai
— %ec + los + Q, (1 + K1)

In analysing economic problems, involved in setting up wa—

ter recirculation systems (comparison of recirculation systems

and alternatives),we may use the methodologioal prooedure, sug—

gested in /5,6/, ali the caloulations bein made in costs per

unit water voluiae.
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Introduction of complete water recirculation aystems at

industria]. plants, apart frorn achieving ecological oa1s, produ.

ces, as a rule, a high economic benefit not only for the national

economy at large, bu.t also for individual industrial plants intro-

ducin water recirculation sytems.
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BIOMASS TURN-OVER TIiE Ä14D WAWER QUALIY.

Vavilin V.A., Bagotskiy.S.V.

Water Problems Institute, USR Äcademy of

Sciences, IV1ocow,

The reneval of the biomass takes place in the continuous

flow bio1oioa1 systems0 In these systems, the biomass output

oocurs simultaneously with the processes o± biomass synthesis

and input. The bio;nass may disappear from the system as the

resuit of grazin by organisms of higher trophic leveis, by

sinking or washout with water flows, and so on /Uhlmann, 1971/.

The biomass turn-over time is the important general charaote-.

ristics of a continuous flow biological systema.

The analysis of the modeis of biological conmiunities /Vavi’.

lin, 1966/ revesis that when the biomass turn—over times are

short (heavy loading), the slowly growing organisma, specifi..

cally adapted to consume hardly oxidized aubatrates, are dis—

plased from the system. Under these conditions the hardly assi—

milating substrates paas through the biologica]. community in

transit, without decomposition. Vhen the biomasa turnm.over time

is long (amail loading) then a wide variety of subatrates is

utilized, because the slowly growing organisma adapted to uti—

;ize hardly assimilating subatrates also remain in the system.

The statementa are iliustrates below by the modeis of lake

ecosystems.

Än abatraot mathematioal model of the lake ecosystem waa

analyed presuming the existenoe of several speoies of baoteria

and a few fractions o organio matter.

The model included one species o± algae numbered i=1, five

species of bacteria (i=2—6); one species of zoopiankton (i=7),

five fraction of organic matter (i8—12), and mineral phospho—

rua. It was also assumed that the i—th species of baoteria was

specialized to assimilate the organic matter fraction under

index i÷6 and that zooplazikton utilized indiscriminately ali

bacterial species.

Three layers were considered in the water basin: the epilim—

nion (2.5 m thick1 j=1), the hypolimnion (7.4 m thiok, j2),

the bottom f 0.1 ui thick, j=j). It was suggested that only in

the epilimnion that the input and the output of the continuous

water flow occur.
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The dynamios of the biotic,. components of the ecoaystern i.
iayer j (B) was described by differential equations

B —L +D (B0B )+Q (1)

where is the growth rate of algae and the ration. for hetero—
trophs; T ja the respiration; is death rate; ja,
grazing (djfferent from zero only for bacteria);
ja the input and output o± the relevant component with water
flows (for the hypolimnion and the bottom it is zero), where

is the ooncentration of the oornponent in the influent flow,
ja the exchange with the neighbouring layers by sinking.

The value is presumed to be equal to

=aB ÄL (2)

where a is the growth constant for algae and the focd assjmfl
ton constant for heterotrophs; ÄL is the restriction consta.nt
due the deficiency of subatrate. This value wa.s calculated by
different formulas accordirig to the kind of organisrns, They are:

1) for the algae in the ei1imnion
z

1 C
ÄL= ——— ) min(P1/(P1+K)2 I(z)/(I(z)+K1)) dz ()zio

where is concentration of the mineral pbosphorus; 1(z) is
intensiti of light at depth z; K and 1(i are constants of ha1f
saturation for phoaphorus and light; z1 ja the depth of the epi—
iimnion;

2) for the algae in the hypolinuiion and on the bottom ÄL=O;

3) for bacteria

ÅL r kB )/((rjkBk )+KBj) (4)

where is the concentration of k-th organio substance in jth

layer, Tjk=l if k-th organio substanoe oonsumed by i.th bacte—

ria and if not conswaed, K is the half-saturatiofl

constant

4) for zooplankton

ÄL —(B /((B )24) (5)
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where is the suin of ooncentrations of ali bacterial

species, KBZthe half—saturation oonstant

Intensity of light iii the epiliinnion at depth z is desoribe’d.

12

I(z)=I(0)exp(— E0 — (6)

where 1(z) is the intensity of liht on the deptb z f 1(0) — on

the surface), go and are the coefficienta of the water

extinction anLof the biotic oomponents extinction.

The follovin€ formula was used for respiration:

TuBi +( 1.—y )R (7)

where ui are the respiration constants, y is the yield ooeffici—

ent, which for algae was equal to 1.

The death rate was represented by the formula

(8)

where c is the death rate constant, and bacteria grazing by the

formula 6

L=R7B/ (9)

k=2
where R7 is the zooplankton ration.

The followix equation was considered valid for the oranic

water fractions:
7

Bij(\Ckj)Hj — + D(B0—B) + (10)

where D(B0—B)—is the input and output of the component with

water flow, is the exchange with the neighbouring layers,

L. is the utilization of i—th fractions of organic substnce by

bacteria, iescribed as

I= (\Rkrk±Bk/ ( riBi)) (ii)

( C11 )R. is the formation of organic matter fractions in the

process of decay of biotic components (LIi 15 the content of ith

fraction of organio ;natter in any biotic component).

The dynamics of phosphorus is described by equation

kj (PP )+Q (12)
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where Uk. is the rate of ohanges in the concentration of biotic
components and organic matter as the resuit o± biologicai pro—
cesses, ‘k is phosphorus content iii k-th component ( every
component have the same phosphorus content), D(P0P) is phos—
phorus input ti the epilimnion and phosphorus output with the
water flow, Q is exchange with the neighbouring layers0

It is obvious that value exactly corresponds to the amount

of phosphorus which was transferred from the water phase to the
biotio components in the unit of volume for a unit of time.

The value (and also Q) was assumed e qual to

‘df, ii2i1 )K5B1 )/z1 —for upper layer,

(Kdf,j(Bjl+Bj32Bj2)+Ksc,c(BjlBj2))/z2 —for intermediate iayer,

df,ii2i3)±K8C,Bi3)/z3 —for lower layer.

K is the constant of diffusion and K —the constant afdf,i SCL
sinking.

Several constants were used in calculationsCsee Table

Three variants of the dynamics of the ecosystem components

during a 1.50 days period were calculated by the computer (Tabies

2—3). In the first caiculation set, imitatin a mesotrophic lake

the mineral phosphorus concentration in the inflow water was se—

lected in such a way as to obtain 40 mg/m3 of the total phospho—

rus coneentration, iii the second calculation set (eutrophic lake)

the total concentration reached 400 mg/m3, and in the third cal—

culation set (hypertrophic lake) it was 4000 mg/m3,

When analysing the obtained results, we shouid £irst of ali

note that the present paper is not aimed at achieving quantita—

tive coincidence 0±1 oaiculations with the experimental data. Its

foremost task j to demonstrate that the eutrophioation of the

lake may cause simplifioation of the specific structure of the

baeterial commurdty by dispiacing the aiow growing species adap—

ted to consume hardly oxidized organic rnatter. This proceae is

the resuit of zooplankton grazing on baoteria thus causing for—

ced removal of baoterial biomasa,

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of bacteria in the lake after

a 150 days period. It is evident that the eutrophioation of the

lake results in the reduotion of the baeterial diversity in the

epiiimnion and hypolimniou, but in the hypolimfliofl remain the
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b’L eonsumin€ more hardly oxjdjzabje organio matter. Thia

happens because easily oxidizable organio matter ja mostly decom—

posed in epilimrdon. In ali t.Iiree casea iii the bottom layer
cLomi,nate

t fast growirig species.’beouae organio matter accumulated at the

bottom.

The structure of bacterial coxnmunitiea oould be characterjze

by biomaas turn—over rate, determined as

6 6
V.0— /Bjj (13)

- i=2 i=2

and by biomasa turn—over time

The turn—over time decreased with eutrophication, it deorea—

sed in seria “hypolinmion—epi1imnion’bottom”.

I3et lis compare the data on the oontent of different organio mat—

ter fraction. 1±’ in the first variant (mesotrophic lake) the ooncen

trations of ali the organic matter fractiona in the epilimnion are

fairly low, then in the second and third variants (eutrophio and

hypertrophic lakes) the concentrations of the third,f0Urth and

fifth organio matter fractions are 4—5 times higher than the ooncen—

tration o±’ the easily oxidiled firat fraction. This is attributed

to the absence of baoteria assimi1atin hardly oxidizable £ractions

in the epilimnion; consequently these fractions paas through the

lake”in transit”.

In order to desoribe the input—output relationa, the foliowirig

formula ja often used (Vollenweider, 1975):

outp1 inp 1 / (1+ v;r ) (14)

Its modifioation is

outp’ Pjflp =a/(J+b ) (15)

where is the total amount of phosphorus in innowirg water,

öutp
th total amount of phosphorus inoufowing water Cm our

oas—in epilimnion), 9 —the time of water exchange in years, a

and b are constants.

As evident from Fig. 3, in the modelled system at = 400

mg/m for not too long turn over times the dependenee of

inp1out on is linear, which is in oonformity with the

generalized Vollenweider formula (15). Iii our caae a=1.2 and b=

1.6.
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Table 1. Constant used in the lake ecosystem mode1

Biota

0.05 da’
30.0 i11.uit

L 05 r’

Biomass and organic matter concentration are determined

in conventional units

r

0.2 0.25
0.2 0.25

0.5
0.2

10

a, day’
Ct, day’
u, day’

K, units/r
K, li9/tu
K1 iii, units

q/units
, r2/units
k, /day
r411
BLtt:o:I urits/
B,, unitsi

0.01
20

0.2
0.0
0.01
0.1
0.001

6
J. J

0.05
0.05
0.5
0.2

0.1
0.0
0.01
0.1
0.001

7
1. 3

0.05
0.05
0.5
0.2

0.1
0.0
0.01
0.1
0.001

‘1

1...

0.20
0.20
0.5
0.2

0.1
0.0
0.01
0.1
0.001

Organic
10
0.2
0.2
0.01

10
0. 1
0.10
0.1

4
1.5
0.15
0.15
0.5
0.1

0.1
0.0
0.01
0.1
0.001

Matter
11
0.2
V. L

0.01
10
0.1
0. 1

0.1

5
1.0
0.10
0.10

L

0.1
0.0
0. Ot
0.1
0.001

12
0.2
V. L

0.01
10
0.1
0.1
fO

0.1
0.0
0.01
0.1
0.001

0.1
0.2
0.01

10
0.1
0.1
0.1

8
0.2

K, /day 0.2
rn/day 0.01

rgiq/units 10
t, r2/units 0.1
8Ct0) units/r3 0.1
B, uits/i’,3 01

General constant
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Table 2. VrIint 1 (conce.ntratfon 0± dlfferent vari.3bIes)

Mesotrophic Lake, 40 rng!rn of phos?horuS in. the inf1uent

wa te r

epiliruti hyp1ruh1 iii bt tturu
1.22 0.0 0.0älgäe

bacteria:
1 species 0.029 0.003 0.05%
2 5peci.s 0.034 0.004 0.046
3 sp.ecies 0.032 0.007 0.044
4 species 0.031 .0.015 0..04
5 peci.es 0.0.04 0,.050 0,.06
bacterial bioruass 0.13 0.081 0.125
t.urn—civer rat.e 0.64 0.. 20 0.97
zooplankton 0.113 0.020 0.237
total bioruass 1.46 0.. 1.09 0.4’1

organic matter
1 fraction 0.095 0.050 0.164
2 fraction 0.11 0.051 0.233
3 fraction 0.136 0.054 0.368
4 fraction 0.205 0.060 0.881
5 fraction 0.423 0.074 1.38
total organi.c ruatter 0.97 0.29 3.03’.
total bioruass +

organic atter 2.43 0.39 3.45
ruineral phosphorus 3 28 10
organic phosphor.us 39 5 39
total phosphorus 42 33 49
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Table 3. (concentrations of the different variabies)

Hypereutrophic lake; 4000 mg/m of phosphorus in the

influent water

epilirnion hypolii*nion botto

algae 39 0.145 0.032
bacteria:
1 specis 0.112 0.060 0.096
2 species 0.002 0,035 0.009
3 species 0.0 0.00 0.00
4 species 0.0 0.00 0.00
5 species 0.0 0.00 0.00
bacterial bioa5s 0.114 0,096 0.106
turn—over rate 2.42 2.02 2.40
zooplanktori 0.87 0.81 0.93
total biass 40 1.05 1.06

organic ratter
1 fraction 7.05 0.95 15.7
2 fractin 12.3 19.5 350
3 fraction 12.8 35.5 635
4 fraction 12.9 35.9 643
5 fraction 13.0 40.4 730
tc’tal organic ratter 58.1 132 2370
total bioMass +

organic matter 98.0 133 2380
rinera1 phosphorus 2230 2860 2660
organic phosphorus 1380 1340 23740
total phosphorus 3610 4200 26400



Fig. 1.

The block—scheme of the lake ecosystem model; I—epilirfl”

nion, Ii..hypo1imnion, IIL.-bottom.

P—a1gae, BG—bacteria, ZPzo:op1ankton (rnicrozoobentho.s at the

bottom), OR—organic matter, P—minera1 phosphorus.

The soheme does nct show the produotion of organi.c matte

by decay of bacteria and zooplankton and the remova]. of phos—

phorus as the resuit of algae and baoterial respiration.
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Bacterial Biomaas composition after 150-daya period (the
species are numbered from left to right). The firat column
represent epilimnion, the second oolumn-.hypolimnion, the
third column—bottomb The first line shows variant 1, the
second line’-uariant a, the third line—variant 3.
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The. depezidenc.e jflp: out.
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SEÄWÄTER INTRUSION INTO COÄSTÄL FRESH-WÄTER ÄQUIFERS AND ITS
EFFECT ON GROUND WÄTER QUÄLITY

M. G. Khublaryan, Ä. ?. Frolov, 1. 0. Yushmanov

In case of submarine discliarge of ground water within
interface of fresh ground water and salme seawater a
transition zone arises with highly variable water salin
ity ranging from fresh to salme seawater. Location and
size ot this zone are dictated by seawater density, the
rate of subaqueous discharge of ground water and other
factors. Construction of water intake structures in
littoral regions and intensified pumpage of ground water
can lead to seawater intrusion into fresh—water aquifers
and can give rise to combatting problems in respect to
the pollution of ground water sources.

For the purpose of effective management of aquifers in
littoral regions and prevention of their pollution a
flexible mathematical model is indispensable the de—
scribes combined movement of fresh and salme water in an
aguifer. Mathematical modelling of seawater intrusion
can be subdivided into two groups: in one it is a assumed
that there is a distinct boundary between fresh and sa—
line water, in the other — that two liquids are mixing.
Both groups of the tasks yield information specifying the
relevant method to be applied in each particular case.

1. $olution of the task concerning identification of
interface for the model of movement of two non—mixing
liquids can be done by several different techniques. The
ratio

efh
H = — (1.1)

for unconfined aquifer was obtained from the condition of
hydrostatic equilibrium by the method known as Gbyben
Herzberg lens, where h is elevation of fresh water above
sea level,

H is depth of interface below sea level,
are densities of fresh and salme water,

respectively.

Ät e1 = 1.025 g/cm, = 1.00 g/cm’ we obtain from (1.1)
1-1 = 40 h. But since fresh ground water flows into the
sea at a certain finite velocity the location and shape
of fresh and salme water interface should be governed by
conditions of their dynamic interaction. However, for
quasihydrostatic condition at a considerable distance
from sea shore where fresh water flow is almost horizon
tai, the ratio (1.1) is to an adequate degree applicable.

The method that takes infiitration into account while
identifying the shape of interface in coastal aquifers is
based on Dupuit approximation about horizontal flow in
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aquifers. For steady-state fiows in unconfined aquife.r
the Dupuit formula as based on the Ghyben-Herzberg ratio
will take the form

Q + Rx = — kli (1 + 8’/a, (1.2)

where R is infiitration, 8 = —

Boundry conditions

X = 0, h = h:.; x = L, h = 0.

By integrating the equation (1.2) one can obtain the
eguation for determining the boundary of interface

2Qx + Rx.
h = h2. — k (1 + 8) (1.3)

= (2QL + RL:)/kf1 + 9)

The obtained ratios reveal the relationship between depth
of salme water intrusion L, Piezometric head h,. of
fresh water over interface surface and discharge Q of
fxesh water flow.

Application of the Dupuit approximation 15 iustified only
in the case when verticai velocities can be discharded
which is not valid in the vicinity of sea shore.

Improved anaiytica1 soiutions in respect to h.omogeneous
confined aquifers are presented in the works [2 4)
using methods of hodograph and double series of Fourier.
The findings of experimental investigations show the non
mixing liquids are separated by a macroscopicaliy dis—
tinct surface of interface, and both non-mixing liquids
occupy separate areas that do not cross each other. The
shape of interface surface and its iocation may continu
ously vaaery in space Both liqu;ds are distinguished
according to their physical properties: density, viscos—
ity, etc.

If the movement of two non-mixing liquids in porous
medium occurs in such a way that one liquid is tagnant,
whule the other is in the steady—state piane fiow, then
analytiucal solution can be obtained using the method of
hodograph. Älthough in this case interface of two
iiquids is not known in advance, but the boundary
conöition is known, consequently, location of interface
becomes known in the piane of hodograph.

Let us consider verticai the section of a fresh-wter
aguifer that mn perpendicular to sea shore where fresh
water of }‘.r specific weighty moves above stagnant salme
liquid of specific weight (Fig. 1).

Let us introduce complex piane z = x + iy and complex
potential of fresh water flow w..

=
+ iT, where is
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funetion of current, 4 is potential of specific discharge
of fresh water flow

k fy + kr =t4f (1.4)

kf 15 constant hydraulic copnductibity of porous medium
with respect to fresh water,

,%f is viscosity of fresh water.

Boundary conditions for complex potential Wi have the
following form:

on ÄF line which is the line of current,

‘r= 0, y = 0; (1.5)

on FE line which is also the line of current,

y= —L, (1.6)

where Q is fresh water discharge per unit of aguifer
thickness.

ÄB line is the boundary between the percolation zone and
water body, therefore, on this line it can be assumed for
the case of small angies that

= 0, y = -x tg (1.7)

BE line being the line of current simultaneously separ—
ates moving fresh water from stagnant salme. Äccord—
ingly, along this line [5] we have

Q. %= -k’y, (1.8)

wh e r e

= k (
-

) /7
On w. piane the semiband ÄFEB will correspond to AFEB
flow area in realt physical piane z.

In piane W:c point E has coordinates. = Q,
k’(L + Y1).

Let’s introduce complex velocity of flow w = u + iV,f1.9)

where cornponents of liquid flow velocity are deterrnined
by the formulas:

u = — ax, V = — y (1.10)

Complex piane w is usually called the piane of current
hodograph. Using results of the work 151 we can show
fresh water flow on the piane of w hodograph.
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In piane w the BE boundary is part o.f circumference with
k radius and centre having coordinates u = 0, V = k’/2.
Velocity at F point i equa1 to u, = Q/L.

Later on, complex transition veiocity w u — IV will be
required, therefore. we show the flow area in w piane onto
w piane which Is a mirror image in relation to u axis.

3y applying transforrnation w’ = w we transform curvi
linear area into rectilinear one.

Flow areas on w and w’ pianes are conformally reflecte’d
into auxiliary complex piane (onto its upper part).

Using the Kristoffel—Schwartz formula [51 we obtain
parametric connection of complex potential piane with
piane of hodograph

i f+1

_____

w’ (‘ ) = ir
j

1) V — 1, f 1.11)

Q.E- 1 r

___

W:i. () it ] (j — a)V 1 (1.12)
1

51 nce

dz = — w, (1.13)

stemming from it we obtain conformal reflection of aux—
iliary piane on the flow area in physical piane z.

Z. Q!:E— 1 w’ ()

___

d = ir k’ ( — a) — 1 (1.14)

In order to determine the unknown parameter of conformal
reflection “a”, we make use of F points correspondence on
w’ piane and on the auxiliary p1ane

j• .k’t1. a + 1 d
B1= Q =f.i) V’—1 (1.15)

By Integrating the ratio (1.14) in the range fromj = -1
to = +1, and introducingdimensionless variabies

XE

= L, = L, .. L , 7 = L ,

we find coordinate of 3 point on tha piane z:

1 f () d
3z4 + = e i.:xrr (a — )\rr—)$ (1.16)

-1
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whe re

1 (i.+_* at
f()=f1—t) /IE—t

The equt1on for determining “a” parameter (1.15) 15
transformed into

1 a (+I a)
B1 =f — 1) V— 1 (1.17)

whereas equations of the interface line - into;

rap+l taP+l
-

= — B lnL p + a + p + a ) — 1)14J, (1.18)

chp u (clix - 1\ du
x = - BivW - 1 f [tgcit

+ f chX + i) dx] chu + a

In Fig. 2 some results of caleulations are presented
concerning the shape ot stagnant salme wedge using
Lormulas (1.18). Äs shown the size of intrusion area and
depth of seawater penetration into confinced coastal
fresh-water aquifer is apparently dependent upon sea
bottom gradient. Thus, at one and the same value of
parameter 31 = 0.3 the depth of salme water penetration
decreases more than twice with increasing of sea bottom
gradient from 00 to 150.

2. However, as is known, fresh and salme water are mixing
liquids, and a more or less extended dispersion zone, as
a rule, lies between them, the size of which as dictated
by hydrogeologlcal conditions ranges from several metres
to hundreds of metres. Variation of water salmnity in
the transitional dispersion zone, especially, in the case
of its comparatively large extent, is to lie taken into
consideration in designing water intake structures in the
zone of coastal aquifers [61.

Let us consider the seetion of a confined aquifer two—
dimensional in vertical piane and perpendicular to sea
shore (Fig. 1). Basic equations of the process of salme
water intrusion into such aguifer are as follows: Dercy
law, contmnuity eguation for liquid, eguation of dis
solved salt transfer, equation of liquid state.

$eawater movement in this case takes the form of a salme
water wedge penetrating an aguifer in its lower part. Ät
a point where sea-water encounters fresh water counter—
flow mixlng of them occurs. Resultant mixture, being
less heavy than seawater, rises upwards and drifts
towards the sea under the influence of fresh water
presusure gradient. Äccordlngly, a convective cell of
brackish water is created in the aquifer. Äs soon as the
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arnount of dissolved salt entering throught the lower part
of sea boundary of the aguifer 13 balanced by the amount
of salt carried away throuqh thc upper part of the
boundary, stationary dynam;r equ;librium is attained at
the stationary boundary conditions.

While .seieeting x, y axes of coordlnate :system (Fig. 3)
in the direction of main axes of anisotrophy, and bearing

s
in mmd that

=
« 1, the Darcy equatlon and

those of continuity for the stationary case are written
as foflows

= - ax,

w =
—

Q (y + g) f 2.1)

x + 3y = 0

where u, w are seepage velocities towards x,, y axes,
respeetively, }7, )2 are specific weights of salme and
fresh water.

introaucing current function by the ratio

u = ay, w = — (2.2)

and assuming permeability and dispersion coefficients to
be constan’t, we transform equation system (2.1) and dif
fusion equation to the following form

2!. &. ar eKx2f
+ Ky = — / x, (2.3)

aa
y x - ax y = Dx + Dy 3y’

By introducing dimensioniess variabies

TQ, )C = = (2.4)

where 1 15 characteristic length of intrusion zone, L 15
thickness of the aquifer.

Let’s substitute (2.4) into (2.3) and equate coefficients
at first and third members of the first equation in (2.3)
(balance of viscosity and :flowability forces). Then we
obtain

C = L Ra/Pe (2.5)

whe r e
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Ra = KxLef is Raylelgh number,

Pe = Q/Dy is Peclet number.

Omitting vlnculum over variabies, we rewrite the system
(2.3) in the form

+ b Ky = - ax, li = Ra

ay = b Pe (ay x - ax ay) - Dy b (2.6)

According to the data presented in the work [7] for agui—
fers composed of limestones and coarse.gralned sand, “b”
parameter is egual to 0.04. In this case, in equations
(2.6) members with b coefficient can be disregarded,
provided Dx Dy, Xx Ky. The system of equatlons will
be presented in a simpllfied form

ac
=

— x, (2.7)

3y2 = b Pe (y x - x y)

with boundary sonditions

0, y = 0, y = 0 (2.8)

1, = , = 1

ilm c = 0 at x > — o.

Äpproximated analytlcal solution of (2.7) - (2.8) was
obtalned in the work [8] in the form of a section of
trigonometrical series for CCX, y)

n
c(x, y) =%ci..:fi:(x) cos Ky (2.9)

k=0

where fi.:(x) = exp [(1 + k) mx]; m, c1.2 are unknown
constants. Function (3.9) satisfies ali the boundary
conditlons on c(x, y).

In Fig. 3 the lines of equal salt concentrations within
0.1 - 0.9 are presented as well as the streamlines ob—
tained in the work [8] at different values of n. With n
increaseing the lines of egual salt concentration iso—
chlores) somewliat shift towards fresh water, while
trajectories of liquid particles rise to the top of the
aquifer In the seaward end of the aguifer. The presence
ot return streamlines in the leit lower angle - Fig. 3
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Indicates the circu1atlon of seawater. in Fi.g. 3 iso—
chlore c = 0 5 15 presented that was obta;ned by Cooper
and Pinder [9] using the method of character;zation after
attaini.ng stationary .state. Isochiore of Cooper and
Pinder c = 0.5 in final points .practica.lly coincides w.fth
the given solution but fts cur.vature ts by far .less.

Methods of analyt.icai study o.f saflne water eneroachrnent
can be used for qu:a.litati.ve evaluation of varying prop—
ertie of coastal tresfi—wter 3quiferb at arbitrary
va1ue.s of key pärarneter..s.,
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aquifer: 1 CO.1; 2 C=O.3 4 C=O.’7; 5 — C=O.9.
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Fig.3. Distributjon of salt concentratjon in lmconfined coastal
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SEA ÄND RIVER WÄTER MIXING IN ESTUÄRIES

M. G. Khu;blaryan and Ä. P. :Frolov

The rnixing of £resh river and salt sea waters in estu
aries and river rn’ouths has become a major subject öf
oceanoloyica1, hydrological, and ecoioyo-economic te—
search becaus.e the intensive water intake ifom ri:ve
drainage areas disturbs the natural equilibriurn of water
masses near the sea coasts.

Estuaries perfo:rm several vital functions. In particular,
many water organisms stay there during their entire life
cycle:s; it is the breeäing ground for the juveniles of
many fish species.

Hydro:physically, the most salient feature of an estuary
15 consis:tent increase in water salinity and density from
the river end to the sea end of the estuary. The verticai
salinity distribution and there:spective mode :of circuia—
tion flux is the main criterion in the hydrographic
c1assification of vaIley type estuaries into welirnixed,
partially mixed, and :strongly stratified. In wei1-eilxed
estuaries the salinity does not practically vary dpth—
wise; the ±resh water is moved seawards and the sea
water, 1andwards, by horizontal turbuien;t diffusion. Ät
ariy depth the overail wate:r flux 15 sea-bound.

1. Salt transfer in a weli-mixedvaliey type estuary is often
descr ibed by one—dirnensional mathemat ical mode1s of con
vect ive d if fusion which may :be obtained by integrat iny
three—d imensional nonstat:ionary equati on.s describing tur-
bulent diffusion of sölutes alon.g the variahle cross
section of the estuary.

The one—dimensional equation of convective diifusion has
the forrn

3c E:JL
t + V 3s = D + F(s) D as + q(s) (1.1)

where c is the aditive concentration; t 13 the longi
tudinal (axial) coord:inäte; V 13 the fiuid velocity; D is
the constant factor of turbulentdiffusion; q is the
Intensity of solute sour:ces aiong the path; änd F(s) 13
the crosssectional area or the estuary.

If the cross-sectional area varies expontentia1ly

F(5) = Fif$/$i) (1.2)

equation ( 1.1) can be rearranged into

Cc) aa n2
at + v 3s = D 3s + s 3s + q (1.3)
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where F ts the cross—sectional area with S = $., and n ts
the exponent.

Än eguation similar to (1.3) has been used in Ref. [1] to
model the zone of pollution by nonconservative matter
with a negliqible advective transfer. In estuaries where
the inflow of fresh water ts noticeable this transfer
cannot be ignored otherwise large errors may occur.

Let us take up several examples of solving eguation (1.3)
analytically. When tliere are no sources in a channel
whose cross-sectional area ts constant (n = 0) we have
from equation (1.3)

at + V 3s = D 3s (1.4)

By introducing dimensionless parameters 7 and r
s =%L, t = LT’D (1.5)

where L ts the characteristic linear scale, eguation
(1.4)

rearranges into

a. Yi
1- 13 a7 = , (3 = (1.6)

With boundary conditions

r= 0, c = 1; = 0, c = 1; ‘ = co, c = 0 (1.7)

eguation (1.6) ts represented as

c(, T’) = ½ [eric 2V ] + e’Z eric t2V’7 )] (1.8)

whe r e

24
erfcu = 1 — erfu; erfu = f e[ d

Eguation (1.8) ts often applied to heat conductivity and
convective—diffusional transfer in porous media [2].

Let us use equation (1.4) to model convective-diffusional
transfer of fresh river water in a mass of sea water with
an allowance for evaporation. Introducing the dimnsion—
less variabies ‘ and r of eguation (1.5) the boundary
value probiem

+ 13 a2 = — = D (1.9)

r= 0, c = 0; ? = 0, c = 1; = 1, c = 0
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1s solveä as a tr1gonometric series:

0 iia•
c = c + Z B11 exp (2 — fl sin (1 10)

k=i

whe r e

(1 —(3) (.1 — exp(32)
= kv’ + 4 , c = 1 — (3 — 1 — exp (3

8Tk 4(3
= 4Uk + (3: [ (...1)i4.+.I.

17exp (—2) —
4:] (3 (i -i

1—13
+ (-1)’ expf-(3/2)] + (i - exp (3 - 1) [1 + (—I,) exp

(O•

(3/2)] - i - exp [ + ti)’ ex, (3/2 ]..
and q is the constant eva,poration rate mLrus
prec ipi tat jo:n f q > 0)

If, on the ieft-hand: side, 7 = 0, the oundary condition
bof the third kind 13 specified

3c
+ (3 (1 — c) = 0 (1.11)

tlien we have i:nstead bof (1.1:0)

c = c + Z B ... exp (— 2 — .1k 7’) s;n 7i, (1 12)
k =1

wh.ere

cx. (X

= 1 — h, c = ÷ ( 1 — — -;;-), ).:& = ÷ 4

Z1 4Ati.,: (ak + bk +

ta.n 7 + 3 0,B = (2,ki.: — sin hi;)(ø + 4,%)

Z.
ak =13 [(3 exp2 3j:fl y(i..: — 2)kI: expf3/2

41x

(51.. = (3 [ff32+4,t:)exp (3/2 sin ,Ii:+46ftI.,:(1•exp (3/2

= 2 (i — (3 — B) (2.: c:os,,2
- (3 5ifl/) exp 13/1

For an expending estuary of constant depth H we have from
eguation (1.3) with n = 1
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= D ar + r r
—

q, f3 = D — (1.13)

where r is the instanteneous radius, Fig. 1. is the
estuary expansion angle, and Q is the river flow.

By introducing dlmensionless coordinates as in eguation
(1.5).

r = ‘L, t = (1.14

eguation (1.13) rearranges, with q = 0, into

ac a2c
=

+ ) ) ,
= rio (1.15)

Under the boundary conditions

T= 0, c = 0, ) = 0, c = 1; = w, C = 0 (1.16)

an automodel solution of equation (1.15) can be obtained
in the form

e (T,) = T fa,) :/4fl/Tfa) (1.17)

where T(a) is a gamxna-function and T(a,n) is an incom—
piete gamma function

1-1J
u = /4T, a = 2 > 0

Ä solution of (1.17) is represented in Fig. 2 with some
values of a proportional to the river flow Q. The area
where large amounts ot fresh water are present is largely
dependent on the parameter a. Thus witli c = 0.95 the
length of thls zone increases 20—fold as a inereses from
1 to 4.

For an expanding eatuary of finite lengtli with a boundary
condition on the right-hand side in the form

c=0 (1.18)

and other boundary conditions in the form (1.16), the
distribution of the fxesh water content T) can be
obtained as a Bessel series of functions

= 1 -

2a
e I ) (1.19)

where 1i.: are roots of the equation I ()) = 0,

A = — 1 LX1 )2’ T(a)
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2. in weakiy stratified estuaries the salinity is differen’t
in the surface stratum and deeper waters, witb a notrce—
able transfer through medium deptlis The horizontal and
vertical salinity gradients exist both ui the surface and
deeper strata salt is advectively transferred in surface
strata towa rds the sea and in bottom strata towa. rd th.
1and .

The chief subject of interest in the hyrodynarnics of
weä:k Iystrat 1 fie estyarues is the residua,1 c 1 rcuIat jon
in small, relatively narrow estuaries unaffected by
t;des The estuary is viewed as small when the tidal wave
is shorter than the estuary length but other short—term
pe turhat 1 ons. such. as wind rna1 e ari impakct ort the ave rag
c;rculation and mass transfer Circulation fluxes in
estuaries may be classif;ed into lateral and vertical
which both resuit fiom the action of the same externae
and internal forces such as the wind, tides, topQgraphy,
river fiow and sea water salinity.

For narrcw est’,raries whose 1enqth is a:ssumed to be much
larger thab the width, the properties of lateral fluid
and salt fiows do not change much. Theref;ore three
dimensional equations of the eatuary hydropliysies can be
integrated over the width and reduces to a s impier two—
di mens 1 onal fcrm. F;cr an estuary, two—dirnens lonal in the
vertica 1 p1 ane, weaIiy strat ified, and h:av 1 ng a constant
depth and width ti-re equat1 ons of mot in, cont inuity, and
diffusion of a conservat1ve solute äv;eraged over the tide
per1od for a stationary case have the fo:rm [31

U = x + V y = — e. + 3y (Ä ay), (2.1)

o=-e y+g,

u v
O=3x+ y

c •

u ax + v y = x ax) + Y IK y

where u and v are the liquid velocity componenets along
the x and y äxes, res;pective1y; P and a:re the 1iquid
pressure and de;nsIty; 13 the eoefficient o;f turbulent
iiscosity; K and are coefficients of turbulent
diffusion; e. is the density of fre:sh water, c is the
salt content; and gis grävity.

The liquid state equation häs the form

= (1 + O.76c) (2.2)
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Introducing a functlon such as Y (x, y) by the reiatlons

u = ay, v = — (2.3)

we have boundary conditions

y = 0, Y = 0, y-’ = , y = 0,

y = H, = Q, y = 0, y = 0, (2.4)

ilm c = 0, ilm x = 0, x —

where ris the wind tension.

Ari approximate solution of equations (2.1) under the
boundary conditions (2.4) can be obtained by the $hvets
Targ method [3]. It provides a fairly accurate descrip—
tion of a two-stratum fluid circuiation in actual estu—
aries where the botton sea water moves upwards towards
the land whereas the surface fiux is sea-bound.
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CAN THE DILUTION OF ÄN ÄCCIDENTÄLLY RELEÄSED POLLUTÄNT BE INCREÄSED
BY REGULÄTING THE RIVER?

John Forsius, National Board of Waters andEnvironment, Hydrological
Office, Finland

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the paper is to discuss, whether one can influence the
dilution of a harmful substance , that has accidentally been
released into a river during a short, limited period of time. By
regulating the flow in the river one could increase the the disc
harge to perhaps obtain an increase of the mixing process, and
hence dilute the pollutant more effectively than without regula
tion. Conversely, a decrease in the disoharge would decrease thetransport velocity of the pollutant and perhaps decrease the
dilution, but give more time for counteractions.

The above idea requires first of ali that there is a regulating
facility in the river (a gate, a hydropower station etc.) andsufficient storage of water to sustain an inoreased discharge for
the required time period. The effect of possible operational manou
vers can be studied with a mathematical model, which solves the
appropriate transport and diffusion equations numerically. The
diffusion ooefficient of the pollutant has to be estimated with
reasonable accuracy to make comparison of different regulatin
alternatives meaningful.

An example of the behavior of a hypothetical accidental release inthe Kymijoki River in Finland wiil be presented.

EQUÄTIONS

For the one-dimensional oase the following transport-diffusion
eguation is used:

_‘+u -- —Q -‘ (1)

where U=Q/Ä= mean cross sectional flow velocity
Ä= cross sectional area

discharge
dispersion coefficient
time

x= longitudinal coordinate

This eguation is usally split into one transport eguation

r

___
____

(2a)
+11-
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and one diffuiön equation

__

-

_
_

— xi (2b)

These two eguations are then solved numerioaliy in two separatsteps.

It is weii known (Cunge & al, 1980) that consderabie numerical
diffusion, appart from the true physical diffusiori, can occur whensölving the transport equatön, eq. 2a. Sotttetiitie the humeric1
diffusion can lie even reater than the physical diffusion In oUrcase it is important, that the nume]icai diffusiön is kept insignificant, because the main interest is to study the öliange in (physical) diffu±on öf the pollutant as a resuit äf change in flÖwconditiöns. Numerca1 diffSiön wöuld destroy the validity of thecornparison between different äisharge alternetives.

The Holly-Preissrnann ‘two-point fourth-order.cheme’ {1oliy &Preissrnann 1977) for the transprt euation is stfficient1y curateför our purpose. In this scherne not only the cöncentrations areconvected, but aiso the önöentration gradiente, ftiereby it ispossibie to obtain fourth-order aocur.acy using only to gr±dpointsat a time.
This scherne was adopted in the ourrent öase.

There exists a number :Of sohernes to so1e the äif;fusiön eguation,eq. %b. Here an explicit scherne by hevereau and reissman wasued (cf. Cunge & al., 19O). Now it oniy’rem,äins to determine thediffusion ooefficient K.

Eider (1959) proposed:

K 5.93 0 U (3a)

maan depth
shear veiocity

McQuivey and Keefer (1974):

K = 0.0:58 Q /(S 8) (3b)

= energy siope of wäter level
B = channel width

Fischer (1973):

1< = 0.011 U2 B /(0 U) (3c)

Än indication of the effects of an increase of the dischare oan
be obtained analytically. If, in the case of uniform flow, the
discharge is doubled, it can be shown that with eqs. 3a and 3b K
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will also be doubled, and that with eq. 3c K will decrease. Because
the flow velocity will inorease with a factor of only 1.26, an
overali inorease in the dilution is to be expected in the first
two cases. In the third case there will theoretically be a decrease
in the rate of dilution. It can be concluded that aiready the
choice of formula for comput±ng the dispersion coefficient greatlyaffects the results.

-

But the flow in natural rivers is not uniform, so no definite
conclusions of the dilution oan be made.

In the present case the formulation of McQuivey and Keefer(1974)
was used, with the exception that the factor O.058/S is kept
constant for the whole reach.

HYPOTHETICAL ÄCCIDENTÄL RELEASE OF A POLLUTÄNT IN THE KYMIJOKI RIVER

The simulated reach of the Kymijoki River is about 75 km long andincludes several hydropower stations. Along the river there Jsalso many pulp faotories, from which accidental releases of sodiumhydroxide have happened. The river is guite irregular and wasdescribed by 290 cross sections with a distanceof 84..,1220 m. Thedispersion coefficient was calculated as K= 25 QB, obtained froma field test, giving local values of K=12...150 m /s.

It was assumed, that an accidental release of a pollutant happenedat location x=103.6 km (x= distance from the sea) at time t=0, itreaches its maximum after two hours and goes to zero at t=4 hours.Three 9ses were simulated: a) the disoharge was ket constant(Q=200 m /s), b) the discharge was icreased to 400 m /s at t= 5hours, and c) the discharge was 400 m /s from the start.

The value of the flow velocity (or discharge) needed te solve thetransport equation (eq. 2b) was obtained from a one-dimensionalmathematical unsteady flow model using the same cross sections.

It was found that the dilution is quite strong during the first 10km of the simulated reach. It could also be conoluded, that mcreasing the discharge increased the dilution with 11 * 76.8 kmdownstream the point of release. The difference in dilution betweenthe three cases cannot be considered of practical importance,though.

The transport velocity was increased by about 80 %, when doublingthe discharge.

The numerical diffusion was found to be very much smaller than thephysical one.

DISCUSSION

Increasing the discharge after an accidental release of a pollutantwill resuit in a slight increase of the dilution, when using theeq. 35 te calculate the local value of the diffusion coefficient. The arrival time of the peak concentration was affected to agreater extent.

It was found, that some instability appeared in the Hofly-Preissmannscheme if the cross sections were to far appart. Holly and Preiss
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mann (1977) recommend, that: the poliution. o1ozd should be descxibed
witb at least ten points, in order to make the calculation acctira
te In the present case the limited extent of the pollution cloud
in the beginning of the simulation period requires a short distance
between cross sections in the beginning of the river reach, before
the cio.ud is stretched o.ut due. to: mixing. This restriction coul&
he rernoved by using some other cornpuLtational meihod in the beginning
of the simulation,e.g the ‘smalI cloud metliod’ used by SOGREAH
(Holly and Usseglio-Poiätera, I9S4).
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Fig. 1. The Kymijoki River
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Distance from poiM of releose

fig. 4. Decrease of peäk concentration.

Fig. 5. Comparison of dilution. Ca peak conc. when Q— 200
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EXAMINÄTION OF MODEL ÄDEQUÄCY AND ANÄLYSIS OF PHOSPHORUS

DYNÄMICS IN LAKE KUORTANEENJÄRVI - Ä CASE STUDY WITH TWO
*)

LAKE MODELS

Juhani Kettunen1
2Alexander V. Leonov

Olli Varis1

The dynamics of P and algae of Lake Kuortaneenjärvi, Fin
land, were studied. Two mathematical modeis were used to
analyze the lake behavior. One was tailored for the appii
cation with special ernphasis on analysis of aigal dynam
ics. The other focuses on P transformations and was trans
ferred with slight recalibration from Lake Balaton, Hungary
and Ivankovskoe Reservoir, USSR. Ä subtask was hence to
examine and discuss the adequacy of complex ecological lake
modeis in a case of inadeguate field data. The results
showed that incoming P fractions differed greatly between
the two basins of the lake. Organic fractions were more
dominating :in the lower basin. Net sediraentation was only
20 % of the gross sedimentation. The calibration results
of the two modeis were rather adequate as far as the ob—
served variabies were considered but the overparametriza
tion of the modeis came out in inadequacies of unobserved
items. The original scope of the modeling comprised also
evidently to the adequacy.

1 Helsinki University of Technology, Laboratory of Hydro
logy and Water Resources Fngineering. Rakentajanaukio 4,
SF—02150 Espoo, Finland.

2
Water Problems Institute of USSR Äcademy of Sciences,
103064 Moscow, USSR.

*)
The paper will be pubuished elsewhere
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ON. TFE. ADEQUACY OF LÄRGE-SCALE MODELS IDENT1FIED WITH

INCOMPLETE FIELD DÄTÄ - A. .CÄSE STUDY WITH TWO LÄKES MODELS

1)
Olli Varis
Juhani Kettunen

2)
Äle,xander V. Leonov

,ÄBSTRÄCT

Phis study was motivated by the questiori: Within a large
scale model describdnq a complex natural, system;, how ade
guate and valid can the items identified withincornplete
field data he assurn:ed to lie in comparison with suhsysterns
better observed?”.. This guestion was studied by applying
and comparing two water quality modeis against the aarne
set o.f fieid data frorn Lake Kuortan:eenj ärvi,, Finland.

One of the modeis has previousiy been constructed to de—
seribe algal dynamics based on N and P cycies of Lake
Kuortaneenj ärvi. The other has been developed for the anä—
lysis o:f phosphorus dnarnics and transforrnations of Lake
Balaton, Hungary.

N jne model variäbIes were cho sen to represent the modeis
and different categories of oiservation types: directly
and indirectly ob.served as well as non—.observed väriabies.
Statistical comparisons were: made between cornputed. and

observed values as weiI as between the simulated values

obtained with the two modeis.

The results show distinctly the probiem of unaertainty

and inadequacy relate:d to rno:dellng of non-observed subsys

tems e . g. transferring subinodeis or ccmpIete modeIs iden—
tif.ied earlier with data from. some other systems.

Äccepted to lie pihiished in Äqua. Fermic:a 16 , 2 i986

Laboratory of Hydrology and Water Resources Engi
neering, Helsinki University of Technoiogy,
Rakentaj anaukio 4, SF-02150 Espoo, Finland.

2) Water Problerns Institute of the USSR Äcademy of
Sciences, Moscow, 103064, USSR.
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